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DISCRETIZATION BASED ON CLUSTERING METHODS
Daniela Joiţa
Titu Maiorescu University, Bucharest, Romania
daniela.joita@utm.ro
Abstract. Many data mining algorithms require as a pre-processing step the discretization of real-valued data.
In this paper we review some discretization methods based on clustering. We describe in detail the algorithms of
discretization of a continuos real-valued attribute using the hierarchical graph clustering methods.
Keywords: discretization, agglomerative clustering, divisive clustering

1.

INTRODUCTION

For a given data mining problem one might want to use different data mining techniques and do a crossvalidation to find the “best” data mining solution. Since many data mining techniques often require that the
attributes of the data sets are discrete and, one would like to try, probably, all the techniques that apply to the
problem, it is very important to have algorithms for discretization of continuous data attributes. Also, given that
most of the experimental data are continuous, not discrete, the discretization of the continuous attributes is
indeed an important issue.
There is a large variety of discretization methods. Dougherty et al. (1995) [4] present a systematic survey of
all the discretization method developed by that time. They also make a first classification of discretization
methods based on three directions: global vs. local, supervised vs. unsupervised, static vs. dynamic.
In [4] five discretization methods were compared: two unsupervised global methods (equal width and equal
frequency interval), two supervised global methods (1RD (Holte 1993) and Fayyad & Irani’s (1993) entropy
minimisation) ), and a supervised local method (the classification algorithm C4.5).
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the definition of discretization of a
continuous attribute. In Section 3 we present the clustering concept, the classification of clustering methods as
they appear in the speciality literature and some important clusterization methods: k-means, least squares Fisher
and hierarchical methods. In Section 4 we describe the algorithms of discretization of a real-valued attribute
using the hierarchical graph clustering methods. The paper also contains a conclusion section.
2.

DISCRETIZATION

A discrete data attribute can be seen as a function whose range is a finite set, while a continuous data
attribute as a function whose range is an infinite totally ordered set, usually an interval. To discretize a
continuous data attribute means to find a partition of the range of that attribute into a finite number of intervals
[3].
Usually, the discretization process consists of two steps[3]. First, the number of discrete intervals needs to be
chosen. Even though there are discretization methods which determine this number in the discretization
process, this step is done usually by the user either by some heuristic techniques or by running the discretization
technique for different number of intervals and deciding what is the best choice by using a criterion. Second,
the cut points must be determined, which is often done by a discretization algorithm itself.
Let give a formal definition of discretization [2]. Let A be an attribute of a finite data set D. Let n be the
number of examples in D. We denote by adom (A) the set of all values of the attribute A in the data set D, called
the active domain of A and by a  (a1 , a 2 ,...,a n ) the vector of all values of the attribute A for all n examples.
To discretize the numeric attribute A means to find a partition of adom(A). This implies to determine the cut
points t0 , t1,...,tk with t0  t1  ...  tk such that the set {P1, P2 ,...,Pk } forms a partition of adom(A), where Pi is

Pi  {a  adom( A) : ti 1  a  ti }
t0  min adom( A) and tk  max adom( A) .

defined

by

for

i  0, k  1

and

Pk  {a  adom( A) : tk 1  a t k } and

After the discretization is perfomed, the attribute A is replaced by the discretized attribute Adisc whose
values are defined as follows:
Adisc  (a disc1 , a disc 2 ,...,a disc n ) , a disc j  i iff a j  Pi for j  1, n .
Therefore each value of the attribute A which falls in Pi is replaced by i.
1
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3.

CLUSTERING METHODS

Clustering is an important step in the process of data mining. Roughly speaking, clustering means grouping
data in clusters, in groups which contain similar data. In other words, given a set of data examples (points) and a
similarity measure (distance), the purpose of clustering is to search for similar points and group them into
clusters such that the distance between examples within cluster is as small as possible and the distance between
clusters is as large as possible. Due to the large databases that are used in the data mining process, the grouping
of data that behave similarly in the same group and therefore dividing the databases in smaller groups is
computational eficient.
In [8] is presented the following classification of the clustering problems: hard clustering and fuzzy
clustering. In hard clustering, a data point belongs to one and only one cluster, while in fuzzy clustering, a data
point may belong to two or more clusters with some probabilities. In this paper we will illustrate only the hard
clustering methods. These also can be divides into two categories: hierarchical algorithms which create a
sequence of nested clusters until the desired number of clusters is found and partitional algorithms that create an
one-level partition of the data examples.
The problem of choosing the right number of clusters is very important for all the clustering methods. In
practice, usually one runs the clustering algorithm for several different number of clusters and finds the “best”
number based on some measure of “goodness” of clustering.
Next we will illustrate few clustering methods.
3.1. K-means clustering method
The k-means clustering method remains one of the most popular clustering method. This algorithm has been
identified by the IEEE International Conference on Data Mining (ICDM) in December 2006 as a top 10
algorithm, being considered among the most influential data mining algorithms in the research community[15].
The algorithm has been discovered by several researchers across different disciplines, among which, most
notably mentioned in the above survey paper, Lloyd (1957, 1982) , Forgy (1965) [6], Friedman and Rubin
(1967), and MacQueen (1967) [13].
Given k the desired number of clusters, the algorithm has two steps: the initialization step, in which k
examples are chosen randomly as the initial centers of the k clusters and the data points are assigned each to the
closest cluster, and the iteration step, in which the centers of the clusters are computed as the average points of
all the data points in the cluster and the other data points are reassigned each to the closest cluster until the
number of reassingments is less than a small constant. The algorithm is designed such that the objective sum of
squares function over the partition of the data points into the clusters 1, 2, …, k :
k

SSD 

  d ( x, C )

2

i

i 1 x  cluster i

gets minimized where Ci is the center of the cluster i, and d is the distance measure.
3.2. Least-squares Fisher method
The goal of the least-squares Fisher method described in the one-dimensional case, is the minimization of
the same objective sum of squares function SSD. A partition of the data points that minimizes SSD is called the
least-squares partition. To find this partition, Fisher proves that it has to be a contigous partition [7] i.e. if x, y,
z are three data points ordered such that x  y  z and x and z are in the same cluster, let say i, then y is also in
the same cluster i. The method is based on the following lemma[7]:
Fisher’s Suboptimization Lemma: If A1:A2 denotes a partition of a set A into two disjoint subsets A 1 and
A2, if P1* denotes a least squares partition of A 1 into G1 subsets and if P2* denotes a least squares partition of A 2
into G2 subsets; then, of the class of subpartitions of A 1:A2 employing G1 subsets over A1 and G2 subsets over A2
a least subpartition is P1*: P2*.
3.3. Hierarchical methods
Hierarchical methods can be divided into two groups: agglomerative and divisive. In the agglomerative case
the clustering starts with every data point in one cluster and at each stage the „best” two clusters to be grouped
together are determined until the desired number of clusters is found. In the divisive case, the clustering starts
with all data points in one big cluster and at each stage the „best” cluster to be divided into smaller clusters is
chosen and the process continues until the desired number of clusters is determined. Hierarchical clustering

2
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methods are reprezented usually by a diagram called the dendogram which shows how the clusters are modified
over the clustering process.
Dendogram example:

Metode aglomerative
Agglomerative
clustering

Divisive clustering

For agglomerative methods, the „best” two clusters to be grouped together are chosen such that the distance
between them is as small as possible, i.e. we choose R and S the best clusters such that
D( R, S )  min D(r , s)
r , s clusters

The reason there are few agglomerative methods, not just one, is because the distance between clusters can be
calculated differently. Some of the most used hierarchical methods are the graph methods: the single, complete,
average, weighted average linkage methods and the geometric methods: the centroid method, the Ward’s
method, and the median method. The distance between clusters in the case of graph methods is computed
according to the formulas:
1.

The Single-link Method:

D(r , s)  min d ( x, y)
x  r, y  s

2.

The Complete-link Method:

D(r , s)  max d ( x, y)
x  r, y  s

3.

The Group Average Method:
1
D( r , s ) 
d ( x, y ) unde | r | = number of data points in the cluster r
| r | | s | x  r, y  s



For divisive methods, the „best” cluster to be divided is the one that contains the farthest two data points.
Therefore if we define the diameter of a cluster r: diam(r )  max d ( x, y) and we denote the two farthest points
x ,y r

min r and max r, then we choose R to be the cluster that will be divided to be such that
diam( R)  max diam(r ) . The division of the best cluster R into two clusters R1 and R2 is made in the following
r cluster

way: R1  x  R | d ( x, min R)  d ( x, max R) and R2  x  R | d ( x, min R)  d ( x, max R) .

4.

DISCRETIZATION BASED ON CLUSTERING

In [1], Anderberg suggests three clustering methods to be used for discretization: one-dimensional
hierarchical linkage methods, Ward’s hierarchical method and the least squares Fisher method. In [8] the
discretization using the k-means algorithm, and least squares method are presented in detail.
In [11] we present an unsupervised static discretization method based on the k-means clustering method,
different from the classic one by the fact that the values of the attribute need no sorting before the discretization.
We propose a technique of choosing the initial centers of the clusters designed specifically for the clustering of
a one–dimensional vector of real valued data, to be used in the process of discretization of a single attribute,
which avoids the O(n log n) time requirement for sorting the data points.

3
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In this paper we describe the discretization based on hierarchical clustering. With the above notations,
a  (a1 , a 2 ,...,a n ) being the vector of all values of the attribute A for all n examples, let X  {x1 , x2 ,...,xn } be
the set of all examples ordered using a sorting algorithm (Quicksort, for example), therefore x1  x2  ...  xn .
Since the goal is also the minimization of the objective sum of squares function SSD, accordingly to the Fisher
Lemma[7], we can assume that the partition of X in clusters has to be a contigous partition i.e. if x, y, z are
three data points ordered such that x  y  z and x and z are in the same cluster, let say i, then y is also in the
same cluster i. Therefore our purpose is to determine the cut points t0 , t1,...,tk with t0  t1  ...  tk such that the
set {P1, P2 ,...,Pk } forms a partition of adom(A)=[x1 ,xn] where Pi is defined by Pi  {a  adom( A) : ti 1  a  ti }
for i  0, k  1 and Pk  {a  adom( A) : tk 1  a t k } and t 0  x1 and t k  xn .
Let d ( , ) be the distance function between two data points and D( , ) be the distance between two
clusters and let k be the desired number of clusters.We will describe the algoritms of discretization based on the
two types of hierarchical clustering.
Input: Vector of real valued data x  ( x1 , x2 ,...,xn ) with x1  x2  ...  xn and the number of clusters to be
determined k.
Goal: Our goal is to find a partition of the data in k distinct clusters.
Output: The set of cut points t0 , t1,...,tk with t0  t1  ...  tk that defines the discretization of the [x1 , xn].
4.1. The discretization method based on the agglomerative clustering can be described in the following
way:
The Agglomerative Algorithm:
m = n // m = current number of clusters
for i = 1 to n do
Ci = {xi}
min Ci = max Ci = xi
endfor
while m > k
n 1

Determine j such that D(C j , C j 1 )  min D(Ci , Ci 1 ) .
i 1

// Group together the clusters Cj and Cj+1:
C j  C j  C j 1 , max C j  max C j 1.
// Renumber the clusters:
for i = j + 1 to k – 1 do
Ci = Ci+1, min Ci = min Ci+1 , max Ci = max Ci+1
endfor
m=m-1
endwhile
// Determination of the cut points
t 0  x1
for i = 1 to k-1 do
ti 

max Ci  min Ci 1
2

endfor
t k  xn
The distance between clusters will be computed depending on the clustering method:
1.

The Single-link Method: D(Ci , Ci 1 )  d (max Ci , min Ci 1 )

2.

The Complete-link Method: D(Ci , Ci 1 )  d (min Ci , max Ci 1 )
1
d ( x, y )
The Group Average Method: D(r , s) 
| r | | s | x  r, y  s

3.



4
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4.2 The discretization method based on the divisive clustering can be described in the following way:
The Divisive Algorithm:

C1  {x1 , x2 ,...,xn }
m = 1 // m = current number of clusters
while m < k
Determine Cj such that diam(C j )  max diam(Ci ) .
i 1,m

// Renumber the clusters:
for i = m downto j+2 do
Ci = Ci-1, min Ci = min Ci-1 , max Ci = max Ci-1
endfor
// Divide the cluster Cj into two clusters:
R1  x  C j | d ( x, min C j )  d ( x, max C j )



R2  x  C j | d ( x, min C j )  d ( x, max C j ).

Cj = R1, Cj+1 = R2
m=m+1
endwhile
// Determination of the cut points
t 0  x1
for i = 1 to k-1 do
ti 

max Ci  min Ci 1
2

endfor
t k  xn
5.

CONCLUSION

We presented the discretization techniques based on the hierarchical clustering algorithms.The sorting
of the data is required before the application of the clustering. Future work may include testing the technique
against other discretization methods of the same type and of different type.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INTERCULTURAL DIMENSION OF
INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL NEGOTIATIONS
Associate Professor Irina Gabriela Rădulescu, Ph. D
Petroleum-Gas University of Ploieşti
Abstract
Starting from one of the definitions for culture, we discuss a set of characteristics for international
commercial negotiations that are closely connected to the peculiarities of language, customs, religion,
politics etc. of the parties involved. These peculiarities may have a decisive influence on the result of
negotiations, either positively or negatively. When doing business, the main objective of negotiations is
establishing trust. Negotiation management, culture, history and own value system play an important role.
Hierarchical distance, individual decisions, aversion to uncertainty and masculinity are the main elements
that are closely linked to each country’s culture and they must be taken into account when important
international commercial negotiations take place. In the end of the article, we focus on a cultural grouping
of negotiations according to “worlds” – Anglo-Saxon, German, Latin and developing countries – and this
leads us to finding out a set of managerial characteristics for each world, sets that must be taken into
account when doing commercial negotiations.
DEFINITION OF CULTURE
Culture may be defined as “the totality of ways of living, including art, faith and institutions belonging
to a population, that have been transmitted from one generation to another. Culture is the way of living that
is valid for an entire society. For example, this includes behavior in society, dress code, language, religion,
rituals, laws and morality of individuals that are part of the respective society.
Anthropologists use the term culture in order to refer to the ability of people to classify, encode and
communicate their experience in a material and symbolic way.”1
Culture is, in fact, “a set of values, customs, behaviors and ways of thinking that the members of a
society use in order to live in their world, among other people and which is transmitted from one generation
to another during life and by means of education.”2
CULTURE AND INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL NEGOTIATIONS
In any international commercial negotiation, the ability of the decision-makers to master the cultural
differences will lead to the success of their projects.
Employees are not always very sensitive to intercultural differences and they do not pay attention to the
consequences these differences may have on their business. One may notice that there are malfunctions and
misunderstandings, but they may have been avoided. For example, being late for a meeting may be seen as
a disaster by a Danish, Swedish or Norwegian, but the same fact may be easily forgotten by a Senegalese. It
is a well-known fact that some cultures, especially North-American, Scandinavian and German cultures,
have a poor communication context, meaning that their messages are explicit and to the point. On the
contrary, Asian cultures, Middle Eastern cultures or Latin American cultures pay attention to the context,
which may influence the result of some negotiations even if it starts from unanimously recognized
humanistic principles.
National culture is a complex reality. Values, symbols, myths, heroes, religions, they are all part of a
common frame of reference for each and every individual.
In order to understand the culture of the person we negotiate it is necessary that we make a structural
analysis that is based on some principles. In the following paragraphs, we will focus on these principles, as
they are very important to international commercial negotiations. We will carry out this analysis in a strict
way, but we will also take into consideration the managerial techniques and company policies.

1
2

Culture – from Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culture
Weiss, E. – Commerce international, Ellipses Edition Marketing S.A., 2008, p.37
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PRINCIPLES TO BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION IN INTERNATIONAL
COMMERCIAL NEGOTIATIONS
Language issues
The first issue that is to be discussed in international commercial negotiations is that of language.
Using an international language, such as English, may lead, from the beginning, to the establishment of
a certain distance and even reciprocal distrust among the interlocutors. They may have the feeling that their
ideas have not been correctly and fully understood by their business partners.
Apart from vocabulary issues, individuals from different cultures do not decode messages on the same
referential basis. For example, Chinese and Indian people do not have the same perception on notions such
as truth or negations as their European counterparts.
Even if the language is perfectly understood, the core ideas will probably be altered during
communication process. An European citizen will understand differently the language, for example
English, that is used by a British speaker and by an American speaker.
It is even more difficult to lead negotiations in the language of the business partner, because (s)he may
be tempted to understand part of the phrases with all the subtleties a mother tongue involves and this may
not be in favor of the speaker. From this point of view, it is preferable to lead negotiations in a language
that is not perfectly mastered by any of the speakers.
Gestures issues
In intercultural communication, language is but a component of the transmitted message. The receiver
may interpret additional nuances, meanings of the verbal message as well as those associated with the
gestures, behavior and intonation of the interlocutor.
The same gestures may have completely different meanings according to the culture: a Spanish winking
during the conversation may infuriate an Englishman!
Social behavior issues
Every culture has its own values, its preferences as far as social behavior is concerned – for example,
good manners and greeting formulas – as well as its heroes and symbols. Knowing very well such practices
means avoidance of misunderstandings and of distrust towards the interlocutor.
Thus, for example, raising your head may be interpreted as “no” in Greece.
Dialogue in a short physical distance, as it is the case in the Middle East, may be seen as aggressive by
Germans and Anglo-Saxons.
Warm hand shaking should be avoided when meeting Japanese people.
In some countries from South-East Asia (Thailand, Malaysia), pointing an individual with your foot is
disrespectful, since feet are the least noble part of the body. At the same time, touching head must not be
done, since the head is the home of the soul.
“Chileans greet each other with warm hugs and kisses, since this is a way of shortening the distance
between themselves and foreigners. This kind of greeting is very unusual in India or in China. Indians do
not have a person to person conversation style that could be compared to the European style. They do not
make jokes as it is the case of Germans. In China, for example, persons of any age but having the same
gender hug each other often and walk around hand in hand – this fact would be seen as unusual in other
countries.”3
The importance of the communicative context
Not every country pays attention to the context of communication. It is generally believed that NorthAmericans, Scandinavians and Germans have a poor communicative context, meaning that their messages
are explicit and are to be interpreted word by word.
On the contrary, in Asian, Middle Eastern or Latin American cultures there is much attention paid to the
context. For example, if you can talk directly to a North-American about money, this is not the case and
should be avoided when talking to a Latin-American!
Time management
3

See also The influence of culture in our behaviour – commentaries within a workshop organized by Melton Foundation, 2008
http://carlaconcha.tripod.com/id9.html
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North-American phrase time is money is not always welcome when doing business internationally!
Punctuality, planning and following the terms of a contract are surely basic values both in the USA, and
in other Anglo-Saxon countries, as well as in the German and Scandinavian worlds, where efficiency is at
the core of their preoccupations.
There are regions in the world where one may find a more flexible concept about time: Africa, China,
India, Indonesia, and even Japan, where things must be left alone and time must pass until a good decision
may be reached.
Efficiency is not evaluated by means of time. Forcing a customer to sign a contract is the worst thing that
may happen. It is best if one can obtain even a partial verbal agreement or, at the end of a working day, one
may invite a customer to dinner or to a show, and save some time and sign the contract the next day.
Mono- and polychronism
Monochronic cultures are those cultures that pay major attention to time efficiency and they can only do
one thing at a time. The schedule is rigid and the solutions to be found are sequential. Any distraction from
the envisaged result is a bad omen.
Polychronic cultures try to outline the ability of the individual to do a lot of things at the same time:
answer the mobile phone during business talks or carry out two different issues. This can be achieved easily
by a Moroccan or even by a Frenchman!
Understanding this cultural difference is very important since it allows relativization of some frustrating
situations that may arise. It is even more important nowadays when information technology and
communications allow one to use performant means so that one may achieve a lot of things without too
much effort.
Links to the past
Some cultures have strong connections with the past. Chinese, African or Indian cultures believe that
following traditions is essential, as well as respecting old habits and history.
Other cultures are present-oriented. This is the case of some Latin cultures, French culture and even
Romanian culture. What matters most is the present status of the company and its opportunities to close
deals in a short time.
There are also culture that are future-oriented. They favor innovation, investment, risk taking and
sometimes they involve too many risks and they cannot be easily understood by other cultures.
Business trust
Business trust is essential to a good business relationship.
“A posteriori” trust versus ‘a priori” trust
There are cultures that have a system of establishing business trust a posteriori and other cultures that
establish business trust a priori.
Among the systems of establishing business trust a posteriori we mention the following cultures: Latin,
Semitic, Slav, Asian, African or Middle-Eastern. In such systems, establishing trust can only be achieved
after sharing the private lives of the business partners.
The intrusion of affection in business relationships gets different nuances from one case to another. In
South America, this intrusion is achieved by vivid conversations and sharing feelings about each other,
while in Asia the intrusion is achieved in a more discreet manner. In both cases, affection is involved in
doing business. Once trust was gained by the business partner, (s)he is willing to start making some
concessions, such as admitting that the merchandise will be delayed.
In the cultures that establish business trust a priori, business partners trust each other from the very
beginning.
Affection is totally useless and it may even be considered a barrier. If reciprocal trust is lost during
discussions, the rupture is definite and not following the standard behavior is unacceptable.
Credibility at national level
Studies show that a chubby person of a certain age has better conviction power in some African
countries. For others, trade dynamics is synonymous with good physical shape, but there are markets where
women are in top when doing business.
One may even find out that there are perception differences according to the nationality.
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For example, the image of France in African countries is different from the image of Germany.
The same may be said about the image of Romania among the European Union member states, since
there are different perspectives in Italy, as there are in France or in Belgium.
While French people appear in the eyes of foreigners as proud, romantic, luxury people, who appreciate
quality, Romanian people appear as modest, selling cheap things, who are price-oriented, good merchants
who are not afraid to trick a business partner.
Written or verbal agreement?
Trust is best visible in a written or in a verbal agreement.
In Northern cultures, written agreements come naturally; they are very precise and essential in a
commercial agreement.
In Southern cultures, writing may be considered secondary and it may arise from informal factors.
Showing insistence to make everything formal by writing an agreement may be interpreted as lack of trust.
For example, a verbal agreement in Maghreb or in China is as valuable as a written agreement.
This is the point where misunderstandings and malfunctions appear when designing a contract.
In some cultures, it is better to focus on informal factors and some terms in the agreement should be
flexible, so that unfulfillment of the contract is avoided. On the contrary, in Anglo-Saxon cultures, there is
the tendency to write everything exhaustively and include all the terms of a contract. In such cultures,
maximum attention must be paid to the interpretation of the texts that form the basis of the contract.
MANAGERIAL SYSTEMS AND COMPANY’S POLICY
Negotiating with companies from another country involves taking into account the different managerial
systems.
Understanding these systems allows the identification of the true decision-makers.
On the other hand, if branches are to be implemented in a different country, these branches must adapt
their managerial system to the practices of the respective country. Many times, unfulfillment of this leads to
“cultural shocks” among managers and workers, both of them having different nationalities. The same
thing may happen when the managerial team decides to hire foreign employees because there is a lack of
domestic labor force or the team decides there should be economy in payment.
In fact, each company has its own culture, its own history, its own system of values. Yet, these may be
more or less influenced by the national culture.
It may even be considered that the following four elements are conditioned by the national culture of
each country4: hierarchical distance, individual decisions, aversion to uncertainty and masculinity.
Hierarchical distance
Hierarchical distance may be defined as the perception of inequality between the person who has the
power and his direct subordinates. Within organizations, this may be translated as the degree to delegate
power and as a more or less autocratic leadership.
In cultures with a big hierarchical distance it is difficult to have participatory leadership by means of
objectives, because in such a company, there cannot actually be any kind of negotiation between the
managerial team and its subordinates. The management is carried out by leaders who gain their respect.
On the contrary, in cultures with small hierarchical distance, decentralization is indicated and consensus
is sought among the participants.
Among the countries that have big hierarchical distance we can mention Malaysia, Panama, Guatemala,
Philippines, Mexico, Arab countries, West Africa, together with France and Romania.
There are countries with small hierarchical distance, such as: USA, Canada, the Netherlands, Australia,
Great Britain, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Israel.
As far as treaties are concerned, special attention should be given to face interlocutors with the same
hierarchical level when negotiating with countries that have big hierarchical distance, otherwise,
negotiations may be stopped. For example, one cannot delegate a simple trader to close a deal having as his
business partner a manager.
Individual decisions

4

See Weiss, E. – Commerce international, Ellipses Edition Marketing S.A., 2008, pp.45-51
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While some cultures allow individuals to make decisions by themselves, in other cultures important
decisions are arrived at by more actors (these are communitarian cultures). In this case, the actors must be
identified as well as the role each of them has within the decision-making process.
In individualistic cultures, the individual may act in his own interest. That is why (s)he must be
compensated by means of a bigger salary, of continuous training and education.
In a communitarian culture, recruitment must take into account the relationship an individual has with
the group (s)he is part of, so that possible conflicts are avoided.
Among the countries that have an individualistic culture we mention: USA, Australia, Great Britain,
Canada, Italy, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden, France and Romania.
Countries where communitarian culture is favored are the following: Malaysia, Hong Kong, Chile,
West Africa, Thailand, Singapore, South Korea, Peru, Pakistan, Indonesia, Colombia, Panama.
Aversion to uncertainty
It is a known fact that uncertainty appears in every business. When an agreement is signed, it is difficult
to evaluate the real risk and its influence in the long run.
Some cultures encourage risk taking, meaning that taking risks does not necessarily lead to problems.
On the contrary, in countries where aversion to uncertainty and risk is high, individuals have difficulties
in adjusting themselves to such situations, they tend to be nervous and want to regulate everything, but this
is difficult to be achieved.
Here are some countries and geographical regions that take risks: South Africa, New Zealand,
Indonesia, Canada, USA, Philippines, Malaysia, Ireland, Sweden, Hong Kong.
Here are some countries and geographical regions that show great aversion to taking risks: Costa Rica,
Chile, Greece, Portugal, Guatemala, Belgium, Japan, Spain, France, Romania.
One may notice the tendency of the Latin countries to control uncertainty. This quality is often
perceived by negotiators from different cultures (that take risks) as lack of ambition and courage within the
projects they support.
In the above mentioned situations, a plus of entrepreneurship is useful and it should be doubled by a
cautious attitude towards the business partner.

Masculinity
This phrase does not simply refer to the issue of men – women relationship within a company.
It is a known fact that modesty, foregrounding of personal relationships, interest for the quality of life,
help, environmental issues are values that are supported mainly by feminine cultures.
On the contrary, parade, power, ambition are values that mark masculine cultures.
In countries with a masculine culture, such as Japan, Austria, Venezuela, Switzerland, Italy, Mexico,
Ireland, Great Britain, Germany, Philippines, South Africa, Australia, Ecuador or USA, negotiation is
nothing but a form of competition and success is connected to figures and financial results.
In the other group of countries, such as France, Spain, Peru, East Africa, South Korea, Guatemala,
Thailand, Portugal, Chile, Finland, Costa Rica, Denmark or the Netherlands, human relationships among
the actors of negotiation process play an important role in the decision making process.
Cultural ranking according to the area of specific management
Establishing cultural regrouping among different countries is almost impossible to be achieved. Neither
the language criterion, nor the wealth or on the contrary the lack of material resources are worth being
taken into consideration.
Yet, one may try to relatively classify not the countries, but the “worlds” to which they belong from the
point of view of specific management.
According to this vision, one may distinguish among four categories of worlds: Anglo-Saxon, German,
Latin and Developing countries.
Anglo-Saxon world
From a managerial point of view, the Anglo-Saxon world is characterized by the central role of the
owner of the company.
His decisions are recognized and the managerial team is often obliged to respond for its actions in front
of the manager.
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Every time a strategic decision is arrived at, the formal or informal acknowledgement of the owner is
mandatory. In most of the contracts, direct support of the owner is more valuable than the efforts of the
negotiators.
The company itself is seen as a “contract knot”, and each person feels they are closely connected with
the organizational structure by means of a contract.
German world
In the German world, legitimacy must be democratic and concerted.
A company is seen as a community. To convince means to obtain group adhesion, not of a single
interlocutor.
We are thus dealing with a rigorous approach, based on written documents, seriously studied and
commented before confrontation.
Unions also take an active part in their own organization by means of supervising councils and by
means of negotiations with the management.
Latin world
In the Latin world, legitimacy is connected to “grandeur” and honor.
The ethics of the worker is based on the fulfillment of regulations, even if this does not always happen.
Hierarchy plays an important role. Thus, there are some managerial similitudes with the Asian type of
management, to which one adds respect for the “superior”.
Rank within an organization, social success or diplomas attract the linking of the decision-making
factors.
Romanians, just as French, belong to this world and they do not have difficulties in adjusting to
commercial negotiations.
Affective factor may play tricks during discussions. Being “friends” with your collaborators or with
negotiators, mixing professional life with private life may be the causes of misunderstandings and wrong
decisions. That is why time is needed to fully understand those human relationships that may influence, in
one way or another, managerial decisions.
Developing countries
In this world, the company is a kind of “brotherhood”, a family, dominated by one person. The myth
about the “founding father”, together with a paternalistic type pf management, is characteristic for the
majority of the structures.
Important decisions are made by the historic leader of the company. As a consequence, if we deal with
such companies, it is important that we identify the leader and get in touch with him.
The leader, either formal or informal, does not play a direct operational role. Yet, ignoring the leader by
an unskilled negotiator could lead to difficult situations.
Another characteristic of the developing courtiers, corruption, is the real trial for foreign negotiators. In
many circumstances, what is thought to be corruption in other countries, is seen as “legitimate” by the
business partners from this world. Gifts, honor grades, tips are frequent and they are thought to be part of
the business relationship.
On the other hand, “to be liked by the superior” is a central element of the managerial policy belonging
to negotiators from this world. That is why, every gesture or attitude during negotiations must not lead to a
situation in which the negotiator would not accept the deal on the grounds of not being liked by the superior
(see also the size and importance of the gifts as compared to those offered to superiors).

CONCLUSIONS
Trying to culturally regroup the countries according to “worlds” led to defining, for each world, some
managerial characteristics we must take into account in the process of commercial negotiation.
Thus, if we deal with partners from the German world, one must pay attention to minute preparation,
based on written documents and one must not neglect the position of he unions.
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If our business partners are part of the Latin world, one must not neglect friendship, while if our
partners are part of the Anglo-Saxon world it is very important to know the owner, the decision maker,
while our partners are from the developing countries, one must have serious and thorough documentation
on the meaning of corruption in their country.
No matter the world they are part of, it is good advice to take into account the four elements that are
conditioned by the national culture in each country: hierarchical distance, individual decisions, aversion to
uncertainty and masculinity that may manifest themselves differently according to the nationality of the
business partner.
In the end, one should always take into account genera principles, such as those connected to language,
gestures and social behavior, communicative context, time management, mono and polychronism, links to
the past as well as establishing maximum trust during the negotiation process.
What we presented above is nothing but a set of recommendations for international negotiation
processes, that are based on studies and observations. Of course, each negotiator may improve this process
according to personal experience, which is valuable in the context of rapid evolution of factors from the
international trade5. We are talking about the development of information technology and communications
(ITC)6 that allows negotiators access to information about the partner, historic data about the company, data
about the owner of the company and the country of origin, the history of the country and a lot of data about
the cultural evolution of the geographical area that is interesting for us.
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At the Lisbon European Council (March 2000), the governments representatives set a fundamental
objective for the EU, to be accomplished until 2010: to become “the most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy in the world, capable of sustained economic growth with more and better jobs
and greater social cohesion”. A central element of this strategy is lifelong learning, not only to
competitiveness and employability, but also to social inclusion, active citizenship and personal
development.
In a Communication from the European Commission, adopted on November 21, 2001, it is
formulated the common goal of a European Area of Lifelong Learning. Its aim is ”to empower citizens to
move freely between learning settings, jobs, regions and countries, making the most of their knowledge and
competences, and to meet the goals and ambitions of the European Union and the candidate countries to be
more prosperous, inclusive, tolerant and democratic”. The achievement of this goal demands the existence
of a lifelong learning framework to bring together education and training, important elements of existing
European level processes, strategies and plans concerned with youth, employment, social inclusion, and
research policy. The document also gives a lifelong learning concept definition: the process of learning
from pre-school to post-retirement that should encompass the whole spectrum of formal, non formal and
informal learning. Among the major objectives of lifelong learning are: active citizenship, personal
fulfilment and social inclusion, as well as employment-related aspects. The principles which underpin
lifelong learning refer to: the centrality of the learner, the importance of equal opportunities and the quality
and relevance of learning opportunities.
1.

Lifelong learning: from idea to a higher education reality
Trends V report, issued by EUA (European University Association), is a fundamental document of
the education reform developed by the Bologna Process. Published in 2007, this has a double merit: on the
one hand, it offers a comprehensive image of the European higher education, presenting the outcomes
obtained by universities in the Bologna reforms, on the other hand, it points out the main challenges to
come and draws up the process priorities. Approaching topics of major importance for the European higher
education reform (Structural reform: implementing the three cycles, Bologna tools for mobility and
recognition, Student support services and student participation, Quality assurance), Trends V reserves a
chapter to lifelong learning – Lifelong learning and widening access. This proves the lifelong learning
process importance within the fundamental change under the Bologna Process, aiming to create, until 2010,
the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) and the European Research Area (ERA), as the foundation
for the knowledge-based society, the essential goal of the Lisbon Agenda. The report focuses on some
major interest issues: the priority of lifelong learning in European higher education institutions, lifelong
learning practices at European higher education institutions, lifelong learning – widening access and the
social dimension, lifelong learning and the qualifications framework for the European Higher Education
Area, lifelong learning and recognition of prior learning. The Trends V analysis gives a good image of how
the lifelong learning process is perceived, assimilated in the national education systems and policies and
implemented by the higher education institutions. By their vocation, universities are the most appropriate
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institutions to develop, beside the traditional academic provision, new educational forms, on the
background of the needs for widening social access to quality higher education.
According to the report, despite the expectations situating lifelong learning at the centre of the
reform processes, this remained rather on the periphery of the institutional strategies. Nowadays, when the
economic development reasons and the achievement of the knowledge society demand an effective
workforce, lifelong learning becomes a major issue. The demographic changes, the ageing population, the
declining younger generations, the increase in representation of women in the student population are set to
have a major impact at European level. In this context, some institutions may merge or close, but many
may diversify their educational offer and target different profiles of students. That is why the lifelong
learning agenda challenges institutions to reorient their offer to give a broader range of persons the
opportunity to fulfil their potential. A central element of this agenda is widening access. The experiences of
the European institutions show a certain lack of coherence concerning the understanding and
implementation of lifelong learning, although some of them realize that lifelong learning represents a space
of growth, with diversified funding sources, with important possibilities for the regional cooperation and
development. Universities have a variety of offers from the non-formal or informal education range
together with offers of professional education. The education offers and practices differ among countries
and include: full-time mature students, general adult education, part-time degrees, diplomas for those in
work (post-experience), continuing professional development and training courses, staff development, open
access courses, regional development through open and distance learning, and networks of partnerships and
collaboration with local stakeholders. Some institutions have developed innovative practices in this area.
“Junior” university courses prepare or motivate young people to take an interest in higher education. There
are also courses addressing to specific secondary schools in order to attract the best students in universities.
The report shows, in turn, the lack of access courses directed specifically towards socially disadvantaged
students. In the context of a diversified education offer, there are instead “senior” university courses, many
of them being of a “self-improvement” character, addressed to the persons over 55 years or to the retired
population. An increasingly important role, in a large number of universities, have the part-time students,
an important possibility for institutions to diversify both access and funding, as these students pay for their
study programmes or the costs are paid, at least in part, by employers. In the UK, 40% of the students are
part-time, and the government intends to take measures for funding this student category.
The report notes that increasing the student diversity is not a priority for institutions. There are few
incentives to encourage widening access, and future funding seems dependent on demonstrable “academic
quality”. In these conditions, many institutions focus on increasing their competitiveness, trying to attract
the best students, than on improving the diversity of the student base. The lifelong learning agenda does not
imply only the widening of access, but also the diversification of the educational offer, more funding
opportunities with the goal of improving employability. In the debate on the relationship between quality
and diversification, many consider that diversifying the student body means lowering quality. In the future,
the quality of education will be perceived in relation to institutions’ capacity to respond to the diversity of
citizen needs. Widening participation demands measures related to the career structures, so that not only
excellent research is rewarded in academic careers, but also excellent teaching and student success.
Although widening of participation in non formal or informal programmes is not a priority for institutions,
yet both increasing and widening the participation in higher education are key elements for the creation of a
European knowledge society. A lot of things are to be done to open up access to learning opportunities for
citizens throughout their lives. In the process of reconsidering their traditional curriculum on the actual
societal needs background, institutions must take into account the fact that learning takes place in several
contexts, which has implications on the study programmes structure, on teaching and assessment. It is
necessary therefore that such means as flexible learning paths, the accreditation of work placements,
blended learning, company in-house training, distance education, e-learning and learning through work
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schemes to be developed and formally integrated in the higher education provision. Though such issues
have been considered only on the margins of institutional strategic development, yet the introduction of
flexible learning paths is essential for the European Higher Education Area, while combining the different
tools developed through the Bologna Process gives the potential for major innovation and transformation.
Implemented in a simple and flexible way, these instruments could determine the development of the
education offer for a diverse population. Among the means which sustain flexibility, transparency, mobility
and academic quality are a range of tools and processes to recognise prior learning: Accreditation of Prior
Learning (APL), Accreditation of Prior Certificated Learning (APCL), Accreditation of Prior Experiential
Learning (APEL) and Work-Based Learning (WBL). It is expected that these tools to be combined with
ECTS for expressing prior learning outcomes through credits and linked to the different levels of
qualification frameworks. At the centre of an increasing number of processes and needs addressed to the
higher education and lifelong learning, universities must make efforts to connect these processes in a
coherent approach, in the direction of some clearly defined goals.
The conclusions drawn by Trends V are critic and express in essential terms the situation of
lifelong learning in Europe. According to them, dialogue on lifelong learning provision with employers and
other societal stakeholders is currently lacking. Excellence in all higher education missions needs to be
rewarded, as institutions require greater incentives to respond to the challenges of broadening their
educational offer to “non traditional” students. National qualification frameworks are currently an
aspiration rather than an actual tool for most systems. To be effective, they should be designed coherently
with broad societal consultation and strong involvement of higher education institutions. In the process of
reconsidering their traditional curriculum institutions need to give a higher priority to lifelong learning and
to consider this agenda as a central element of institutional strategic development.
2.

European Universities’ Charter on Lifelong Learning
In a EUA seminar on lifelong learning in the Sorbonne (December 2007), it was affirmed the
necessity of a Charter on Lifelong Learning for Europe’s universities and for society in the future. The
document has been adopted by the Rectors’ National Conferences in the EUA Council of 4 July 2008, and
launched in the EUA Conference Inclusive and Responsive Universities ensuring Europe’s
competitiveness, held in Rotterdam in 23-25 October 2008. The Charter has appeared in a complex and
dynamic context for the European higher education, as universities are involved in the process of making
the knowledge-based society. In the Preamble, it is shown that, in the 21st century, European universities
confront with increasing expectations and needs from society, while the entire process of social and
economic development evolves around the concept of Europe of Knowledge. The achievement of this goal
needs strong, autonomous, inclusive and responsive universities, able to offer research-based education and
learning. The actual social and economic challenges are determined by the increasing speed of
globalisation, Europe’s demographic ageing, the fast technological progress. All these evolutions influence
the whole society and have a powerful impact on the labour markets, involved in a dynamic adaptation to
the new conditions. In this process, universities have the central role, since they are the pillar of the
knowledge society, the fundamental goal of the Lisbon Agenda, assumed and developed within the
Bologna Reform.
The higher education reform in Europe, started under the Bologna Declaration (May 25, 1999),
has set two major goals: the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) and the European Research Area
(ERA). Until now, in the European higher education, a series of changes and evolutions have taken place,
which need to be consolidated and developed to respond to the lifelong learning challenges. In this context,
the achievements and the good practices of the European universities concerning the diversified student
communities must be taken into consideration. As regards the lifelong learning notion, it embraces many
concepts: initial education for disadvantaged groups, continuing education and training for well-qualified
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graduates, post-retirement opportunities for cultural enrichment. At the same time, lifelong learning can be
organized at local, regional and national levels.
For developing lifelong learning in Europe, the education policy set among its major objectives to
achieve a culture of European inclusive and responsive universities. The 21st century university, a central
institution of the knowledge society, must be inclusive, that is to address by its study programmes to all the
social categories with the potential to learn and develop through education, to include in these programmes
students who have not taken benefit from the higher education learning opportunities, young people or
adults willing to continue the studies, improve their training or be initiated in new areas of knowledge. In
the new metamorphosis, university must also be responsive, therefore to respond to the societal needs, to
assume an active and reactive role in relation with diverse population categories and with their diverse
needs, being this way a key-factor in achieving social cohesion, in education and development in the spirit
of knowledge, qualification, competitiveness and performance. In the area of institutions able to develop
lifelong learning, universities rank the first, since they offer research-based higher education.
As for the participation rates in the higher education, Europe is not too well situated as compared
with other world regions. Therefore, one of the reform major objectives is widening access to higher
education, its opening to more social categories and areas. This widening must be understood not as
integrating less qualified students, as a lowering of the quality standards for favouring everybody’s access,
but as a support for all with the potential to take advantage from the access to the higher education, who
can bring benefits to society. Having in view the increasingly broad range of learners, their diverse
motivations and interests, the university offer must refer, on one hand, to programmes for professional
development adapted to a fast-changing labour market and, on the other, to the growing need for personal
development opportunities through cultural university offer.
The transformation of the academic institutions in inclusive and responsive universities, open to
the societal needs, is a process included in the European higher education reform evolutions, in the spirit of
quality, performance, competitiveness in education and research. Within this process, lifelong learning has
a double mission: to offer a wider range of educational services to the new candidates or to those willing to
continue their study experiences and to ensure the continuity of the learning opportunities during the entire
life. For universities, widening the social access to the lifelong learning programmes becomes, in these
conditions, a priority. The establishment of systems for fair assessment and validation of all forms of prior
learning, the achievement of relevant, creative and innovative educational programmes are also priorities of
lifelong learning. For reaching the goal of an extended access to wider social areas with a learning
potential, universities must reinforce dialogue with society more broadly than until now. The employers
and employee organisations, parents and students are categories with a special relevance to the higher
education and lifelong learning institutions. One of the most appropriate and effective ways in achieving
this aim are the partnerships, especially those at the local level, where individual and social needs are better
defined and expressed.
In the Charter, the European universities take ten commitments for lifelong learning development,
as a “decalogue” of the higher education reform. Universities commit to: 1. Embedding concepts of
widening access and lifelong learning in their institutional strategies; 2. Providing education and learning to
a diversified student population; 3. Adapting study programmes to ensure that they are designed to widen
participation and attract returning adult learners; 4. Providing appropriate guidance and counselling
services; 5. Recognising prior learning; 6. Embracing lifelong learning in quality culture; 7. Strengthening
the relationship between research, teaching and innovation in a perspective of lifelong learning; 8.
Consolidating reforms to promote a flexible and creative learning environment for all students; 9.
Developing partnerships at local, regional, national and international level to provide attractive and relevant
programmes; 10. Acting as role models of lifelong learning institutions.
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Each of these commitments is sustained in the Charter by a series of arguments. Starting with the
first one, universities must understand the opportunity to develop lifelong learning as a central element of
their mission and strategy and as part of a wider definition of excellence (1). European universities must
respond to the increasingly diverse demand from a broad spectrum of students for high quality and relevant
higher education throughout their lifetime. This public includes post secondary students, adult learners,
professionals who seek to up-grade skills for the workplace, senior citizens with cultural interests and
others. Diversification of the student categories and of the education forms is an important premise in the
achievement of a culture of success and innovation in institutions and society. A challenge addressed to
universities is to create the conditions for interaction among the diverse student categories within a
supportive mutual learning environment (2). For all the possible learners to access and succeed in higher
education in all its different forms, flexible and transparent learning paths are necessary. Universities have
also the responsibility to ensure their educational offer high quality. In the conditions of the learner needs
diversity, universities – which have an important role in promoting widening participation and continuing
education – have the responsibility to adapt their programmes and ensure the development of appropriate
outcomes in a learner-centred perspective (3). Universities must offer all the students – of all ages and from
all the social and cultural environments – relevant academic and professional guidance, as well as other
psychological counselling (4). It is very important for the universities to create systems to assess and
recognise all forms of prior learning, in order to ensure the access of all with the potential to benefit from
higher education provision. This is essential in the context of lifelong learning in the globalisation era,
when knowledge is acquired in many different forms and places (5). Europe’s universities have taken
important steps in developing internal quality culture, assuming prime responsibility for the quality of their
provision. This process has to adapt to an evolving framework for lifelong learning in order to ensure the
provision of appropriate support services for an increasing number of more diverse learners (6).
Universities’ research and innovation missions can be strengthened through lifelong learning strategies,
while universities’ specific contribution to lifelong learning must be sustained by research. A good example
of lifelong learners are researchers, whose own educational needs are continually evolving, also taking
account of the changing skills required by the labour market. At the same time, lifelong learning can be a
source of new research methodologies and topics (7). Universities need to exploit the potential of the
reform processes and their tools (ECTS, Diploma Supplement, European Standards and Guidelines for
Quality Assurance, Qualifications Frameworks etc.) to enhance the development of a creative lifelong
learning environment, open to a more diverse population of learners. The full integration of lifelong
learning in the mission of universities is essential to develop the creativity and innovation profiles of
institutions (8). Institutions cannot provide on their own a relevant educational offer in a lifelong learning
context. They need partnerships for a flexible and innovative offer to meet the society needs. The
partnerships can be done with a range of other educational institutions, employers, employees’
organisations (trade unions) and other stakeholders (9). Providers of higher education and research,
universities are also major employers. Therefore they have the potential to act as role models in society by
offering lifelong learning opportunities for their own employees – academic, administrative, technical and
auxiliary staff. Universities must also be key actors in promoting coherent policy development in national
systems (10).
For these commitments to become reality, governments and regional partners must take concerted
actions in providing appropriate legal environments and funding. That is why the Charter provides ten more
commitments which governments should assume in order to create suitable environments for universities to
develop their contribution to lifelong learning. Here are the commitments universities expect from
governments: 1. Recognising the university contribution to lifelong learning as a major benefit to
individuals and society; 2. Promoting social equity and an inclusive learning society; 3. Including lifelong
learning objectives in the missions and work of national QA agencies and systems; 4. Supporting the
development of appropriate guidance and counselling services; 5. Recognising prior learning; 6. Removing
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specific legal obstacles that prevent many potential learners from returning to higher education; 7. Ensuring
autonomy and developing incentives for lifelong learning universities; 8. Encouraging partnerships at
regional level with local authorities, employers and agencies; 9. Informing and encouraging citizens to take
advantage of lifelong learning opportunities offered by universities; 10. Acting as role models of lifelong
learning institutions.
As for the second “decalogue”, the Charter also brings a series of arguments and essential
explanations for each of the designed commitments, expected to be assumed by European governments.
Accordingly, governments have the responsibility to ensure that universities are valued for their
contribution to lifelong learning, which must not be understood as a minor addition to the roles of higher
education institutions (1). Governments must make efforts to ensure that lifelong learning is valued by
individuals, public and private employers and other actors, and that a culture of learning throughout life is
seen as a common societal goal. Citizens need information on accessing lifelong learning educational
opportunities, and universities need support to ensure that such opportunities are accessible to all who have
the potential to benefit from higher education any time in their life (2). Attention to issues of lifelong
learning in quality assurance processes is necessary to ensure that lifelong learning is recognised as a
national priority (3). Professional academic guidance, careers advice are essential for all learners, but
particularly for those exposed to the risk of failing to complete higher education programmes, who do not
benefit of support. Such services are important for the students of all ages, from all the social and cultural
environments (4). Governments have the responsibility to support and motivate institutions in recognising
all forms of prior learning. This can be facilitated through the provision of appropriate incentives to
institutions and by full integration of prior learning in qualifications frameworks (5). Governments must
remove the systemic obstacles that discourage many potential learners from taking advantage of lifelong
learning opportunities. These obstacles refer to: social security rights, precariousness of employment rights,
lack of financial support for lifelong learning and loss of pension contributions during periods of study (6).
Governments have the responsibility to ensure that universities have sufficient autonomy, but also
sufficient incentives to be rewarded for developing this key mission. Such a framework of autonomy and
incentives strongly influences the progress in developing lifelong learning provision (7). Regional
partnerships with higher education institutions and social partners need to be developed, since they are vital
to the successful planning and delivery of lifelong learning educational services (8). An essential aspect of
the implementation of national lifelong learning strategy, governments have a special responsibility to
ensure that citizens are informed on the diverse opportunities of university based lifelong learning
provision (9). Like universities, governments can set standards in society by acting as role models for the
policies they develop. Governments must ensure that public sector employees are encouraged to benefit
from the lifelong learning opportunities offered by universities and other providers (10).
3. The importance of lifelong learning for the knowledge society
A recent EUA publication, European Universities’ Charter on Lifelong Learning represents a
major contribution to the higher education reform process in Europe. It is an essential document for the
continuation of the education reform, which offers a coherent perspective on lifelong learning and draws
the fundamental evolution directions of this process for the years to come. The Charter succeeds in bringing
together the most important lifelong learning issues and integrating them in a systematic essential approach
which, from now on, will form the basis of the European evolutions in this area.
The lifelong learning idea generates a change of philosophy in the concept of learning. The
development of the lifelong learning notion and process determines a revolution in the idea of university
and post-university education. A remark should be made in this point: the fact that learning is a permanent
necessity of the human being affirms a truth well known from the ancient periods of thinking, from the
Greek philosophers to the present moment. Therefore the idea is not new in itself, since it translates an
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eternal truth of the human being, whose existence – according to Descartes – is defined by two fundamental
attributes: doubt and thinking. New is the recovery of this idea in a system of thinking, its promotion as an
essential need of the individuals and of the society, confronted with unprecedented challenges. The lifelong
learning reform in Europe, having at the centre of its philosophy the human need to learn throughout the
lifetime, makes an essential movement from idea to action, from a generally accepted truth to a complex
process, in a coherent, open to the future conceptual and administrative context.
The lifelong learning concept brings a new perspective upon the mission of university as higher
education institution, addressing, in a pyramidal hierarchy, to elites. In a period of tough competition at a
world scale, in the context of a fast globalisation process, knowledge becomes a priority for all nations,
since it provides the force that generates change, competitiveness and prosperity. The knowledge society is
to be achieved through education and research, in modern higher education institutions able to enhance
quality, excellence and performance, to respond to the economic and societal challenges. In this context,
the 21st century university must change itself and become an inclusive and responsive institution able to
address to a diverse student population and to actively respond to the changing needs of society. In the new
condition, in the spirit of widening access to education, the inclusive and responsive university opens its
educational provision to all the social categories with the potential to learn and to take benefit from
learning. The two attributes of university, inclusive and responsive, enhanced in its adaptation process to
the society demands, are fundamental elements for the lifelong learning achievement. The lifelong learning
idea extends the university mission on three dimensions: social, temporal and spatial. In the first situation,
university educational provision addresses to a more diversified population, to all those who haven’t
accessed higher education or to the persons willing to continue their education and training on an existing
educational background. Secondly, the university learning provision exceeds the traditional student age and
practically abolishes the temporal limits as regards its targeted population, particularly focusing on the 30
to 50 groups, but addressing to younger or older students as well. In the third case, through the prior
learning recognition, through the Bologna processes and tools – mobility, ECTS, Diploma Supplement,
European Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance, Qualifications Frameworks etc. –, the personal
educational experiences, irrespective of the place where they have been achieved, are recognised and
integrated in the student academic education.
Widening social access, inclusive and responsive universities, many and diverse education offers,
in relation with the student population diversity, within the lifelong learning process, all these innovations
must not be equated – according to some fears expressed across Europe – with lowering quality in
university education. Through its very philosophy – to respond to the social and economic needs and to
take part in the creation of the knowledge society – the lifelong learning process associates itself with the
idea of quality in education and training in the sense of competence, competitiveness and performance. In
this context, universities remain the key institutions in the lifelong learning area, which can ensure, by their
mission, a substantial, flexible and pragmatic education, according to all the higher education quality
standards, engaged, through the Bologna Process, in changing Europe into “the most competitive
knowledge-based economy in the world”.
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THE UNEMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS USING A MEANREVERTING STOCHASTIC PROCESS
Reader Dan Petru Vasiliu ,Ph. D
The Titu Maiorescu University , Faculty of Economic Studies, Bucharest
Senior lect. Mihaela Iliescu Ph. D
The Titu Maiorescu University , Faculty of Economic Studies, Bucharest
Abstract : in the next , a mean – reverting stochastic process having a discrete
random walk component is performed to analyse the dynamic of the
unemployment rate over the 2000 – 2005 period.
The aim is to determine whether the unemployment rate will increase,
decrease or stagnate
keywords: unemployment unpredictability ; random walk ; stochastic process ; unit root Fuller test

This class of processes belongs to one of the next two types :
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Here { Sn } is the process itself , f – is an appropriate function and { ek } is an error variable.
We’ll consider a stochastic process S n n∈ N having the mean reverting property , verifying the next

{ }

supplimentary condition :

S n + k − S n = f ( S * − S n ) + δ ⋅ ε k (1)
Here ,

εk −

is a random walk process

{ }

S* - is the global average of the process S n
f : R → ( 0 ; 1] is a continuous differentiable function,
such that f(0) = 0 ; f ` (0)=0.
For large enough values of “n” , we can interpret the relation (1) as
S n+ k − S n ≈ δ ⋅ ε k
(2)
if the condition

n → ∞ implies | S* − S n | → 0
is verified.
Let’s now assume that

εk −

is a discrete, unitary random walk obtained as below.

Suppose a point M moves along the set Z of integer numbers :the corresponding time values are
∈N .
supposed to be natural numbers , t∈
The next hypothesis are available :
(i): at the moment t=0 , the point M lies in n = 0 ;
Let’s denote by A t (n ) the probabilistic event

A t (n ) = “ at the moment t , the point M lies in the position n “
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Then , from the moment t to the moment t+1 , M jumps no more than one position , in any sense of the
straight line.
Suppose that the next conditions are verified :
(ii):

P [A t + 1 (n + 1) | A t (n )] = a

(iii):

P [A t + 1 (n − 1) | A t (n )] = b

(iv):

P [A t + 1 (n ) | A t (n )] = 1 − a − b

with a , b > 0 ; a + b ≤ 1.
Obviously , that :
- at the moment t=0 , M lies in the position n = 0
- at the moment t=1 , M can occupy only one of the position
n = -1 ; n = 0 or n =1 and the next relations are available :
P[ A1(-1) ] = b ; P[ A1(0) ] = 1- a- b ; P[ A1(1)] = a
So , the random variable describing the position of the mobile point M
at the moment t = 1 is the next one :

0
1
 −1
 ;
X1 = 
b
1
−
a
−
b
a


-

at the moment t=2 , M can occupy only one of the position
n = -2 ; n = -1 ; n = 0 ; n =1 or n =2 ;the corresponding probabilities are the next
P[ A2(-2) ] = b2 ;
P[ A2(-1) ] = 2·b·(1- a- b) ;
P[ A2(0 ) ] = 2·a·b +(1- a- b)2 ;
P[ A2( 1) ] = 2·a·(1- a- b) ;
P[ A2( 2) ] = a2 ,

Then, the random variable describing the position of the mobile point M
at the moment t = 1 is the next one :

−1
0
− 2
X 2 =  2
2 ⋅ b ⋅ (1 − a − b ) 2 ⋅ a ⋅ b + (1 − a − b ) 2
b
;
Generally , the random variable X n of the positions at the moment t = n
has the next properties :
- the arguments of X n are
{ - n ; - n+1 ;- n+2;…; -1 ;0 ;1 ;…; n-1 ; n }
-

the additive relation Xn = X1+X1+…+X1 ( n – terms) is
verified
Much more, the next decomposition is available
Xn+k = Xn + Xk ,
As an example, we have

(∀ ) n , k ∈ N * .

X3 = X1+X2

, so
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2

2 ⋅ a ⋅ (1 − a − b ) a 2 
1

P [ X3 = - 3 ] = b 3 ;
P [ X3 = - 2 ] = 3·b2·(1- a - b) ;
P [ X3 = - 1 ] = 3·a·b2 + 3·b·(1- a - b)2 ;
P [ X3 = 0 ] = 6·a·b·(1- a- b) + (1- a - b)3 ;
P [ X3 = 1 ] = 3·a2·b + 3·a·(1- a - b)2 ;
P [ X3 = 2 ] = 3·a2·(1- a - b);
P [ X3 = 3 ] = a 3 .
Taking these into account,the relation (2) becomes :
(3)
or

Sn+k − Sn ≈ δ ⋅ Xk

S n + 1 − S n ≈ δ ⋅ X1 ⇔

S n +1 − S n
≈ X1
δ

(4)

As a consequence, for

| S n + 1 − S n | ≤ δ ⇔ − δ ≤ S n +1 − S n ≤ δ ⇔ − 1 ≤

S n +1 − S n
≤1
δ

in an obvious way , we get

δ = max abs { S n + 1 − S n } (5)
n

In the next , we’ll deal with the next trouble : the variable

S n+1 − S n
covers all the interval [ -1 ; 1] , not
δ

only the arguments { - 1; 0 ; 1 } of X1 .
To make this work , a fuzzification technique will be applied .

-

let

 x 
 , x∈[ a ; b] be a random variable with the density function
X = 
 f (x) 
f : [ a; b ] → [ 0 ; 1] .

Let Ψ : [ -1;1 ] → { -1;0;1 } be the function given by

1

 − 1 , if − 1 ≤ p < − 3

1
1
Ψ (p ) =  0 , if − ≤ p ≤
3
3

1
 1 , if
< p≤1
3

^

The discrete random variable

X which corresponds to X will then

be

^
 2 ⋅ X − ( a + b) 
X= Ψ 
 (6)
b−a



Then ,
^
 −1 0 1
 ,
X = 
 α β γ

with
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2⋅a + b
a + 2⋅b
a + 2⋅b


2⋅a + b
α = P X <
;β = P 
≤X≤
;γ = P  X>
.


3 
3 
3 

 3

Observe now that , for p ∈{ − 1 ; 0 ;1 } we have Ψ(p)=p ,so
for the variable X1 , the relation Ψ(X1)= X1 will be true.
Finally , from (4) we derive that

S n +1 − S n
 S − Sn 
≈ X 1 ⇒ Ψ  n +1
 ≈ X 1 (5)
δ
δ


As an example, let’s consider the next cross- section for the unemployment in the process { Sn}
representing the unemployment in ROMANIA ,in the
2000 – 2005 period (http://www.insse.ro/cms/files/pdf/en/cp3.pdf ):
n
sn

0
10,5

1
8,8

2
8,4

3
7,4

4
6,3

5
5,9

We intend to estimate the corresponding X1 repartition :
To do this , we’ll compute first the estimated increases { δsn } of the process
n
δsn =
= sn+1 – sn

0
10,5 – 8,8 =
=1,7

1
8,8 – 8,4 =
= 0,41

2
8,4 – 7,4 =
=1

3
7,4 – 6,3 =
= 1,1

Then , δ = max abs { sn + 1 − s n } = max {1,7 ; 0,41; 1 ;1,1; 0,4 } = 1,7 .
By considering that the variable Sn+1 – Sn is distributed over the interval
[ - δ , +δ ] = [ - 1,7 ; 1,7 ] , we obtain ( see (6) above)

2⋅a + b
= − 0,57
 a = − 1,7  3
⇒

b = + 1,7  a + 2 ⋅ b = + 0,57
 3
In the list { δsn = sn+1 – sn }:

-

we have no value lower than

2⋅a + b
⇒ P( X 1 = − 1 ) = 0
3

( the increase probability ) ;
-

three of the values belong to the interval ( - 0,57 ; 0,57 )

⇒ P( X1 = 0 ) =

3
5

(the stagnation probability) ;
-

two of these values are larger than 0,57

⇒ P( X 1 = + 1 ) =

( the decreasing probability ) .
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2
5

4
6,3 -5,9 =
= 0,4

n=0,5

Using the maximum likelyhood method,we derive that

0
1 
 −1
 .
X1 = 
 0,17 0,58 0,25 
Finally , for the next period, the main probability is that , that the unemployment rate will stagnate.
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Titu Maiorescu and the Paradoxes of European Projects
Prof PhD. CorneliuValentin Pau
Associate Prof PhD. Argentina Gramada
Abstract.
The first part refers to the paradoxical situation in which Romania finds itself.
And if a project can be defined, among other things, as a temporary organization, the article refers to the
contradictions within the process of absorption of European funds as well as to their impact on Romanian
universities and society. The new challenge consists in translating ideas into values by walking the path
from data and information to knowledge through creating and carrying out projects.1
Key words: paradox, European project, project-oriented organization, project-oriented society.

Titu Maiorescu used to believe that culture is not only elevation of the spirit, but also a
task that ceaselessly calls for and consumes the vital strength of a nation.2 Titu Maiorescu
was an authentic project writer; he admitted that in fact ‘our whole life is nothing but the
extensive combination of some major projects, which have been into existence for a
long time…’3. The Dictionary of the Romanian Language defines the word paradox,
pardoxes, as a contradictory statement, which is demonstrable at the same time; (absurd)
opinion, contradicting the unanimously recognized truth; weirdness; enormity;
absurdness. 4
Any analysis of contemporary Romania shows us that it is paradoxical in many ways.
That is why it is difficult to systematize it, that it is why it is difficult to govern it. We
succeed in doing things that normally do not go well together. For example, as Titu
Maiorescu had already found out, we manage to ‘produce forms without substance. Not
everyone is able to do this’.5 And what is really amazing is the fact that, in spite of this,
our country seems to be functioning, as paradoxical, as improbable as it may be !Let us
give some examples:
One of our unusual achievements is that we have a huge pollution coefficient (in the
water, in the air and in the soil), without having a big industry. ‘Our industry is sublime’,
but hardly perceptible otherwise than through the quantity of toxins it exudes.
Another paradoxical achievement: we have very good doctors and very poorly equipped
hospitals. It is inexplicable how a country can have pre-eminent doctors when most of
1

Pau Valentin Corneliu, Grămada Argentina Dragu-“ Strategy in Project Management“- Ed Univ Titu
Maiorescu-2007-P67
2
Titu Maiorescu –"The New Direction in Romanian Poetry and Prose", 1872)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Junimea
3
Maria Cornelia Barliba, « Titu Maiorescu, Argument for intelligence », Casa de Editura “EDIMPEXSPERANTA”, Bucuresti, 1992, pag. 144 (, Edimpex – Speranta Publishing House, Bucharest 1992, page
144)
4

http://dexonline.ro/search.php?cuv=PARADÓX

5

Andrei Plesu – “Romanian paradoxes” - www.adevarul.ro/articole/paradoxuri-romanesti.html
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them lack the instruments they need to do their job. Nevertheless, they do their job. The
doctor saves you, it is the ‘system’ that kills you.
Another miracle: we have a high concentration of touristic sights, but we do not have
tourism; a collateral paradox would be that Romanian people are very hospitable but
they have their foreign guests pay huge bills, as they believe that the latter should be
ripped off.
Moreover: we pride ourselves on pre-eminent students, who win various international
contests, but we all know that the Romanian education system goes through a big crisis.
We have incontestable agrarian traditions, fertile land, workforce, but we hardly have any
agriculture at all: we eat Turkish bread, communitarian fruit and vegetable, we import
meat and meat products from all over the world.
We are poor, but the streets of Bucharest are filled with flash cars; pubs are full,
Romanian travelers cram in trans-European and transatlantic planes and carry with them
huge luggage.
We are patriots, but we lack patriotism: we are not interested in cultivating the language
of our ancestors, the immediate and concrete future of our country, its history, its
monuments, its institutions. During public events, we sigh pathetically and hold national
speeches, but our first impulse is to dilapidate our country. The fewer elites we have, the
bigger the despise we show for them.
We are Christians, but whenever there is an Orthodox holiday or dedication day we jostle
and shove, we curse and shout like an inglorious herd with no history and no faith.
The following can be concluded:
1. As they are keen on state protection and authoritarian paternalism, Romanians are
in a fervent quest for their leader.6 Whoever appears in the role of a leader is
contested. Whoever steps forward and asks for the political power, loses their
popularity and credibility. 7
2. Romanians do not trust institutions either. While institutions are despised,
individual positions that make them up are appreciated. The degree to which a
person is appreciated increases when s/he holds a public position.
3. Romanians wish for a change, for a radical one; which means they are utterly
discontent with their life. Nevertheless, they are not able to say exactly in what
way things should change. They know they want something, but they do not know
what exactly.
4. Finally, Romanians are concerned with price increases, but they are relatively
calm when it comes to unemployment increase. They are hardly aware of the
connection between prices and work. The quality of life is benchmarked against
the level of prices, there is no connection with the quality of work. That is
probably why lack of job opportunities is of secondary concern and there is no
sense of self-criticism. We are confronted with unemployment, but we work
6

Adrian Severin »Four paradoxes of Romanian thinking »-www.jurnalul.ro/stire-editorial/patru-paradoxuri-alegandirii-romanesti-139431.htm
7

The very definition of the leader is that of a corrupted, egocentric, greedy, lazy and dishonest person.
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illicitly, we have no money, but we manage to get by. Payment rights have been
the subject of regulation, but these attempts led to another paradox. In the words
of a politician, ‘the paradox of the unitary payment law consists in the fact that
everybody’s discontent shows it is a good law.’8 Given this collective attitude, we
wonder why politicians spend so much money to get elected. Such a society
cannot be governed!
How can we break the vicious circle created by the paradoxes above? It seems that
Romanians want to experiment all wrong political solutions and to live with the
consequences before regaining their trust in institutions and leaders, as well as the ability
to promote the elites they need. Will time be patient enough to wait for them?
To put it briefly, we can say that we:
• either have interminable evolutions, which do not result in any attained goal.
• or we have achievements that are not justified by any evolution.
THE PARAXOX OF PROJECTS
Until now, research on the maturity of project management has been carried out by big
companies9, on an industrial sector (for example, the IT industry, the banking sector). As
we have already shown, there were also global surveys involving groups of countries,
whose objective was to evaluate the maturity of project management from two points of
view: the practice of project management and the specific services offered through
universities, research institutes and professional associations. 10
The grade that the Romanian society got for the subject of ‘project orientation’, ‘maturity
of project management’ is not satisfying.
Which shows that Romania lacks project orientation, a genuine culture of projects, which
should pervade the Romanian society, from central or local public institutions, to the
private environment, up to small communities. In our evaluation, the absence of this
culture of projects, the lack of project orientation, the inability to make the connection
between development and projects are all major drawbacks for the absorption of
European funds of almost 30 billion Euros worth (for the period 2007-2013).
In order to improve the ability to absorb European funds-which has been a constant
concern of all governments- we need to carry out reforms of public administration, of
training for specialists, of implementation of extensive training programs for those who
work or will work with European funds.
The efficient usage of European funds, the participation in the European development
policy call for a much bigger and lasting change, a change that should envisage the
promotion of the profession of project manager and of project management as a
micro and macro economic approach, the professionalization of project management,
8

www.realitatea.net/boc--paradoxul-legii-salarizarii-unitare-consta-in-faptul-ca-nemultumirea-tuturor-arata-ca-este-olege-buna_610972.html
9

( global survey carried out by Pricewaterhouse Coopers, 2004, www.pwc.be)

10

One of the analyzed countries was Romania; the various phases of research show that our country holds
either the last place in the top of project management maturity (Roland Gareis, 2001) or the place before
the last, followed by Lithuania ( Roland Gaeris Happy projects-2005, p.586).
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the creation of a genuine project culture in universities, in central and local
administration, in small enterprises or in big companies, the conception of the overall
Romanian societal development in explicit terms of programs and projects, using specific
methodologies of program management and project management.
To paraphrase the title of a cited work, the role of project management is to change
Romania’s status from a state member into a player in the European Union’s
development policy.
The project is a temporary organization which has a certain unique objective, at a certain
cost, at a definite time11.

Project team
Sub-team 1
Sub-team 2
Project collaborator
Project team member
Figure number 1 Project organization12
Projects get born, develop and last if there are creative ideas. As a result of several years
of expertise in the creativity domain, Amabile Teresa is able to conclude the following13 :
a.
b.
c.
d.

creative ideas come from creative people;
money is a motivator of creativity;
pressure of time develops creativity;
concern breaks thinking patterns;

11

Rao, R. (2006). White Paper The Role of Project Management in Transforming a Nation from
Developing into Developed Status: The Case of India Vision 2020, în PMI Global Congress 2006 – Asia-Pacific,

Bangkok
12

www.rgc.com.ro/index.php?
Amabile, Teresa M., and Mukti Khaire. "Creativity and the Role of the Leader." Harvard Business
Review 86, no. 10 (October 2008 Mit uri despre creativitate)
13
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e. competition overtakes collaboration;
f. a restructured organization is a creative organization.
Lester Thurow stresses the idea that the new leaders of global economy will have to have
project management abilities and knowledge.14 Project-oriented society. In this context,
special attention is paid to the concept of ‘project-oriented society’, as ‘a society that
frequently uses projects and programs to carry out processes which are relatively unique,
of a medium or high complexity.’15
The ascension of this concept reflects the fact that project management methodologies
go, as we have already shown, beyond the domain of an industry and are considered to be
macro development strategies of a whole nation/society. In the dynamic level of maturity
of a project-oriented society, apart from technical aspects (specific methodologies and
processes, knowledge areas), social key aspects intervene, such as: the perceived
importance of projects, the social relevance with which the profession of project manager
is endowed, the overall structure of society, its history and its expectations concerning the
future, the structure of its sub-systems; economy, science, education, politics, religion,
law, art etc. 16
Therefore, the activity of specialist training must be completed by the following:
•

•

•

to increase the level of project management awareness among decision-makers (
either the private environment or public administration), to increase the number of
managers who are ‘project aware and project friendly’.
to obtain the ‘cross-over’ effect with regard to project management from industry
and private environment to small organizations, small communities, schools and
even families17.
To create organizational competences in project management, competences that
should complete the individual ones.

1. Taking into account the fact that Romania pays its dues for communitarian funds
allotted to research, what results from here is the paradox that our country
finances research in the EU rich, developed countries; therefore, it is obvious the
inability of researchers and institutes to legally spend the funds offered by
European financing bodies. The red tape of laws, directives and ordinances
always puts forth barriers which researchers cannot cut through, and the result
is that there are always some funds that remain unspent. The inability of our
country to absorb communitarian funds is notorious and, unfortunately, applies in
this case as well.
14

www.pmi.org- Thurow - 2003, Fortune Favors the Bold: What We Must Do to Build a New and Lasting
Prosperity.
15

Roland Gareis- Happy Project, Manz,Viena -2005, p. 579.

16

Gareis, 2001, p. 4.
Roland Gareis- Happy Project-Editura ASE- 2006, p.580;

17
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2. Information on European funds is, most of the time, inexact, superficial, even
wrong. Paradoxically, the importance of the domain as such is one of the causes
of inexactitudes. Starting from the correct assumption that these funds represent
key factors in the elimination of the development lag between Romania and other
member states, the result is that funds have been overrated as the only chance
Romania has to develop, as they are believed to have a miraculous impact on
welfare. A closer look will reveal that the absorption of funds is meant to
contribute to the modernization of our line of thinking and action.
What materials on POR addressed to universities and to certain institutions of local
administration describe refer, in fact, to the priority axes of POR and major
intervention domains which offer financial support in view of developing education,
although certain intervention areas do not take into consideration universities’
demands for financing, but only institutions of local administration.18
3. Preparation of applicants for competition. Integration in the EU means first of
all that we should accept competition, with its inherent successes and failures.
Allow me to point out that failures are sometimes even more important. When
competition is the engine, a failed offer is the ‘petrol’ that keeps it working.
Our analysis starts from the assumption that there is a correlation between the degree
of maturity of Romanian society with regard to project management and the results
obtained in the management of European funds. In order to increase the ability of
absorption, the training of specialists who work or will work with European funds is
insufficient.
The stress must be equally on creating organizational competences which should
stimulate adoption of project management as a way of envisaging development.
Despite the fact that worldwide economy has been stagnating or declining, which led
to a decrease of expenses in various economic sectors, project managers’ wages
have been going up quite rapidly.
For the subject of European project management within the University we created
a site which should improve the degree of information for the formation of
entrepreneurial19 and digital20 competences, I published a book on practical application
for projects21, a style of online work with students for professional announcements and
communication of results, next to participation to specialized session and symposiums.

18

Alina Bargaoanu « European funds + strategies for promotion and utilization » ed Tritonic 2009 -p 232 (,
Tritonic Publishing House 2009, page 232)
19
www.proiecteu.ro
20
www.sitebirotica.go.ro
21

Argentina Gramada-« Office applications for the management of European projects «-2008- Ed
Renaissance-Bucuresti , Renaissance Publishing Houe, 2008, Bucharest)
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Figure no.2 The site for the subject of European Project Management within Titu
Maiorescu University for the Faculties of Computer Science and Economic Sciences.
Five paradoxical situations accompanied Eminescu on his poetic path.22 The first
paradoxical situation is that Eminescu is the Romanian writer with the shortest literary
activity: only thirteen genuine years. To these we can add the first four years, from 1866,
the years of his literary debut in the magazine ‘Familia’ to 1870, the year of his debut in
‘Convorbiri literare’. These were years of searching, reading great books, the
establishment of the themes and the revelation of the specific style.
In spite of all appearances, although his body of work seems to be massive and
monumental, Eminescu published very little: only 73 poems and some prose. This could
be the second paradox. The third paradoxical situation: Eminescu is the only Romanian
poet who did not publish a volume of poems as he would have wished.23 The forth
paradox: Eminescu left unpublished the vastest literary body of work ever written by a
Romanian. The famous ‘Notebooks’-15.000 pages-contain ten times more poems than the
poet accepted to publish. Eminescu made projects rather than finished work. He was a
hurried poet. He wanted to express himself under the terrible pressure of the topics that
called for being written. He might have succeeded in doing so, had he had the biological
22

Viorel Mortu – The Eminescu Paradox, Objecive: the voice of Braila, June 15th, 2009
-www.obiectivbr.ro/cultura/30327-paradoxul-eminescu.html
23
The volume ‘Poesii’, with a short foreword by T. Maiorescu, dated December 1883, was published at the
beginning of 1884. Eminescu was 34 years old. It was not only a late debut, similar to that of Arghezi or
Bacovia, it was also his final work. The initiative of publishing the volume, the contents, the correction,
with small interventions in the text, with the scholarly rhetoric of commas belonged to Maiorescu. In the
foreword, the great critic mentions that ‘the volume is being published in the absence of the poet who is
abroad’. Maiorescu recognized that under the spell of Eminescu’s poetry, ‘the Romanian language seems to
receive a new life’. The 61 poems were not published in chronological order, as they are found today in any
editions that follow the model of the edition Perpessicius; their order is different, and this order was well
considered by Maiorescu. From ‘ Solitude’, the first poem of the volume, published in 1878 to ‘ To my
critics’, the past poem, found by Maiorescu in the salved manuscripts, there is a vision on Eminescu’s
work, an indirect comment, from the voluptuous, melancholic monologue of the first poem to the slightly
pamphlet-like tone of the last poem.
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peace Goethe had enjoyed and had lived for eighty years. He chose to live intensely, he
burned rather than lived. On the verge of disaster he had the revelation of a frightening
truth: ‘It seemed to me I have lived for eighty years.’ The fifth paradox of Eminescu’s
work is linked to the reception of his work. It is a unique case in our country and a very
rare one in the universal literature. For a century the poems discovered after his death
have increased the mystery of his creation and endowed his work with a dynamic feature.
He is unequal -just like nature is- as well as matchless.
The project: ‘The house in Varatec where Eminescu lived, mused and created’ is
also a justification for the memory of the mentor of Junimea, Titu Maiorescu who issued
Eminescu’s first volume, and for the University as well, as it has the opportunity to use
the instruments of the age to restore the house where our great poet dreamed and created,
not far from his ‘silver forest’.

Figure no3 The house from the monastery of Varatec in which Eminescu lived
Conclusions
The absorbtion of European funds is meant to contribute to the modernization of
our line of thinking and action. We are studying to prepare for the creation of
professional projects which should be useful and long-lasting.
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We are waiting for this country to become aware of the importance that project
management study has in its development.
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L’EVOLUTION DE LA PROTECTION PENALE DU PATRIMOINE EN FRANCE
Claudia LEMARCHAND-GHICA
Universitatea Paris-Val-de- Marnee

Resume. L’evolution de la protection patrimoine en France est a la fois un sujet classique et d’une
grande modernite. Le patrimoine est le fondement de la societe civilisee et s’inscrit dans la sphere de
repression du droit penal. Si le droit penal privilegie la realite economique, il tient compte de la valeur venale
des biens protégés et du prejudice subi par la victime. Ces deux conceptions se trouvent placees chacune sur
un des plateaux de la balance de la Justice et elles entrainent un movement de balancier qui doit assurer un
equilibre parfait et une repression equitable. La valeur supreme protégée par le droit penal est la persone, sa
vie son integrite et le patrimoine constitue de biens ne vient qu’en second lieu. Le patrimoine est protégé car il
appartient a la personne, devenant une de ses caracteristiques et nullement l’inverse. Meme si la protection
penale du patrimoine a connu un elargissement souhaitable du a la dematerialisation de l’economie, elle doit
s’arreter aux limites de la protection des biens. Le droit penal doit rester le garant de la hierarchie de valeurs
fondatrice de notre societe.
Mots-clés : Droit penal, protection, patrimoine, systeme juridique, personne

L’évolution de la protection patrimoine en France est à la fois un sujet classique et
d’une grande modernité. Si le sujet est limité à la sphère du droit français, j’espère, que par
sa réflexion d’ensemble, il embrasse l’évolution des systèmes juridiques du monde. Le
patrimoine est le fondement de la société civilisée. Jean-Jacques Rousseau expliquait que le
premier homme à avoir entouré d’enclos un terrain en affirmant « Ceci est à moi » est le
véritable inventeur de la société civilisée. Il accusait ceux qui l’entouraient d’avoir été
faibles ou fous de ne pas s’y opposer car la terre, l’air, les fruits sont à tous et cela aurait
évité tant de guerres, meurtres, famines, de malheur. Cependant, cet acte est fondateur et il a
permis de changer le monde et de construire une société civilisée. Le patrimoine est une
constante dans l’histoire, même s’il change de structure selon les époques et les endroits. De
Robinson Crusoe, s’appropriant le nécessaire pour vivre, jusqu’à Bill Gates et son empire,
mille visages du patrimoine s’expriment. Historiquement, le patrimoine désigne ce qui vient
« des pères », de ses aïeux, comprenant les biens de la famille hérités de ses ascendants.
Mais le concept repose sur un continuum car, s’il plonge ses racines dans le passé, il trouve
un prolongement naturel dans le futur. Le patrimoine reçu des ascendants est transmis aux
ascendants, assurant une continuité. La définition juridique du patrimoine est restrictive et le
limite à l’ensemble de biens sur lesquels la personne détient des droits. Il est une émanation
de personne car toute personne a un patrimoine, mais un seul patrimoine.
Le patrimoine est l’ensemble des droits appréciables en argent, constituant une
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universalité juridique.1 En effet, il est indépendant des éléments qui le composent, il n’est
pas une simple addition de biens. Le patrimoine est, à la fois, une réalité composée d’un
actif et d’un passif et une virtualité, une potentialité. Il n’est pas une masse figée de droits,
mais un cadre apte à recueillir des biens et des obligations, indépendant de chacune de ses
composantes.
Le droit pénal matérialise la réaction répressive de l’Etat à l’égard des infractions,
qui constituent des comportements interdits, et est entièrement dédié à la protection de
l’ordre public. La valeur expressive du droit pénal le rend un moyen incontournable
d’établir la hiérarchie des valeurs sociales protégées et d’assurer la garantie du pacte
fondateur de la société démocratique. Ainsi, depuis le siècle des Lumières, le droit pénal est
considéré comme le meilleur moyen de mesurer le degré de civilisation d’une société,
reposant sur le patrimoine et sa reconnaissance, selon les philosophes des Lumières.
Le patrimoine s’inscrit dans la sphère de répression du droit pénal. Du
commandement religieux « Tu ne voleras point ! » aux articles des Codes pénaux
contemporains, du « furtum » romain aux définitions de civil law ou de commom law, le
droit pénal applique sa force répressive particulière aux infractions contre le patrimoine,
même si leur forme ou intensité sont différentes.
La protection pénale du patrimoine se détache de sa définition civile. En effet, le
droit pénal ne protège pas le cadre universel global du patrimoine, mais les différents
éléments le composant. Il est intéressant de savoir quel est le critère retenu par le législateur
pour opérer un tri parmi les éléments patrimoniaux dignes de recevoir une protection pénale
et ceux qui ne le sont pas. La première conception guidant le législateur repose sur le critère
économique. L’atteinte à un droit est punie dès que ce dernier s’incorpore au patrimoine.
S’y oppose le critère juridique qui privilégie la répression en cas d’atteinte à des valeurs
sociales consacrées par le droit pénal et revêtues de la sanction la plus grave, la peine.
L’application de l’une ou de l’autre de cette théorie n’est pas neutre et détermine
l’application de la qualification pénale. Ainsi, en application du critère économique, le
créancier qui reprend sa chose au débiteur en cas de non-paiement du prix intégral protège
efficacement et licitement ses droits, alors qu’en application du critère juridique, il commet
un vol. Mais le choix du critère détermine la politique pénale d’un Etat et, au-delà, la
philosophie pénale d’un système. Si le droit pénal privilégie le désir de protéger l’ordre
public, assuré par la conception juridique du patrimoine, la répression constitue une réaction
sociale à l’infraction et est déclenchée par des atteintes minimales ou virtuelles à l’ordre
public. Si le droit pénal privilégie la réalité économique, il tient compte de la valeur vénale
des biens protégés et du préjudice subi par la victime. Ces deux conceptions se trouvent
placées chacune sur un des plateaux de la balance de la Justice et elles entraînent un
mouvement de balancier qui doit assurer un équilibre parfait et une répression équitable.

1

www.dissertationsgratuites.fr/dissertations/La-Theorie-Classique-Du-Patrimoine/7465.html
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En effet, si le droit pénal privilégie la conception juridique de la protection du patrimoine,
elle n’est pas exclusive de toute considération économique. La conception économique
conduit à une protection concentrique du patrimoine, focalisée sur ses composantes
classiques. 2Certes, la structure du patrimoine s’est élargie grâce à la dématérialisation et a
entraîné une modification des fondements du droit pénal. Ce dernier opère un retour vers ses
sources et le critère juridique entraîne une protection excentrique, substance d’une nouvelle
politique pénale. Cette protection élargie peut conduire à des dangers incidents, car la
sphère du patrimoine doit être strictement limité aux biens et aucune extension aux
personnes (dans leur unité corps-esprit) ne saurait être admise. Cette limite absolue et
obligatoire est le garde-fou des sociétés démocratiques et elle ne souffre aucune exception
car elle est le postulat essentiel sur lequel repose l’organisation de notre société.
I. LA PROTECTION PENALE CONCENTRIQUE DU PATRIMOINE La
protection pénale du patrimoine se détache de sa définition civile, car le droit pénal punit les
atteintes aux différents droits patrimoniaux, sans punir l’atteinte au patrimoine, universalité
juridique. Si à l’origine, seul le droit de propriété semblait protégé, actuellement, le droit
pénal sanctionne l’inexécution de certaines obligations (abandon de famille, détournements
d’objets saisis, organisation frauduleuse d’insolvabilité). L’élargissement devient
incontestable en ouvrant la protection pénale aux droits personnels et non seulement aux
droits réels, englobant ainsi des droits extra-patrimoniaux (les droits de la personnalité à
l’image ou à la vie privée). Le patrimoine a évolué dans le sens d’une dématérialisation, ce
qui a nécessairement modifié les contours de sa protection pénale. Le droit pénal, droit
tangible par essence, s’est trouvé confronté à une société hautement consommatrice
d’informations, dans le cadre de la vie publique ou privée, personnelle ou professionnelle et
contraint de s’adapter à la nouvelle économie de l’immatériel. Si certaines de ces
incriminations ont pu ou su s’adapter à cette mutation (A), le législateur a créé un système
répressif destiné à appréhender ces nouvelles atteintes (B).
A. L’EVOLUTION DES INFRACTIONS CLASSIQUES
Le Code pénal Napoléon de 1810 tenait compte de la réalité économique et
sociale de son époque et centrait la répression sur les atteintes à la propriété. L’étude des «
trois glorieuses », les trois incriminations issues du « furtum » romain, illustrent l’évolution
globale suivie par le droit pénal. L’escroquerie, l’abus de confiance et le vol partagent une
origine commune, mais leur adaptabilité aux modifications technologiques de la société
n’est pas la même, ce qui explique leur évolution divergente.
Le vol est défini par le Code pénal comme « la soustraction frauduleuse de la
chose d’autrui ». Le choix des termes par le législateur enferme l’incrimination dans un
cadre exclusivement matériel. Ainsi, l’atteinte juridique constituée par la violation du droit
de la victime se double d’une atteinte matérielle du fait du déplacement de l’objet. S’il est
possible de punir le vol d’usage (le fait « d’emprunter » une voiture), le vol par
photocopiage (le fait de photocopier des documents appartenant à son employeur), le vol
2

http://fr.jurispedia.org/index.php/Pluralit%C3%A9_des_approches_juridiques_de_la_pluriculturalit%C3%A9
_au_regard_de_la_conception_du_patrimoine_en_droit_vietnamien
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d’énergie (expressément prévu par le législateur pour consacrer une solution traditionnelle
de la jurisprudence), le vol exclusif d’informations n’est pas punissable. La question reçoit
toute son importance dans une société de l’économie numérique, reposant sur l’échange de
données à la vitesse de la lumière, ce qui multiplie les facilités de commission et de
dissimulation des infractions. L’incrimination de vol n’est pas applicable aux biens
immatériels, la qualification pénale n’étant possible que lorsque le bien s’intègre à un
support matériel.
Même si la Cour de cassation refuse de formuler un principe général, le vol du
contenu informationnel n’est punissable que lorsqu’il est matérialisé (contenu sur un
support matériel), en vertu de l’interprétation stricte de la loi pénale puisque deux éléments
constitutifs du vol ont défaut. D’une part, la chose est nécessairement un bien tangible,
visible et quantifiable, car elle est limitée aux biens meubles corporels. D’autre part, la
soustraction pose le postulat d’un amoindrissement du patrimoine de la victime. Or,
l’information n’est pas soustraite à son possesseur, seule sa confidentialité est atteinte. Si la
responsabilité pénale pour vol de données est impossible, la qualification pénale est
envisageable pour vol de disquette, CD-Rom ou clé USB. Les juges utilisent un artifice
juridique de qualification permettant de protéger la valeur économique des données en les
incorporant à la valeur juridique protégée, le droit de propriété. En revanche, l’escroquerie
et l’abus de confiance ont connu un mouvement de dématérialisation. L’escroquerie
constituée par la remise provoquée par des moyens frauduleux peut porter sur un service (le
nouveau Code pénal de 1994), ou sur des fonds (la monnaie scripturale a été assimilée aux
espèces), ou sur « un acte opérant obligation ou décharge » embrassant tous les actes
formant un lien de droit. 3L’abus de confiance a connu une évolution rapide dans le cadre
de la jurisprudence de la dernière décennie. Selon le C.P., l’abus de confiance constitue un
détournement portant sur « des fonds, des valeurs ou un bien quelconque » qui a été
préalablement remis à la personne de manière précaire. L’expression de « bien quelconque
», plus large que celle de « chose » dans le cadre du vol, permet à la Cour de cassation de
dématérialiser le délit en affirmant qu’il ne s’applique pas seulement à un bien corporel, dès
lors que ce bien constitue une valeur patrimoniale (numéro de carte bancaire, détournement
de la connexion internet professionnelle, d’un projet de création). En revanche, le
détournement de la force de travail de salariés à des fins personnelles (le fait d’utiliser des
salariés de l’entreprise pour effectuer des travaux d’entretien et ménagers au domicile de
cadres de l’entreprise) constitue un abus de confiance uniquement sous la forme de «
détournement de fonds » (les salaires devant leur être versés). Cette limite à la
dématérialisation est expliquée par les juges comme une conséquence de l’interprétation
stricte de la loi pénale (par un raisonnement a contrario), car, au contraire, de l’escroquerie,
le nouveau Code pénal n’a pas expressément prévu l’abus de confiance de services. La
terminologie juridique traditionnelle du Code pénal, héritée du dix-huitième siècle, punit les
infractions contre les biens, malgré la réforme de 1994. Cependant, le concept des
incriminations déborde largement le cadre expressément désigné par le législateur et tient
compte de la dématérialisation du patrimoine. En témoignent la création et le
développement de nouvelles incriminations.
3

www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do;jsessionid=31E8AA6C5856291050FD7D7ECD7D9CDD.tpdjo12v_1
?idSectionTA=LEGISCTA000006165324&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20090505
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B. LA CREATION DE NOUVELLES INFRACTIONS
De nombreux textes répressifs modernes protègent des biens incorporels et tiennent
compte de cette nouvelle dimension du patrimoine. La simple lecture du classement des
plus grandes fortunes mondiales par des magazines économiques permet de suivre cette
évolution. Loin de retenir encore les fortunes immobilières et des grandes propriétés
terriennes, de jeunes créateurs de sociétés de service informatiques caracolent en tête du
classement. Les créateurs de Google ont remplacé les Rotschild et Guggenheim. Certaines
matières de droit pénal technique tiennent compte de cette évolution semblent modeler la
philosophie protectrice du patrimoine en créant de nouvelles incriminations inspirées de
l’économie matérialisée et virtuelle. Très nombreuses, leur étude exhaustive est difficile et
se révèle inutile. Mettant en œuvre une politique pénale générale, seule leur inspiration
commune est intéressante car elle révèle la nouvelle dimension de la protection pénale du
patrimoine.
Le Code pénal punit les atteintes aux systèmes de traitement automatisé de
données, en partant de leur source (l’introduction ou maintien dans le système) jusqu’à
l’obtention du résultat (modification, altération ou entrave des données ou du
fonctionnement du système). Le comportement réprimé consiste en une atteinte totalement
dématérialisée à des informations.
La meilleure illustration de la dématérialisation de la protection du patrimoine
est constituée par l’évolution du recel. Si sa forme traditionnelle, consistant en la détention
de la chose de provenance frauduleuse, est connue depuis l’Antiquité (les pilleurs des
pyramides et tombeaux royaux développent cette activité lucrative), sa forme moderne de
profit connaît un grand essor dans la société contemporaine.
L’article 3211 du Code pénal réprime le fait, en connaissance de cause, de
bénéficier du produit d’un crime ou d’un délit. Ainsi, tombent sous le coup de la loi pénale
le passager d’une voiture volée, le mari d’une femme, policier corrompu, qui profite d’un
train de vie élevé sans rapport avec les revenus normaux de la profession. Le recel est une
incrimination d’une grande modernité sous sa forme « boule de neige » qui permet
d’incorporer dans la répression toutes les formes et les modifications que la chose a subies
(vente de la chose et investissement de l’argent dans un appartement) et toutes les personnes
ayant bénéficié du produit de l’infraction d’origine (tous les comptes bancaires de personnes
ayant touché des fonds suspects sont contaminés par la source frauduleuse de l’argent). Le
blanchiment se greffe sur la philosophie répressive du recel, même s’il constitue une
manifestation moderne de la lutte contre l’argent sale qui engage le monde entier dans une
vaste entreprise de coopération judiciaire en matière pénale.
En effet, les différents systèmes de compensation financière électronique et les
paradis fiscaux permettent à l’argent d’origine douteuse de circuler à la vitesse de la lumière
et d’être intégré dans l’économie légale, permettant d’asseoir l’influence des réseaux
criminels organisés. Le blanchiment punit le fait de faciliter, par tout moyen, la justification
mensongère de l’origine des revenus de l’auteur d’un crime ou d’un délit ou le fait
d’apporter un concours à une opération de placements du produit direct ou indirect d’un
crime ou d’un délit. La monnaie scripturale (compte en banque) est le moyen privilégié de
commission de ces infractions et le législateur l’assimile juridiquement aux espèces
sonnantes et trébuchantes. En revanche, l’escroquerie et l’abus de confiance ont connu un
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mouvement de dématérialisation.
L’escroquerie constituée par la remise provoquée par des moyens frauduleux
peut porter sur un service (le nouveau Code pénal de 1994), ou sur des fonds (la monnaie
scripturale a été assimilée aux espèces), ou sur « un acte opérant obligation ou décharge »
embrassant tous les actes formant un lien de droit. 4 L’abus de confiance a connu une
évolution rapide dans le cadre de la jurisprudence de la dernière décennie. Selon le C.P.,
l’abus de confiance constitue un détournement portant sur « des fonds, des valeurs ou un
bien quelconque » qui a été préalablement remis à la personne de manière précaire.
L’expression de « bien quelconque », plus large que celle de « chose » dans le cadre du vol,
permet à la Cour de cassation de dématérialiser le délit en affirmant qu’il ne s’applique pas
seulement à un bien corporel, dès lors que ce bien constitue une valeur patrimoniale
(numéro de carte bancaire, détournement de la connexion internet professionnelle, d’un
projet de création). En revanche, le détournement de la force de travail de salariés à des fins
personnelles (le fait d’utiliser des salariés de l’entreprise pour effectuer des travaux
d’entretien et ménagers au domicile de cadres de l’entreprise) constitue un abus de
confiance uniquement sous la forme de « détournement de fonds » (les salaires devant leur
être versés). Cette limite à la dématérialisation est expliquée par les juges comme une
conséquence de l’interprétation stricte de la loi pénale (par un raisonnement a contrario),
car, au contraire, de l’escroquerie, le nouveau Code pénal n’a pas expressément prévu
l’abus de confiance de services. La terminologie juridique traditionnelle du Code pénal,
héritée du dix-huitième siècle, punit les infractions contre les biens, malgré la réforme de
1994. Cependant, le concept des incriminations déborde largement le cadre expressément
désigné par le législateur et tient compte de la dématérialisation du patrimoine. En
témoignent la création et le développement de nouvelles incriminations.
B. LA CREATION DE NOUVELLES INFRACTIONS
De nombreux textes répressifs modernes protègent des biens incorporels et
tiennent compte de cette nouvelle dimension du patrimoine. La simple lecture du classement
des plus grandes fortunes mondiales par des magazines économiques permet de suivre cette
évolution. Loin de retenir encore les fortunes immobilières et des grandes propriétés
terriennes, de jeunes créateurs de sociétés de service informatiques caracolent en tête du
classement. Les créateurs de Google ont remplacé les Rotschild et Guggenheim. Certaines
matières de droit pénal technique tiennent compte de cette évolution semblent modeler la
philosophie protectrice du patrimoine en créant de nouvelles incriminations inspirées de
l’économie matérialisée et virtuelle. Très nombreuses, leur étude exhaustive est difficile et
se révèle inutile. Mettant en œuvre une politique pénale générale, seule leur inspiration
commune est intéressante car elle révèle la nouvelle dimension de la protection pénale du
patrimoine.
Le Code pénal punit les atteintes aux systèmes de traitement automatisé de
données, en partant de leur source (l’introduction ou maintien dans le système) jusqu’à
l’obtention du résultat (modification, altération ou entrave des données ou du
4
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fonctionnement du système). Le comportement réprimé consiste en une atteinte totalement
dématérialisée à des informations.
La meilleure illustration de la dématérialisation de la protection du patrimoine
est constituée par l’évolution du recel. Si sa forme traditionnelle, consistant en la détention
de la chose de provenance frauduleuse, est connue depuis l’Antiquité (les pilleurs des
pyramides et tombeaux royaux développent cette activité lucrative), sa forme moderne de
profit connaît un grand essor dans la société contemporaine.
L’article 3211 du Code pénal réprime le fait, en connaissance de cause, de
bénéficier du produit d’un crime ou d’un délit. 5Ainsi, tombent sous le coup de la loi pénale
le passager d’une voiture volée, le mari d’une femme, policier corrompu, qui profite d’un
train de vie élevé sans rapport avec les revenus normaux de la profession. Le recel est une
incrimination d’une grande modernité sous sa forme « boule de neige » qui permet
d’incorporer dans la répression toutes les formes et les modifications que la chose a subies
(vente de la chose et investissement de l’argent dans un appartement) et toutes les personnes
ayant bénéficié du produit de l’infraction d’origine (tous les comptes bancaires de personnes
ayant touché des fonds suspects sont contaminés par la source frauduleuse de l’argent). Le
blanchiment se greffe sur la philosophie répressive du recel, même s’il constitue une
manifestation moderne de la lutte contre l’argent sale qui engage le monde entier dans une
vaste entreprise de coopération judiciaire en matière pénale. En effet, les différents systèmes
de compensation financière électronique et les paradis fiscaux permettent à l’argent
d’origine douteuse de circuler à la vitesse de la lumière et d’être intégré dans l’économie
légale, permettant d’asseoir l’influence des réseaux criminels organisés. Le blanchiment
punit le fait de faciliter, par tout moyen, la justification mensongère de l’origine des revenus
de l’auteur d’un crime ou d’un délit ou le fait d’apporter un concours à une opération de
placements du produit direct ou indirect d’un crime ou d’un délit. La monnaie scripturale
(compte en banque) est le moyen privilégié de commission de ces infractions et le
législateur l’assimile juridiquement aux espèces sonnantes et trébuchantes.
Le droit pénal français est donc soumis à une dichotomie puisque certaines
incriminations, traditionnelles ou modernes, englobent les biens incorporels dans leur
définition légale, alors que d’autres restent imperméables à leur intégration dans le cadre
des éléments constitutifs. Les membres de la doctrine conseillent à la Cour de cassation de
résoudre par anticipation ces difficultés majeures, résultant de l’économie virtuelle de
l’avenir, en retenant une interprétation large englobant « tous les biens sur lesquels une
personne possède des droits » et de renoncer à l’idée classique d’infractions contre les biens
pour la remplacer par les « infractions contre le patrimoine ». Cette évolution est contenue
en germe dans le recel et le blanchiment qui ne punissent pas exclusivement des infractions
contre les biens, puisque l’infraction d’origine est indifférente à la qualification pénale (elle
est constituée par une infraction contre les personnes). Cette nouvelle analyse procéderait à
un renouvellement du droit pénal conforme à ses principes classiques qui permettrait un
élargissement de la répression pénale et une protection excentrique du patrimoine.
5
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II. LA PROTECTION PENALE EXCENTRIQUE DU PATRIMOINE
La protection pénale excentrique du patrimoine déborde le cadre individuel du
patrimoine de la personne physique. La protection du patrimoine ne repose pas sur
l’appauvrissement de la victime ou sur l’enrichissement de l’auteur de l’infraction, donc
protège le patrimoine dans sa dimension juridique.6 Le droit pénal tient nécessairement
compte du dommage (la lésion), alors que le préjudice (les conséquences de la lésion) n’est
pas essentiel, sa réparation étant une question de responsabilité civile. Cependant, le droit
pénal ne peut être totalement détaché de la réalité économique. S’il continue à punir le vol
de choses dépourvues de valeur (fleurs coupées, lettres missives) pour garantir l’ordre
public, il ne peut se détacher de la valeur patrimoniale des concepts de l’économie moderne.
Les patrimoines collectifs, bénéficiant d’une reconnaissance juridique, sont intégrés dans le
périmètre de la protection pénale. Cependant, cette extension ne doit pas opérer à l’infini.
Le droit pénal sauvegarde la hiérarchie des valeurs sociales protéges par la société. Certains
abus de langage font sortir le patrimoine de sa dimension purement matérielle pour l’étendre
aux personnes. Cette extension est dangereuse car elles justifient des atteintes aux
personnes, en créant une confusion majeure dans les catégories protégées par le droit pénal.
A. L’ELARGISSEMENT DU PERIMETRE DE PROTECTION PENALE
La publication des résultats de l’économie, dans un contexte anxiogène de crise
mondiale, démontre la mutation profonde de la notion de patrimoine. Si les personnes
physiques détiennent encore des fortunes considérables, elles semblent minimes en
comparaison avec le poids des entreprises dans l’économie mondiale, autant sur le plan
purement pécuniaire, que sur le plan des conséquences structurelles sur l’emploi. Le droit
pénal a pris en compte cette modification et a élargi son périmètre de protection pénale au
patrimoine social. Si le droit pénal des affaires contient de nombreuses incriminations
spécifiques, l’abus de biens sociaux constitue l’illustration parfaite de l’évolution du droit
pénal. Le Code de commerce, siège de l’infraction, incrimine l’abus de biens, de crédit, de
voix et de pouvoirs de la société. Le patrimoine protégé par le droit pénal est le patrimoine
de la personne morale, distinct de l’addition des patrimoines individuels des différentes
personnes physiques le composant. Le droit pénal punit autant les atteintes aux biens
corporels (les biens) que sur les biens incorporels (crédit, voix et pouvoirs), incorporant tous
les éléments de l’actif de la société. Le dirigeant ayant des parts dans la société (son
patrimoine contient des actions) peut être condamné pour abus de biens sociaux en cas de
détournement de biens de la société (incorporés dans le patrimoine social). Dans la même
inspiration, le délit d’initié sanctionne la communication d’une information privilégiée
permettant de réaliser directement ou indirectement des opérations boursières avant que les
informations soient rendues publiques.
L’incrimination punit autant l’atteinte portée au patrimoine de la société que la
rupture d’égalité de tous les investisseurs en utilisant la tricherie et la dissimulation.
L’incrimination repose sur l’information privilégiée, définie par le droit comme « des sons,
images, documents, données ou messages de toute nature », en respectant l’origine latine
6
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étymologique de la notion, « informatio », qui vise le dessin, l’esquisse, la conception.
L’information n’est pas considérée par le droit comme une idée abstraite, mais un message
communicable, coulée en signes intelligibles donnant naissance à la propriété intellectuelle
et artistique. 7
Le droit de propriété, droit réel caractérisant les biens incorporels, peut s’exercer
sur une œuvre de l’esprit. La loi du 12 juin 2009, complétée par la loi du 28 octobre 2009,
punit l’infraction aux droits d’auteur, consistant dans le partage des fichiers « peer to peer »,
par une riposte graduée et crée une nouvelle autorité administrative indépendante, la Haute
Autorité pour la diffusion des œuvres et la protection des droits sur internet (HADOPI).8 La
loi a été censurée partiellement à deux reprises par le Conseil constitutionnel qui a considéré
que la sanction maximale prévue par le texte, la suspension de la connexion internet de la
personne responsable, ne pouvait être prononcé que par le juge pénal, en appréciation des
critères de la gravité de l’infraction et la personnalité de l’auteur des faits. Anticipant la
condamnation de la Cour européenne des droits de l’homme, les juges constitutionnels ont
censuré la procédure administrative qui autorisait la HADOPI à prononcer ces mesures, qui
par leur nature et gravité s’incorporent à la matière pénale et nécessitent le respect de
l’article 6 de la Convention de sauvegarde des droits de l’homme et du citoyen et la mise en
œuvre des garanties du procès équitable.
L’élargissement du périmètre de protection pénale du patrimoine est déterminé
par la prise en compte de l’analyse économique de la valeur. A ce titre, l’évolution des
concepts de droit pénal s’adapte à l’évolution de la société pour assurer une application
harmonieuse et cohérente. Mais, la nature du droit pénal est d’ordre public et elle reflète la
hiérarchie des valeurs sociales protégées par le droit pénal. Une mutation des concepts
répressifs entraînerait le danger d’une confusion majeure dans la hiérarchie des valeurs
sociales pénalement protégées et menacerait la société démocratique.
B. UNE MUTATION IMPOSSIBLE DES CONCEPTS PENAUX
Le concept de patrimoine est intrinsèquement lié à la notion de propriété 9 .
Cependant, certaines projections du patrimoine au niveau social excèdent ce cadre originel.
Certaines structures collectives disposent de la reconnaissance de leur patrimoine, qu’il soit
dans la dimension de l’infiniment petit ou de l’infiniment grand. Ainsi, les juristes se
penchent sur le patrimoine génétique, patrimoine commun à certaines souches de famille, de
population ou de races, alors que d’autres travaillent sur le patrimoine de l’Humanité,
patrimoine commun aux peuples de la Terre entière.
L’UNESCO a adopté La Convention pour la sauvegarde du patrimoine culturel
7
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immatériel, alors que les sites inscrits au patrimoine commun de l’Humanité se multiplient
et la lutte pour la sauvegarde de l’environnement dégage la Terre comme objet de protection
commune, au titre du patrimoine partagé. Le droit pénal protège cette dimension infiniment
grande ou petite de l’Humanité (création des crimes contre l’Humanité et contre l’espèce
humaine), mais il ne les incorpore pas au patrimoine, tenant aux biens, mais aux personnes.
Le patrimoine génétique de la personne est protégé, car le clonage, les recherches
génétiques sans le consentement de la personne constituent des infractions gravement
punies, mais leur qualification ne relève pas de l’atteinte aux biens, mais de l’atteinte aux
personnes. De même, l’enregistrement d’images relatives à la commission d’une infraction
violente sur une personne, le happy slapping, ne constitue pas un enregistrement
d’informations visuelles puni sous son angle matériel, mais une forme de complicité
spécifique de l’infraction commise et filmée, qui est nécessairement une atteinte violente à
la personne.
La valeur suprême protégée par le droit pénal est la personne, sa vie et son
intégrité, et le patrimoine constitué de biens ne vient qu’en second lieu. 10 Le patrimoine est
protégé car il appartient à la personne, devenant une de ses caractéristiques, et nullement
l’inverse. La personne n’est pas protégée parce qu’elle possède des biens, preuve en est la
protection générale accordée à toute victime, sans distinction portant sur ses possessions
matérielles. Toutes les analyses du droit pénal sont inspirées de cette hiérarchie
traditionnelle, mais toujours vivante et forte au sein du droit pénal. Ainsi, la légitime
défense des personnes est plus largement admise que la légitime défense des biens, les
infractions contre les biens constituent normalement des délits, mais elles deviennent des
crimes, lorsqu’elles se soldent par des dommages infligées aux personnes.
L’évolution suivie par une infraction emblématique du droit pénal français,
l’abus frauduleux de faiblesse, illustre cette inspiration. L’incrimination a été créée comme
une infraction satellite de l’escroquerie, mais a été transférée dans le cadre des infractions
contre les personnes. La personne d’une particulière vulnérabilité, en raison de son âge, de
sa maladie, qui signe des actes de nature à lui causer un préjudice, sous l’influence ou la
manipulation de tiers, n’est pas protégée uniquement du point de vue de son patrimoine,
mais de manière plus générale, quant à son niveau de vie et à sa dignité. Alors que la
définition légale repose sur l’existence d’un préjudice grave, la jurisprudence sanctionne «
un acte de nature à causer un préjudice » et qualifie le délit en présence d’un préjudice
moral, ou simplement éventuel.
En conclusion, si la protection pénale du patrimoine a connu un élargissement
souhaitable dû à la dématérialisation de l’économie, elle doit s’arrêter aux limites de la
protection des biens. Toute extension du patrimoine dans le domaine des personnes recèle
un danger majeur.
La personne ne serait plus protégée dans sa dimension intrinsèque dictée par la
dignité humaine, mais considérée comme constituée de composants multiples soumis à une
logique économique.
Le commerce des ces « biens » serait envisageable. Sans faire référence aux
scènes décrites par Victor Hugo dans « Les misérables » de cette pauvre Fantine, vendant
10
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cheveux et dents, cette analyse risque de nous propulser dans « Le meilleur des mondes »
décrit par Aldous Huxley.
Ce n’est pas un simple voyage dans la science-fiction que je vous propose, mais
certaines dérives apparaissent déjà.
Dans l’affaire du sang contaminé, affaire qui a marqué la vie juridique et
politique française pendant vingt ans (des produits de sang contaminés par le virus du SIDA
ont été maintenus sur le marché pour des considérations purement mercantiles et ont
contaminés plusieurs centaines d’hémophiles), a qualification pénale retenue a été la
tromperie sur « les qualités substantielles de la marchandise ».
Le sang, considéré comme une « marchandise », ouvre le chemin à la
mercantilisation du corps humain qui pourrait être intégré au patrimoine. Il est important de
ne pas glisser du droit pénal vers le droit vénal en suivant certaines dérives de la société
contemporaine. Le droit pénal doit rester le garant de la hiérarchie de valeurs fondatrice de
notre société.
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THE CULTURE AND HER INFLUENCE OVER THE ORGANIZATION
Senior lect. Tureac Cornelia Elena, Ph. D, Reader Turtureanu Gabriela Anca, Ph. D
University Danubius Galatzi
Abstract:
Knowing the organizational culture functions are constituting the base of notification and capitalization of
the major importance which this one is having for every company, indifferently of his domain of activity,
dimension, economic potential or belonging to a certain national culture. The importance of the
organizational culture is consisting just from her functions, this importance manifesting trough some
concrete elements the company level and not merely. The organizational culture is allowing the
identification and description of some numerous situations and real facts, of human nature form the
company life with major implications over the development and the activity results, which they weren’t
taked in consideration in managerial classic landing. This explains why the elements referring at the
organizational culture were very fast accepted by numerous company managers from the developed
countries.
1. THE FUNCTIONS AND THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
The necessity and importance of studying the organizational cultures is deriving just from these functions.
In general, is appreciating that the organizational culture is carrying out four principal functions, to those
being possible to be added and others depending on the nature and the particularizations of the
organization. Those functions are:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The function of integration of the employees from the company. During this process the
organizational culture can play a deciding role, if we are having in view that the integration of the
employees is a continuous process which is not resuming at just the new employees. Is necessary
a permanent maintenance of the integration cultural-organizational.
The guidance function of the employees and the groups of employees for achieving the objectives
anticipated of the company. This is a dynamic function , complex and difficult in the same time, if
we are viewing the variable whereby is operating, and namely the human. His mission is to
contribute at releasing the latent energies for the employees, for carrying out of some actions
unfolded in certain temporal conditions and economic ones , so that the objectives contained in the
strategies and politics of the company to be carried out. Adopting of some organizational
behaviors is essential on this plan. The principal role in exercising of this functions is having the
managerial culture, the decisions and respective actions are forming a major component of the
human resource management.
The function of protection of the company’s employees beside the potential danger of the ambient
environment. Always the financial, social, politic, scientific, juridical, etc. context are
incorporating evolutions which can affect both positive, and negative the community of the
employees from the company. The organizational culture is constituting the support of the
behaviors and organizational actions of preventive nature or of direct combating of the negative
consequences. Passing at the market economy is generating potential threats for the employees
communities form the commercial societies and autonomous administration, in exceeding of the
organizational cultures implicated are having a major role.
The keeping function and the transferring of the values and the organizations traditions. This
function is often ignored or underestimated. The organizational culture is the principal depositing
of values and of traditions specific to every company, outlined during time. Important is, that
mainly when the generations are changing from the company, that all time to be maintained.
Beside the properly cultural value, the symbols, rituals, legends, etc, from the organization are
forming the human fundament of exercising of the precedent functions. Whit out strong cultures,
with well known traditions and deeply rooted is not existing on medium and long term strong
firms. The determinant role of the human factor in organization is at the base of this conditioning,
which not in few companies doesn’t get the attention, and , implicitly, neither the preocular and
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the resources which are deserving and which are necessary for assuring and increasing the
competitivity of the company.
5. The ensuring function of a properly cadre for developing of the organizational capacity. From this
point of view a characteristic of the contemporary companies is in dependence bigger and bigger
of the performance of their organizational capacity. This organizational capacity is referring to
integrating the specialized knowledge of the employees, integration that is strongly influenced by
the organizational culture. As a result , is necessary that, the organizational culture to bring
forward the composition and maintaining of some organizational capacity raised , in measure to
determine fast feed-backs, flexible and in concordance with the opportunities and exogen and
endogen changing’s of the company.
Knowing the functions of the organizational culture is constituting the base of the notification and of
revaluating of the major importance that this is having for each company, indifferent of his domain of
activity, dimension, economic potential or affiliation to a specific national culture. The importance of the
organizational culture is consisting just from her functions, this importance manifesting trough some
concrete elements at the company level and not merely. The organizational culture is allowing the
identification and description of a numerous situations and real facts, of human nature for the companies
life with major implications over the developing and the result of activity, which they weren’t taked in
consideration in classic managerial approaches. This explains why the elements referring to the
organizational culture were very fast accepted by numerous company managers from the developed
countries. Frequently, the saw in the approach based on the organizational culture the pulse of knowledge
and understanding of the decisions and managerial actions, on which the concepts and methods of scientific
management based on ration and certain scientific rigidity couldn’t offer it . The managers had grasped that
the effectuation of calculations and obtaining numbers, although very useful , they weren’t succeeding to
reflect the significant elements intangible in a company, tied vastly of the human factor.
The organizational culture is involving, trough her nature of approaching human-managerial very concrete
what is having in view all the employees of the company. It is not possible the knowledge and taking in
consideration of the elements of the organizational culture whit out a “immersion” in human reality from
the firm. Are exceeding in this way the limits of managerial approaching from distance, based on
questionnaires, statistics, etc., which can’t succeed to surprise the human particularities and the behaviors
from the firm, than in a way of measuring.
2. THE COMPONENTSOF THE ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
The components of the organizational culture are vastly intangibles, less visible. Still we can consider
that the principal components of the organizational culture, are the next elements: the symbols, the
behaviors norms, rituals and ceremonies, the rules an the role of the personal, the stories and organizational
myths.
1. The symbols. In the capacity of major components of the organizational cultures, the symbols are
offering common meanings or understandings to its components over some organizational elements of
group interest, allowing to communicate and harmonization.
The cultural symbol can be represented by a object, a event or a formula what is serving as a
instrument of delivering of a message with a specific signification within the company. Trough cultural
symbols are transmitting ways that reflects the philosophies and values, ideals beliefs and shared
expectations by the employees. For example, a symbol may be himself the naming of the organization
when represents a essence element trough her activity. The naming of competitive firms are getting in
time symbols for what are they representing in economy. The emblem or logos of the company is
representing often a major symbol for the employees and his customers. A symbolic valuable apart is
presenting the way of decoration, furniture, pictures, colors, etc. used in organization. In this way , we
can affirm that the cultural symbols “ are serving for expressing some conceptions and to promote
certain values and behaviors in the firm”. Them are contributing at the thinking orientation, behaviors
and employees actions, at crystallization of some organizational behaviors, typical, predominantly at
the company level.
2. The behavior norms. This component of the organizational culture are splitting in two categories of
norms:
The first category , the best known, is represented by the formal norms, implemented trough official
regulations of organizational nature such as: rules of interior order, rule of organization and
functioning, descriptions of functions and positions. The documents, at which are adding some
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decisions adopted by the manager of the firm , contains provisions referring at the employees behavior
in situations that are having significant implications over operation performance organization: relations
Head-subordinate relations, security work, presence in the company, receiving visitors and treatment,
confidentiality of the information’s , rewarding the efforts and performance, the penalties provided etc.
The second category of behavior norms are the informal ones, which , although they aren’t registered
in any document, are having a big influence over the organizational behavior. Taking shape during the
previous period, the informative norms are establishing the way of approaching and behaving in human
situations that are representing a big importance, for the majority of the employees: the holydays of
important social events, anniversary of the company, other legal holidays or religious, celebrations of
personal events of the employees ( promotion in position, celebration of onomastics, marriage, children
birth, pensioning), etc. In the current activity of the firm, the formal norms and informal are
interpenetrating , conditioning in a big way the content and the way of development of the
organizational behavior predominance at the level of the organization.
3. The rituals and the ceremonies . In close connections with the organizational norms are the rituals.
Trough those are programming some events and the way of progressing, promovating and
celebrating like this values and major behaviors from the framework of organizational culture.
Concretely a ritual is representing a set of actions planned , with a dramatic content, trough is
giving a cultural expression to some organizational values, for consolidating of them within the
organization .
4. The statutes and the role of the personal. The statute is referring to the hierarchical position and
the prestige that a employee is having within the organization, thus like are they perceived,
usually, by its components. The statute is showing that a person is perceived as being much better,
perfomant and influent comparing with the others and vice versa. The concrete expression of the
statute of a manager is represented by the difference that the others are showing in a usual way.
The statute of a employee in a firm is having a triple determinations and specifically:
• Functional – is reflecting the profession ant the type of activity realized;
• Hierarchical- reported at the position the position that the employee is occupying , at the
sphere of competence and responsibility who are assigned;
• Personal or informal- is reflecting the knowledge, qualities, aptitudes and respective
employee skills. The informal statute is expressing in fact the perception on which the
other employees are having over the individual values of the person in cause. The
personal statute can intensify or contrary, reducing the others two statues, in function of
their content.
In organization those three types of determinations are interpenetrating generating a global statute or
overview, which in fact is perceived by the employees and is presenting a functional importance. The
statute of managers is represented ad trough certain concrete elements: separated offices, superior furniture,
personal secretary, etc. The pragmatic expression of the statute of a person is representing the roles on
which they actually exercise, regardless of the nature of the work progress carried out. From here derives
the special importance for establishing of strong statutes, which ensure their manifestation as authentic
leaders. Within the organizational culture, that in fact and in firm, the statues are meeting two major
functions: the achievement of effective communication in an organization and providing incentives to
encourage the employees. Just their simple listing is sufficient to refer the multiples and majors
implications of the statute, both for the configuration of the organizational culture as well as for the
functionality and performance of the company as an economic entity. It is however necessary to avoid a
over evaluation of the statues. In management systems , especially the size of their hierarchical, generating
sometimes a state of organizational discomfort, known as the “ pathology of the statutes”
5. The histories and organizational myths are having a particular importance, especially in
companies with a certain tradition and peak performance. The organizational histories are those
stories who are relating a sequence of events carried on in organization at a time present that is
presenting a symbolic way by approaching and resolving human cases with major implications for
employees and/ or for the organization. They highlight certain common expectations , shared by
all or a large part of employees in the form of events carried out once in the company. The little
histories are narrating repeatedly, the latest version adding details more ore less fictitious, thus
contributing to its imprinting in the employees memory and at actualization of the expectations
that they encompass. The little organizational histories are contributing at taking shape of certain
features of organizational culture and the celebrations of “ business heroes”. Frequently the little
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histories are structured to highlight the existing tension between the opposing values ( equality/
inequality, security/ insecurity, etc.) by presenting both sides of the conflict situation and its way
of resolution.
Typically, the organizational history is presenting a organizational situation which is involving tension
and/ or uncertainty, and related resolving is constituting a way of strengthening the organization developing
some organizational behaviors.
A particular form of organizational histories is representing the myths.
The myth that highlights how the organization was born is putting in foreground the essential role
played by the founder, who trough his exceptional qualities, labour force and its beliefs contributed crucial
to the establishment of financing the enterprise
The myths are representing in firm the equivalent of the most popular fairy tales told by the rule of
children. In general, histories and organizational myths are constituting the “ folklore” of the firm,
intended to provide models of behavior for its employees. They frequently refers to “heroes” with major
roles in the evolution of the company, around which was crystallized in a given time a certain “aura”.
Like Peters and Waterman specifics in the paper “ In search of excellence”, write in 1982, to myths are
certain characteristics:
• They have an imperative character, and are composed of expressions which are defined more by
intent than by content;
• Is reflecting a innocent vision, natural reality and ignores the complexity of the situations
encountered;
• The fact that the myth is both a tradition and an end, it is not far from arbitrary or false;
• The relationship between “consumers” and the myth itself is setting more in real terms;
• The myth turns the historical personalities in archetypes and makes permanent use of tautological
formulas;
After some authors, all this components of the organizational cultures which are contributing at
establishing of the organization identity are expressed trough different ways of manifestation of the
organizational cultures, being in intense relations of interpenetration. In practice the identification and
examination proves to be a process very complex and difficult, but very necessary because of multiples
and extensive influences over the activity and performance of the company.
3 CLASSIFICATION OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
Most attempts to define culture relates to what is characteristic for certain culture, such as power,
people, tasks, etc., depending on these aspects are existing more scientific classifications.
The authors Williams, Dobson and Walters have defined four main categories of organizational cultur:
• The organizational culture oriented to power ( Guideline to power ). Such organizations seek to
dominate their environment and those who exercise power striving to maintain an absolute control
over subordinates.
• The organizational culture oriented to role ( Guideline to Role ). Such organizations are putting
the accent on legality, legitimacy and accountability. The hierarchy and status are also important.
• The organizational culture task-oriented (Guideline to Target). Such organizations are focusing on
fulfilling the tasks. The authority is based on knowledge and appropriate skills.
• The organizational culture oriented to people ( Guideline to people). Such organizations are
existing primarily to serve the needs of its members. From individuals are expected to influence
each other trough personal example and solicitude.
4 MODELS OF ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURES
The components of organizational culture can be observed and interpreted trough specific analysis
techniques developed by experts in this field. We will present three models for the analysis of
organizational cultures, developed by Hofstede, Quinn and Sonnenfeld. The identification of specifications
of cultural organizations assumes exploitation of collective representations which are expressing the social
links and determines the identity of the group.
The organizational culture thus appears like a system of representations and shared values by the
members of the organizations and is considered integration factor , promoting connection groups. At the
same time, intervenes as an instrument of social control, generating various form of resistance from those
who do not join to the values shared in organizations that are apart.
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The model propèosed by Hofstede
G. Hofstede has been a model of analysis of organizational cultures on the basis of information’s
gathered as a part of an impressive research, conducted among the 116000 employees of multinational
companies. The criteria on which is basing the model of classifications of the organizations are:
• The degree of centralization of power;
• The degree of standardization, specialization and the formalization of roles
These two key elements are corresponding to some cultural dimensions, namely: the distance and
hierarchical control of the uncertainty. The distance versus hierarchical power supplies the response to the
centralizing decisions which introduces in an organization: the longer the distance than hierarchical power
is greatly , even the centralising of power is more obvious. Avoiding uncertainty and control ideicates the
degree of tolerance toward assuming risks. In an organizational culture that represents a strong avoidance
of uncertainty, there are rules and increasing trend and valorisation of social confort; so too, behaviors are
aiming the value system are considered unacceptable. Instead, in a tolerant culture what’s concerning the
control of uncertainty, the behavior of individual employees are less tolerated and the personal initiatives
are encouraged. Based on these two cultural dimensions, Hofstede proposes four types of organizations:
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Figure1: Typology organizations form the perspective of cultural dimensions ( Hofstede’s model)
“Open” Organizations are built on values that are characterized by a low degree of uncertainty of avoiding
a small distance over power, them are not formalized, neither centralized. The manager is responsible for
achieving the objectives and tasks for subordinates and they receive tasks for developing effectively
carrying out the activities.
I.

II.

III.

The organizations “extend family” types are based on cultural values which are
characterized by a weak avoidance of uncertainty and a great distance against
hierarchical power, but not being centralized and formalized. The relations between
employees are provided strictly, in turns is existing an appreciable margin of initiative
regarding employment procedures. The shared cultural values in such organizations
are loyalty and respect for traditions.
The organizations pyramid is characterized in terms of cultural specifications by a
great hierarchical distance beside of power and a strong avoiding of the uncertainties.
The structure of such organizations is centralized and formalized. Both procedures of
work and the relationships between individuals are provided in a rigid manner, either
trough formal rules or by customs and traditions
The “car well furnished” are specific to the cultures characterized by a small distance
over power and a strong avoidance of uncertainty. Their structures are decentralized
but formulated; working procedures are strictly laid down, but not the relations
between the members of the organization in outside of their duties. The manager is
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regarded as an expert by subordinates who is respecting and is applying the taken
decisions.
The main critic brought to this model is consisting trough the fact that is not establishing a clear
distinction between the concept of hierarchy and power.
The model proposed by Quinn
This model for interpretation of the organizational cultures was developed to describe the
relationships that affects the criteria of efficiency within organizations.. In its view, the cultural values are
representing the foundations of the managerial system of a company.
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Figure 2: Discrimination values in the model interpretations of the organizational cultures proposed
by Quinn
The Quinn’s model is focusing over the tensions and conflicts inherent in the life of an organization.
The dimensions on which are based the model are:
• The control axis – flexibility, which highlights the contradictory expectations between control,
stability and order, on the other side and flexibility, intiative and adaptability to change on the
other side.
• The oriented axis to the intern environment- oriented to extern environment, which is illustrating
the contradictory expectations while maintaining the system of management and organization of
the company and orientation towards competition, adaptation and interaction with the company’s
external environment.
The interactions between these two dimensions leads to the identifications of four types of
organizational cultures: the culture-type group, innovational culture, rational culture and hierarchical
culture.
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Figure 3: The typology of organizational cultures in Quinn’s vision
I.
The culture-type group
- strategic vision: the orientation of the development potential of human resources;
- basic values: participation, confidence, sense of belonging to a “family”;
- the main factors of motivation: social cohesion, moral, tradition;
- style of management: management style is participatory, encouraging interaction between
members of the organization and promoting teamwork;
- efficiency criteria: loyalty of employees, human resource, development skills;
II.
Cultural innovation
- strategic vision: orientation towards innovation, expansion, attracting new resources;
basic values: dynamism and adaptability, creativity, enterprising spirit;
- the main motivation factors: to assume risks, creativity, appreciating the spirit of initiative;
- style of management: the manager is an entrepreneur who is willing tot take risks to develop
business;
- efficiency criteria: the expansion of activities on new market segments, diversification object of
activity, etc.;
III.
Rational culture
- strategic vision: the movement towards obtaining competitive advantage and market superiority;
- basic values: competitiveness, involving all employees for obtaining performance;
- the main motivation factors: competition, fulfilling the imposed performance standards;
- style of management: the manager is an expert in all fields, appreciated for his qualities by all the
subordinates;
- efficiency criteria: effectiveness of investment, rate of profitableness;
IV.
Hierarchically culture
- strategic vision: orientation to stability, continuity, applications of rules and procedures
- basic values: order, discipline, continuous assessment of activities;
- the main motivation factors: job security, continuity of activities;
- leadership style: the manager is a administrator of all the activities, aiming to minimize any risk;
- efficiency criteria: ensuring stability by obtaining of a minimum and constant profit;
The model proposed by Sonnenfeld
This model for the interpretation of organizational cultures is built on the basis of two dimensions:
• stability/instability of extern environment with which is entering in contact a
organizations and which is defining the director lines of the strategies;
• contribution expected from employees, which can be individual or collective;
Unstable environment

Collectively
contribution
contribution

Culture type
fortress

Culture-type
baseball team

Culture clubtype

Academic
culture
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Individual
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Figure 4: Typology of organizational cultures according to the model Sonnenfeld
I.

The organizational culture of “fortress” type is represented in a business environment
characterized by a high degree of uncertainty in which the survival of companies is
precipitated. The requirements for restructuring does not offer nay guarantee of employment
security and career development. The adoption of such cultures allows highlighting of the
confident peoples in continuity and development business, but assumes the risks and lead a
team, ready to “fight” for ensuring of the success.
The organizational culture of “team bas-ball” corresponds to organizations that acts in an
unstable business environment, but which is fructifying the creativity, initiatives and
individual performances of their members, concerning of a rapid adjustments to changes in
environment.
The organizational “academic” culture is characterized by stability, valorizing the loyalty
towards the company employees. Under this type of organizational culture, the greatest
appreciation enjoyed by specialized skills and level of expertise of each employee.
The organizational culture of “club” type is specific to the organizations that carries out their
activities in a stable environment and in which the team spirit prevails. The system values are
focalizing on the loyalty of employees and combined experience in the organizations.

II.

III.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS
The manager has a crucial role in reviving the organizational culture of a company.
To do this, it can follow these steps:
•

Establishing of values, symbols, credible standards on which the employees to see them applied
both to those around them and in particularly;

•

Building self-confidence trough positive feedback and offering numerous signals of recognitions
and appreciations of the effort and the employees performances;

•

The transmission of direct messages, sincer , regarding its interest for employees;

•

Demonstration care and attachment against the organization and its components;

Leaders by their indigenous qualities and acquired, can create real bridges between members of the
organization. Between individual objectives and overall business, contributing to the harmonization of
interests of various categories of stakeholders and satisfaction in a high degree of needs and their
interests
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Abstract:
After the events from 1989, the evolution of Romanian economy is continuing to be confronted with the jump
from one command economy to a market functional one and the alteration of industrial society, developed
until then on socialist – centered principals, in a cognitive society.
The adaptation to radical alterations that are producing in national economy is very difficult, beside
the natural endurance to changes, this greeting endurance because baseless perceptions of the concepts that
generate the new society, that of knowledge.
Within this paper are presented new elements regarding the organization as a model of knowledge
system and its role in industrial society transformation and economical progress restarting.
Wordskey: the organization , knowledge, management
THE ORGANIZATION AS A MODEL BASED ON THE KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

From the actual economical medium survival point of view, which is extremely competitive and
quick variable, the organization is subdued to an active forces field on which it must face to (fig. 1.)

Fig. 1. The active force camp to which is exposed the organization
The new requirements asked to the organizations, about being pointed to a efficient management, has
generated the creation and implementation of a integrated system which corresponds to the relevance of the
business environment, so the repertory of their behavior to be found, in the most situations, in the
environment’ privilege, by its own accomplished products and services variety and by improving of its variety.
Concomitantly, the continuous variation of the business environment, being in a continuous
transformation and development, involves a new approach of organization regarding the using of knowledge
as a resource. As a result, for an efficient operation of an organization it must be considered that besides the
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aspect of minimize the transaction costs, the production of performances which be laid on knowledge,
meaning that the organization must produce services in which different knowledge bearers integrate its own
(individual) knowledge and together to produce the performance.
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Procedur
al

Causativ
Due to this management model, the limits of an organization
results from mixing the knowledge system with the goal one (fig. 2).

-

e

Accomplishes trades with its environment, limited by its perception, reception , accumulation
and development capacities, being a system relatively open or close;
Is manifested by the learning process in a dynamic way, changing its internal structure as a
succession of outside perceptions;
Can be determinist and probabilistic;
Can be self-organized, but only to a certain rate, determined by knowledge.
Mind Mapping;
Proposal’ existence;
The knowledge circulation.

Fig. 2. Knowledge types which consists the knowledge basis
In this case, the success of an organization/enterprise in obtaining the performances required by the
market economy is imperative to be based on knowledge transfer as a organization’ resource, having to be a
component of the leading system, as theme and accountability domain.
A system based on knowledge has a series of definite characteristics, as follows:
The optimization of the surviving process of the organization depends of the success of the learning
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Accomplishes trades with its environment, limited by its perception, reception , accumulation
and development capacities, being a system relatively open or close;
- Is manifested by the learning process in a dynamic way, changing its internal structure as a
process in entire organization,
and settling the received data, resulting new knowledge, useful
successionby
ofprocessing
outside perceptions;
for creating and developing
of
new
processes,
products and logistics. The following elements are at the base of
- Can be determinist and probabilistic;
data perception, learning
and
develop:
- Can be self-organized, but only to a certain rate, determined by knowledge.
-New ideas and the
experience; -Reception of new knowledge in the collective “reservoir” of
- employees
Mind Mapping;
knowledge; -Translation
of
the
new knowledge in an adaptable working form; -Institutionalization of the new
- Proposal’ existence;
knowledge in the-internal
base
of
organizational
The knowledge
circulation. knowledge; -Involving of the new knowledge within the
shape of new knowledge of action in the future; -Practical verification of the new knowledge by every worker
in the new improvement process,
within the frame of continuous function of the rule circle. On the whole, a system model based on
knowledge is an adaptive system with possibilities for the organization which intercepts and processes the
information to capitalize its survival possibilities.
-

KNOWLEDGE CONSTRUCTION, DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTING INSTRUMENTS
The knowledge management have as an objective, in a first stage, to remove the barriers which
intercourse in the life cycle of the products/logistics, and in a next stage, to build a utilization base of the
existent knowledge [3]. This construction can be accomplished with the help of three instruments, namely:
Mind Mapping, represents the instrument with is improved the presentation of the knowledge in the
organization. Its objective is drawing a knowledge situation plan for entire organization and bringing the
existent knowledge (collective and organizational knowledge) into the accessible knowledge base. (fig.3).

Fig.3.Organizational knowledge base
In the next stages of the Mind Mapping is developed the particularization rate for the organization
domain, on groups to the working place.
The existence of proposals has as objective the stimulation of participation of the
organization/enterprise members to improve its performances. This form is generally know, although could be
called as classic. In the new form it is associated with the process of analyzing the data (learning), searching
the outrunning of the egoism and stimulation of the collective process.
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The knowledge circulation is a modality applied generally in organizations, having the role to apply
a component of retribution the knowledge, due to its usage and development of its own knowledge potential.
In the next organization operation period, this will form a “knowledge market”. In this case, every worker will
be able to make a relevant knowledge offer which could be capitalized. Results a stimulant that the worker will
want the using in the organization of a big part of his knowledge.
As a component of solving complex problems which the organization is confronting with from the
point of view of his participation in creating products and/or competitive logistics for re-launching the
economic progress, the “developing of new knowledge” can be generated from inside the organization, in the
base of the established structures and of what is disposed as individual, collective and organizational
knowledge [3,4].
As right as in any development domain, in this case exists a series of barriers in developing new
knowledge. The knowledge management removes those barriers and develops the process of generating the
knowledge, referring to instruments as: learning projects, learning workshops and learning laboratories. To not
loose or diminish its capacities, the generated knowledge must be memorized, being known that, generally, the
organizations have limited memory capacity. The criteria that are the base of knowledge memorization in an
organization are:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

The type of the organizational knowledge;
The dimension of the required stability;
Time availability;
The standard rate;
Loosing risk;
The desired dimension for a continuous organization development;

• The knowledge usage intensity. The knowledge memorization in an organization can be made
by using three systems: -Natural systems (people, groups, communities); -Artificial systems (data
banks, expert systems, neuronal systems); -Cultural systems (archetype routines, organizational
culture). Once assimilated/memorized, the knowledge will be used / implemented in the organization
by
transferring the knowledge to the users, the organization members. The implementing of a knowledge transfer can be
make directly (continuous training, quality circles, partnership) or indirectly (jobs rotation, job’s redesign,
socialization). The last step in the knowledge life cycle is represented by its transformation into action. That
can be done in three forms: communication, actions/deeds and decisions. A process model, as functions of the
knowledge management (accumulation/memorization, generate, transfer and using of the knowledge) which

close the rule circle, is presented in fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Knowledge process – knowledge learning and assimilation at organization level
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As a effect of the organizational behavior, the organization’ knowledge is finalized in
processes/logistics, which transforms in “financial resources”, and the expenses for the organizational
knowledge must be found in “innovative products and markets” [3, 4].
Finally, the usage of knowledge in an organization is materialized through a good economic situation,
as a result of some action knowledge.

CONCLUSIONS
•
In a market economy, the organization is conceived and understands as a learning organization, which
is based system model based on knowledge, and this system is made to operate by intelligent technologies
which are meant to ensure an organizational intelligence at a higher level.
•
As a objective of increasing the organizational intelligence, the knowledge management cannot be
implemented at a organization level by a fixed scheme, being possible only to develop a model structured on
four sustaining floors: generating, memorizing/accumulating, transfer and using the knowledge. This
construction requires a lot of models, which consists in methods and instruments.
•
Even that in present the transition to enterprises, institutes, commercial societies, centers in
organizations based on knowledge transformation is maintaining as scarcity, the global context is transforming
very quick. This should be a problem, signaling that the reflection, understanding, effort and improving time
already became short.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT THROUGH PROFIT AND LOSS
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ABSTRACT: Performance is a priority objective of any business and performance information is relevant to a
wide variety of users of financial information. Most times the performance of the company is valued on the basis
of the result account, “profits are often used as a measure of performance or as a reference for other
indicators”.
KEYWORDS: financial statements, performance, profit and loss account, accounting standards, result.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main objective of financial statements is that of providing useful information to investors regarding the
performances of an entity. Although information from the financial statements refers to past performances, they
are used by investors to make projections of future performances. In the financial statements, performances are
measured through the net result and its components, which are shown in the result account. The result account
offers information referring to a certain period of time. Main weaknesses of the result account are considered to
be its periodic nature and the estimations it involves (the ability or the inability of the company to make this
estimations reflects in the accuracy with which performances are measured). For a long period of time,
performance was measured by net income. In recent years, in addition, performance has been represented
through the economic result, which includes all equity changes taking place during the period, except those with
owners. A long period of time, users of financial statements have limited their consultation to the profit and loss
account in order to find out the accounting result, considered the most important measuring indicator for the
economic entity’s performance. On the same path lies and economic theory, stating that the primary purpose of
economic activity is maximizing profits. But the freedom of choosing the accounting policies by companies that
leads to an increase or a decrease of income, is one of the major information gaps of the profit and loss account.
Profit and loss account is the financial statement which measures the success or performance of the entity’s
activity, for a given period.
In what concerns the performance observation area through the results account, two opposable trends have
been outlined:
 Some defend an extended definition (all-inclusive concept),
 Others prefer a more restrictive concept of result (current operating concept).
According to the “all inclusive concept”, the result includes all the elements that lead to increase or decrease
in equity, excluding the distribution of dividends and capital drops.
Partisans of the “current operating concept” support only the inclusion into the result account of the
consequences of ordinary, normal operations of the current period. Specific items of exploitation are considered
routine operations, allowing predictions of future performance and comparing such performance in space
and time. This concept corresponds to the priority given to the results account. The supporters of “current
operating concept” agree to the idea of performance evaluation through the results account, sending to the
balance unrepresentative elements of performance. Company performance is reflected by the results account.
But of the results account gives an incomplete picture of performance when it is not analyzed with a balance
sheet and a representation of the changes in the financial position of the company.
2. THE AMERICAN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM AND THE PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
Introducing the representative accounting systems begins with the United States. Not because of a particular
fascination or a certain complex related to the “American myth”. Americans have become the “masters” of
accounting conceptualization. They are the first to create the “conceptual frameworks”. Accounting principles
have reached a high degree of refinement, both in the theoretical aspect and the practical applicability.
Development of U.S. accounting standards is done by reference to generally accepted accounting principles. In
the U.S. accounting there is no separate standard which includes provisions related to the content and
presentation of the results account. Moreover, the format of this financial statement is not standardized, accounts
creators being bound to respect a set of general rules found particularly in the standards.
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In the U.S. accounting, profit or loss account is shown in portrait format (list). The basic structure covers
revenues and expenses. If revenues are greater than expenses the activity leads to profit. Otherwise the work
ends in loss.
The classification of expenses is made according to their destination or company functions.
The American “Profit and loss” account distinguishes the following functions:
Production function, through the cost of sold goods;
Sales function, through selling expenses;
Administrative function, through the general and administrative expenses;
Financial function, in particular with interest expense.
Extraordinary items appear separately in the document structure. The size of payable tax is divided into two
categories:
Tax on current profit;
Tax on exceptional items.
For joint stock companies, in the bottom of the account sheet it is mentioned the benefit per share.
2.1. Features of the american profit and loss account
Although there is not a general rule for presenting the profit and loss, the U.S. standardization body has
provided three sets of accounting rules of presentation on the following elements:
presentation of extraordinary items;
scope of method change;
transfer of activity domain.
Unlike many countries of continental Europe the American concept of profit and loss account reveals neither
“value added” nor “activity production”.
The fundamental concept is that of the cost of sold goods without distinguishing between the sold goods and
sold production. The corresponding item “net sales” does not specify whether it refers to the income from the
sale of goods or the sold production. Unlike the opinion of continental Europe, in the U.S. only the sold
production is considered to be a measure of the product created by a producer. This is the reason why the added
value lacks from the account’s structure. From the point of view of the procedure, in order to make a profit and
loss sheet, American accountants use the information generated by analytical accounting, i.e. the methods of
identification and calculation of direct and indirect expenses that allow the calculation (in producer companies)
of “cost of sold goods”. Although operating costs are grouped analytically according to the functions in the
company, U.S. accounting allows the identification of the three categories of expenses and revenue: (a) operating
revenues and expenses, (b) financial income and expenses, (c) extraordinary income and expenses. Net sales are
obtained by deducting the items of trade discounts from gross sales. Cost of sold goods is calculated differently
if the company is commercial or industrial.
In the case of commercial activity:
Cost of sold goods = Initial goods stock + Period purchase - Final goods stock
In the case of industrial activity:
Products = initial stock
+
production
- final stock of
cost
of finished products
cost
finished products.
Extraordinary items are defined more narrowly. The two characteristics that classify an extraordinary item
are: (a) its unusual character, (b) its exceptional manifestation. Extraordinary items should be presented
separately, as they can not be controlled by the company, they will not recur in the foreseeable future and
therefore will not be used for estimations. Profit and loss in the U.S. is designed to estimate future cash flows
generated by the company.
3. THE BRITISH ACCOUNTING SYSTEM AND THE PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
In the British system, company law recommends four models for the presentation of profit and loss account,
resulting from the combination of the two modes of analysis of expenditure, by function or by nature, with the
two presentation modes - list or account sheet. In all four models (formats) the classification of expenses and
revenues is obvious: expenses and income from ordinary activities and extraordinary expenses and income from
extraordinary operations. However, in ordinary revenue and expenses structure, there are found both elements of
the operating activity and financial elements. However, the purpose is not to determine a distinct result at the
level of “operation”, nor “financial”, respectively. In all cases, tax on ordinary activity income is presented
separately from tax on extraordinary operations income.
Format 1 (analysis of expenses by functions and list presentation) is aimed at determining the gross. Clearly,
there are also determined the current result, extraordinary result and net result.
Format 2 (expenses analysis and list presentation) is oriented towards the pivot indicator “activity
production”, although it is not represented as such; the structure according to the nature of expenses (and
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revenues) creates conditions for determining the “intermediate accounting balances”; the presence both of
exceptional and of the extraordinary expenses, shows the need to clarify its nature and content.
In what concerns format 3 (analysis of expenses by function and horizontal presentation), the only
information on company performance which appear in the account structure are: the result of ordinary activity
after tax and the net result of the activity, in debit or credit, taking into consideration the loss or the profit.
Format 4 (analysis of expenses by nature and horizontal presentation) is oriented towards the pivot indicator
“activity production”, although it is not presented as such.
Also, the structure by nature of expenses (and revenues) creates conditions for determining the “intermediate
accounting balances. The only information on company performances (levels of result) that appear in the account
structure are: the result of ordinary activities after tax and net activity result, in debit or credit, for loss or profit,
according to the situation. It appears as necessary the definition of the nature and content of exceptional
expenses and extraordinary expenses, both present in the account structure. The British accounting the model
with list presentation and analysis of expenses by function has the highest use.
4. PROFIT AND LOSS UNDER EUROPEAN DIRECTIVE
Fourth Directive of the European Economic Community, in order to insure a reliable image, mentions
compulsory formats for establishing the balance sheet of the profit and loss account, and determining the
minimum content of the appendix and the annual report. Member States may authorize one or more formats
regarding the profit or loss account, from the four formats listed in the Directive. If a Member State takes into
consideration more than one format, it can give entities the possibility of choice between these formats.
The first model of presentation of the profit and loss takes into consideration the classification of revenue and
expenses accounts according their presentation patterns:
in the form of account, expenses and loss presentation on the left and revenue and
profits on
the right;
in the form of list, by deducting expenses from income to show how the result is
formed.
The second format of presentation of the profit and loss account contains the classification of revenue and
expenses accounts by content information:
presentation of the profit and loss by the economic nature of transactions;
presentation of the profit or loss by business functions: production function, sales
office function and administrative function.
Differentiation in the classification pattern occurs only at the level of grouping the operating expenses.
Formats submitted by the Fourth Directive include the concept of extraordinary results, a concept abandoned
by the international practice. Profit and loss account should allow financial markets to establish predictions on
the future performance of the company. Introducing extraordinary items provides useful information in making
such forecasts and their presentation separately in the profit and loss statement is perfectly justified.
5. PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE ROMANIAN
STANDARDIZATION BODY
In Romania, the profit or loss is covered both in terms of content and format by OMFP no. 1752/2005 as
amended by OMFP no. 2734/2007.
The order allows the classification of expenses by nature, but requires the submission of an explanatory notes
on the classification by purpose, in order to meet the requirements of IAS 1. Exceptional items of income and
expenditure are waived and extraordinary income and expenses structures are adopted, although there are
differences in content between the two types, without entering into the essence of this way of structuring.
Romanian legislators have elected and imposed the list-format in which elements are classified by nature, by
taking over the Fourth Directive and to meet the IAS1 provisions, they require a presentation note containing the
Analysis of operating result. But there were given no explanations for this choice. A justification for the choice
of one model or another has been found in the arguments of Professor M. Ristea. The author starts from the
indicators on which are centered the two schemes (turnover and activity production for the classification by
nature and turnover and cost of sold goods for the classification by destination) and we observe that the model
by nature provides useful information to the financial analysts and factors that participate in the creation
and distribution of wealth (investors, creditors, employees, etc.) – the financial outlook of performance,
while the model by destination is useful to the management, by comparing costs of various functions to the
sold production, generating information on the efficiency of the activity (of production, but also management) –
the economic outlook of performance.
To meet the requirements of international standards (IAS 33 Earnings per share) the Romanian legislators
have included in previous legislations as the last item in the format of the profit and loss account the Result per
share. This item cannot be found in the format of the Directive, or in the model recommended in the Appendix
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to IAS 1, which gave the authenticity of the Romanian regulations. The new version of the regulations excludes
this indicator in order to comply with the European Directive. Changes in inventories are shown in the operating
income structure (with the plus sign in the case of storage or a minus sign in the case of unstorage). The cause of
these differences is to be searched in the French profit and loss statement which served also as a model of profit
and loss account made by the Romanian companies, as an effect of the putting into practice of the accounting
regulations harmonized with Directive IV of the European Union and the international accounting rules, a
challenge for accounting professionals. They must give up some of the reflexes formed in terms of assessing the
nature of expenses and income but also in what concerns the construction of the profit and loss account.
Although the Romanian accounting standards are synchronized with the Fourth European Directive, surprisingly,
they did not let the opportunity to choose between several models of presentation of the profit and loss, as in
Poland and Hungary.
Why is there no possibility of existence of other model formats of profit and loss, as long as we are interested
in attracting new investors and in capital market development in Romania, also taking into account the
companies’ requirements? The format by nature is predominantly orientated towards the fiscal aspects, while
the format by destination is predominantly oriented towards investments. Classification of expenses by nature
is meat in those countries which promote a legal concept of accounting. As it is the case in France, Germany,
Italy, Spain and Romania. According to the International Accounting Standards, companies should analyze, in
the profit and loss statement or in notes, the expenses grouped either by nature or by function, respecting the
minimum number of elements in the standard. We mention that these references to a series of regulations will
soon be outdated, not so much because at the moment of the documentation they are still in exercise, but in order
to emphasize the evolution of the standardization of financial statements in Romania.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Comparative analysis of presentation patterns of the profit or loss highlights an Anglo-Saxon cult, pointing
towards a presentation of operating expenses by company functions, unlike the European cult of organizing
operating expenses by nature. IASB has attempted to achieve reconciliation between the two cultures by
providing the option of presenting the operating expenses by nature or by company functions.
European directives, trying to harmonize with the international standards, offer the option of submitting the
operating expenses by one of two criteria.
In the practice from our country, this option does not exist, because of the accounting rules that persist, and
the professional reasoning is restricted by these regulations. A profit and loss account is created which classifies
operating expenses by nature. Regarding the creation of the profit and loss account with a classification of
expenses by company functions, no one forbids such a practice, and it seems that listed companies will not avoid
doing so. Between the profit and loss account in our country and the one under the Fourth Directive, there is only
a small difference in the presentation of income taxes. Income taxes in the account in our country are presented
cumulatively, whereas under the European referential they are presented separately for the regular activity and
the extraordinary one. The international referential and British one prohibit separate presentation of
extraordinary items, but the American referential and the profit and loss account in our country present
extraordinary items separately.
For reporting financial performance it is required the preparation of two financial statements: profit and loss
statement and the statement of changes in equity; if the statement of changes in equity will continue to be
demanded, there is the possibility of shifting the profit and loss statement in second place.
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Abstract: The controversies regarding the ethical concept acquire new valencies in the global business
environment, because the cultural factors are very important; which is ethical in one country may not be ethical
in other country, this is why understanding the set of values from that specific country is of capital importance.
Applying the business ethics principles becomes much more difficult in the global business environment,
characterised by a rough competition. Notwithstanding the approach, I think that we all agree that profit is the
moving force of every company; thus the key to success lyes in finding and equilibrium between this and the
business ethics principles.
The global interdependencies represent an essential factor in the international business environment,
creating pressures upon the managers in order to adopt positive attitudes regarding issues of ethics and social
responsibility, economic development of the states and ecological aspects.
Addressing the issue of ethics in business today is very common, not only theoretically but also practically.
Even if the society in which we live, the dynamic and volatile economic environment, dominated by the
competition put a lot of barriers to those who guide themselves in daily life or in business by the principles of
ethics, there are many "survivors" who do not step aside and demonstrate that ethics is a necessity and,
moreover, it is profitable.
Key words: global business environment, ethics, corporations’ responsibility, Romania
JEL Classification: M10, M14
1. THE NOTION OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ETHICS
Quintessence of a civilized society, ethics is the foundation upon which we build all our relationships. It
represents a wholeness of norms and values which define behavioral rules and social models, moral principles
which include cultural or religious ideals, providing instruments in order to elaborate respectful judgments.
Ethics refers to the language, to the ideas and to the methods which give the individual the ability to make moral
decisions.
It is true that it is not easy to adopt mature and ethic reasoning and judgements. The daily reality and his facts
are not always clear, and the ethical principals or criteria which need to be used do not always have the
agreement or the consent, not even form the specialists. For most of the business people, ethics seems to be
something subjective, without any shape. The behavior and the statements may, of course, contradict themselves,
so that we may say sometimes about a corporation that, in spite of the renowned ethical code it shows, the
strategies it applies unveil its real convictions1.
The culture and the ethos of a community are vector and sources which supply the behavior. They define, in
the area of maximum objectivity of the economics, the limits and the boundaries, that is why, the quality and the
functionality of the norms and values which regulates the communitarian environments are the support of the
production and of reproduction of a certain model of conduct and behavior in business. Of course, structures and
institutions, norms and regulations, especially of juridical type, and which are required to promote those
existential values which are compatible with people’s expectations, are created in a society. But the market
economy is an open competition, whose purpose is the profit. Thus, as a consequence of the extended
applicability of the ethical theories beyond the general space of the “human action”, the ethics in business or the
business ethics deals with the analysis from a moral point of view of the way in which the economic actors (the
companies, the shareholders, the employees, the buyers, the providers, etc.) act.
Business ethics is a particular form of ethics which refers to the behavior of the economical agents, of the
employees, of the owners and of the managers. They also call it the “ethics of the economy”, which determine
the scopes and the norms to which are submitted the purposes of the private and public economic activities. The
business ethics refers to the settlement of a balance between the economic and social performance of the
company.
Business ethics is the study of business situations, activities and decisions where problems arise regarding
what is morally good and bad. R.T. De George, an outstanding writer in this field defines the business ethics as
“the ethic perspective, either expressed by the behavior, or explicitly expressed, of a company or of a business
1
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person”. De George situates the business ethics at the level of a simple description of what an economic agent
really does or state, according to certain ethical considerations2.
Business ethics supposes the control of the company’s behaviour so that it can be set within the company’s
values, also called “managerial values”. Business ethics supposes making decisions and assuming their impact
upon the shareholders as well as upon the managers, employees, clients and local community. Of course, a small
number of studies have perceived so far the business ethics as a management tool.
Even if ethics may be different for each society, most of the tests regarding the making of the ethical
decisions that have been well established in the West are relevant in Romania, too. It is quite clear that business
ethics differs at national, regional and cultural level, therefore the international business ethics are also relative.
The multinational corporations which operate in Romania – should they be obliged to maintain the high
standards or if it is ethical for these companies to adopt local actions: multinational corporations should maintain
those standards, this attitude being in fact a method to increase the local standards. It is important that a company
can maintain constant image and business actions. In the present context, a company cannot be a world leader if
its standards decrease whenever possible.
Albert Carr states that “Business is a competitive action, which resembles more to the poker game then to the
normal relationships between people. Therefore the purpose of the game is to win and, as long as the acceptable
rules of the games are obeyed (rules which are completely different from the ethical regulations which support
the cooperation and care towards the others, his behaviour is correct.”3 The example of many companies easily
underline the fact that by respecting the most elementary ethical norms, a company may have higher benefits,
and on a longer term, that if they exlusively follow the fact to only obtain profit. Not all that is immoral is illegal
and this is where contradictions come from. Business ethics refers to the interpersonal relationships at work or
between contestants, these relations being difficult to regulate by law. The advantages obtained from somebody
else’s work, not being reasonable with the subalternates or unfairly drawing the attention of an employee, all
these are ethically criticable actions, but sometimes their are ignored by the Law.
The controversies regarding the ethical concept acquire new valencies in the global business environment,
because the cultural factors are very important; which is ethical in one country may not be ethical in other
country, this is why understanding the set of values from that specific country is of capital importance. Applying
the business ethics principles becomes much more difficult in the global business environment, characterised by
a rough competition. Notwithstanding the approach, I think that we all agree that profit is the moving forces of
every company; thus the key to success lyes in finding and equilibrium between this and the business ethics
principles. On my opinion, the “golden rule” might be:”Do as you would like the other person to do”, or, as the
“cathegoric imperative” of Kant:”Behave as if the action undertaken by you were to become an universal law for
the behaviour of all those who find themselves in these circumstances”. The moral principle and the obligation
of a company are maintained; the difference is to be found only in the shape they acquire given the different
circumstances”.
The business ethics means to introduce other norms than the legal ones into the everyday decisions and the
management strategies. A company is socially responsible if it takes into account not only the interests of the
shareholders, but also the interests of all the groups affected by its activity. Therefore, business ethics mean cost.
Business ethics mean spending differently some resources which are strictly calculated for economic efficiency.
Business ethics cost: money, human resources and time, expertise, opportunities, as well as investments or
development. More than this, business ethics and their most visible shape, the social implications of companies,
are options which are not determined by the law. Under the classical form of the corporatist philanthropy, under
the regulated form of the donation and sponsorship or under the modern form of the programs of corporate social
responsibility (CSR) integrated into the management strategies, the social implications of the companies was for
a long time seen as a more or less necessary cost, a luxury of the big corporations.
2. THE IMPACT AND THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ETHICS OF THE BUSINESS ETHICS IN THE
WORLDWIDE ECONOMIC CONTEXT
The growing interest towards the business ethics is determined by the change in the nature of the business in
the context of the last decades, when the globalization process increased considerably. The companies are more
and more international, complex and dynamic then they have ever been. As a consequence, new problems
appear, and the certainty of the values and norms of the local busine ss environments are replaced by the
relativity of a multinational and multicultural context, where the criteria of the moral correctness rapidely differ
and modify. Therefore, even the older problems become more and more difficult to solve, and the business must
bring into discussion ceratin values and principles which are considered to be implicit so far.
The growth in the importance given to the business ethics is also explained by the changes suffered from the
strategies and structures of the corporations. Recent trends in managerial theory and practice, as well as total
2
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quality management, and the processes of restructuration and resizing of the top companies lead to the leaving
aside of many traditional strategies regarding the economic processes. The authority and the decisional
responsaibility spread to all the hierarchical levels of a company, therefore the complexity of the ethical
problems must be accessibile to each employee. Lately we can speak about a new branch of the industry which
studies, analyses and applies the ethics in business. The ethical evaluation of the investments of the multinational
corporations is very popular and has a lot of influence in their management decisions, and companies such as
McKinsey or Price WaterhouseCoopers are now very much considered for auditing and monitoring in the field
of business ethics.
2.1. The impact of globalisation on business ethics
Firstly defined as de-territorialisation of the economic activities, globalisation is quite relevant in business
ethics, at least under three aspects – cultural, legal and the one regarding the responsibility of the corporations
which operate in the international markets.
Cultural aspects
Corporations are more and more actively involved in the markets of other countries and of other continents,
being suddenly confrounted with new and various ethical requirements, sometimes even contradictory. The
moral values settled on the “home” markets can be brought to discussion right after one corporation enters a
foreign market. For example, the attitudes in Europe regarding the racial diversity and the two sexes are very
different from those of the Middle East countries. But such differences do not appear immediately at the contact
between radically different cultures and civilisations.
Here is one of the contradictions of the globalisation: on one hand, globalisation makes regional differences
to loose their importance, supporting the apparition and the spreading of a homogenous “global culture”. On the
other hand, eroding the geographical distances which separated the cultures and the civilisations, globalisation
underlines the economic, political and cultural differences between them, many times generating confrontations.
Legal aspects
The juridical problems appear because of the fact that, when economic transaction loose contact with a
certain state territory, the governments of those states cannot keep control upon them. The laws of a national
state are applied only on the territory of that state. When a company leaves the territory of its country and its
assets are moved, for example, in a third world’s country, the legal underground is totally different. As a
consequence, managers cannot use the law as an exclusive basis when they have to evaluate the correctness of
their decisions.
As the business ethics start where law ends, the deterritorialisation increases the need of ethical principles in
businesses, because the economic activities are not under the control of the national government anymore.
Corporations’ responsibility
A short attentive look on the global activities shows us that the big corporations are the actors which
dominate the global scenery. The multinationals have in their possession the main media channels, which highly
determine our way of information and entertainment; they provide the global products; they pay the salaries of a
huge numer of employees and they pay (directly or indirectly) a big part of the taxes and fees which allow the
operation of the governments. As a consequence, we could say that multinational companies are more powerful
than many of the world’s governments.
Therefore, the more deterritorialised are the economic activities, the less will they be controlled by the
governments of the national states and the less are they submitted to the democratic control of those affected by
it. This is why, lately, the request for a democratic responsibility of the multinational corporations becomes more
and more noisy, being associated to the antiglobalization protests.
Implications of the sustainability in business ethics
Given this wide range of expectations towards the business world, defined by the triple balance of
sustainability, clear implications on the business ethics can be differentiated. Ethical problems, such as closing a
factory, strange marketing techniques or industrial pollution, needs for a wide variety of aspects to be
considered. Nevertheless, to attain sustentability in each one of the three domains, and, more than that, in all of
them simultaneously, remains a remote dream for now. We must admit that we cannot be sure about the
existence of some products or of a whole sustainable industry. Nevertheless, in the context of the increasing use
of the concept of sustainability by the governmental institutions, the big corporations, the ONGs and the
academic environments, it is possible and important to assess the actions of the business ethics at least from the
perspective of their potential to contribute at the growth of the sustainability.
The opening of the markets, the globalisation and the increasing competition mean that the companies must
take more and more responsabilities, offering more quality, better working conditions and social benefits for the
communities. On the other hand, this plus of ethics and responsibility, on a long term, transforms into prestige,
loyalty of the employees, and of the consumers tomards the brand. We may thus say that the free market creates
the ethics, while the visionary companies and innovative managers find business opportunities and ways to profit
in these new types of responsibilities expected by the companies. The new advantages of the free market, the
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opening of the markets, the globalisation, the extension and the expansion of the business, the access to the
technology, it creates new forms of ethics. The new forms of ethics, as the tools of the ethical management, the
ethical standards, the ethical codes, the reports of corporate social responsibility or social etiquette, generates
prestige and social capital transforms into opportunities of sustainable development and profit on a long term.
The competitive advantages for the multinational corporates now depend, undoubtfully, on the country they
develop the activity in. If we have in view the existence of a global industry, then, undoubtfully, the competitive
position of the companies from a certain country will be significantly affected by the position held by them in
other countries. Under the circumstances of a global industry, the companies must integrate their activities into a
network coordinated according to the global criteria. This integration includes also the transfer of managerial
know-how in the present context of the worldwide economy. The managerial know-how includes knowledge and
managerial experiences characterized by dynamism, complexity, modernism taken from other cultures and
adapted to the concrete conditions by the managers which must prove to have suitable
teorethical/methodological competencies4.
A massif international transfer of managerial knowledge implements the progress of management’s
knowledge contributing to the development of the scientific management. The know-how transfer in
management had as an object, until recently, American and Japanese managerial practices which became
renowed from the technical literature in the field due to their detailed presentation and analysis, and due to the
intensification of the international changes and cooperation. The continuous deepening of the international work
sharing, the international specialization of the national economies, the formation of the world economy, the
technical-scientific revolution, as well as the major changes that take place in the contemporary economy
determined, over all, the enhancing and the diversification of the international interdependencies in all the fields.
The intensification of the business internationalisation determined the growth of the complexity of the
managerial process and the manager’s interest in taking over the knowledge and the managerial methods form
the developed countries5.
2.2. The importance of the business ethics
The global interdependencies represent an essential factor in the international business environment, creating
pressures upon the managers in order to adopt positive attitudes regarding issues of ethics and social
responsibility, economic development of the states and ecological aspects. Although there are many conceptual
overlapping between ethics and social responsibility, the essential differences stand in their horizon and in the
level of application. While ethics refer to individual decisions and behaviour, social responsibility has much
wider sphere, it aims at company’s decisions which affect a bigger numer of people.
While the social-economical interdependancies are growing, it is more and more real the necessity of
worldwide corporate culture – the integration of the business environments where the companies operate.
Although it is very difficult to implement a code of ethics and morality valid in all the countries, the existence of
guidelines in this field is very important. Presently, there are two multicultural approaches of these aspects: the
ethnocentrism and the ethical relativism. The ethnocentrism supposes the application of the moral principles in
the original country. The ethic relativism supposes the adoption of the moreal codes of the countries where
implemmentation takes place. Both approaches have defects and they generate value conflicts, because the
cultural differences make the social responsibility and ethics to be defined very differently in each country.
The programs for the support of business ethics encourage the team work and increase the employees’
efficiency. The trainings and the seminaries organised around this topic have the role to align the attitudes and
the behavior of the member of the organization with the “official” ones. The discussions (or at least the
disponibility to have a discussion) referring to the values of the company and of the mode in which gthey affect
the beliefs / opinions of the employees contribute to the constitution of an open, upright environment and of the
feeling of belonging to the community. At their turn, they have a positive effect upon the motivation and
performance of the employees.
The programs of ethics contribute to the professional development of the members of the organization. The
employee “equipped” with the suitable “ethic device” will have a realist image about himself and the company,
and he will find the inspiration to solve the ethic dilemmas that might appear in a certain moment. The Training
in business ethics supports the legality of the company’s procedures and of the employees’ actions. Business
ethics may function even as a mechanism that “inhibates” the illegal actions of the oragnisations and of their
members. This means less money “invested” in trials.
Business ethics contributes to the management of some values which stand at the base of the quality
management and strategic planning. The effort to align the values of the employees with those of the
company’s, to develop politics and procedures according to them is useful also in other essential fields of the
organization. They support the quality management, which focuses mainly on the organizational trust,
performance, product and services quality and feedback. Moreover, a good management of the business ethics
4
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may constitute a strong pole for the medium term and long term strategies of the company (cost reduction,
expansion in other markets, etc.).
The ethic behavior promotes a strong public image. A company which, in its actions, is worried about the
ethical size of the business will have a positive public image. The individuals, be them boys, candidates or
members of the community where they develop the activity, will have an impressive image according to which
those organizations were giving an equal importance to people and profit and they are making all the personal
effort to operate as correctly as possible. This image will be a positive influence both for the image of products
and services, and for the brand of the company. On a long term, business ethics contributes to the moral
evolution of the society. Many of the immoral behaviours, considered as inacceptable some decades ago, More
than that, people believe that these attitudes are immoral (part of these being discriminations of any kind).
Companies have surely contributed to this change, these attitudes being thus disavowed and prohibited.
Organisations take advantage from the moral evolution of a society, as they cand develop their economic activity
in a cleaner and more previsible environment.
Therefore, although it is part of the “immaterial” assets, business ethics may have a direct or an indirect
effect on the company’s profit. They in fluence, define and motivate the actions of all the “players”, no matter if
they are manager, employee, client or member of the local community.
2.3 Ethics within the companies
When we talk about ethics in a company, we must have in view all its dimensions:
• personal ethics;
• the ethics of the individuals as members of the organisation (reaching a goal by obeying the internal
regulation);
• the ethics of the organisation (rules, habits, standards for reaching the goals) and
• the ethics of the company in its relationships with the external environment (providers, clients, competitors,
mass-media, society in its whole, the natural environment).
These dimensions are interrelated and influence each other; an organization cannot be ethical if its members
do not a behavior that can be qualified as such; moreover, an organization that promotes moral principles, by
institutionalizing a set of rules of conduct, will not tolerate individuals that violate these rules or moral values.
Moreover, practice shows that compliance with moral principles within the company is extended also to its
relationships with the external environment. Organization strategy itself may reflect its position in terms of
ethics; the ambition of a high level of professional ethics, is inseparable from the ambition of a high level of
economic efficiency and investment in progress; sometimes, the demands of ethics in business may change the
chosen strategy. Therefore, we can say that a highly effective strategy provides the means of an exigent
practcation of ethics and viceversa. Strategy and ethics go hand in hand at the organization level.
This brings us to the conclusion that ethics is profitable; it must be seen as an investment of the organization,
especially on medium and long term. It does not preclude profit, but only profits unfairly obtained illegally and /
or immorally. Ethical quality of the company and its staff depends largely on the skills and leadership ability of
its managers. Ethics must accompany the whole process of decision making in all its stages. Octave Gelinier
known management theorist, proposes to implement a "test of ethics", with three questions:
• Is it legal? Will this decision violate the law or the internal rules of the company?
• Is this decision fair to all stakeholders, on both short and long term?
• Will I feel proud of this decision? But what if my family knew about this decision? But what if it were public? 6
The ethical behaviour may be a surviving problem for the organisation, as well as one of responsible working
system. Ethical behavior in business can be both a matter of survival of the organization as a living and
responsible individuals. To raise the level of business ethics, ethics should be institutionalized, blended with the
objects of the company. This means actually placing ethics, in principle and explicitly, in everyday business life.
This can be done in one of the following ways:
• company specific policy or a code of ethics;
• an ethics committee composed of board members;
• a management development program that included ethics.
Company codes are the simplest means of ethics institutionalisation and they are found in many cases. Most
responsible organisations actually combine these methods, thus encouraging and supporting ethical behavior
within their relationships with the outside.
The existence of a code of ethics is not a guarantee that employees of a firm will adopt an ethical behavior,
but it may reflect a culture of appreciation and reward for ethical behavior. Some codes are just some general
policy statements that set an ethical behavior for all employees. Others give detailed rules for appropriate
behavior in business and launching procedures for monitoring, and they explicitly reward such behavior.
However, we appreciate that simplicity is one of the characteristics of a good ethical code; the more complicated,
the less expected results.
6
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The actual implementation of ethics in the organization by the code of ethics involves four major processes:
a) training employees to recognize ethically difficult situations and to interpret the code accordingly;
b) conduct regular supervision of employees;
c) assessment of decision processes and outcomes in terms of ethics;
d) a system of measures that rewards correct behavior and punished him who does not meet standards.
Whatever the method of internal organization is, in order to respect the principles of ethics, each company
will have to take into account the specific field of activity, the experience, the internal culture and its own
strategy and the personality of its leaders. In substance, the institutionalization of ethics depends on all these
factors.
2.4 Importance of the ethics for the managers of the big companies
Business has undergone essential changes in recent decades, completely altering the idea of commercial
enterprise, by using the opposition closed/opened company.
The Traditional Company is a closed company, the economic equivalent of a medieval castle in the center of
which one can find executive directors and managers who decide when and how to react in front of the changes
outside the firm, that is to the competitors’s action, to changes in the governmental regulations, to
macroeconomic trends. Traditional business, driven by strong and authoritarian leaders, is a world which
prevails the evolutionary principle of survival of the stronger by eliminating the weaker7.
A modern company has highly mobile and permeable borders in a competitive environment in which "the
struggle for survival" is actually an opportunity to identify new opportunities, new types of businesses and
partnerships, products and innovative and competitive services. The new concepts of the business environment
are the management oriented to the groups which are co-interested, Business Network, ethic management,
corporate social responsibility, sustainability, social entrepreneurship, overall corporate civic sense:
To a great extent, the transformations of modern management are determined by a single bet: the
management objectives do not only aimed at the investors’ interest, but also he interests and expectations of all
so-called co-interested groups, groups who may be affected by decisions that may influence the evolution of
companies or companies on a long term. Thus, strategies and principles of the big companies include not only
the owners or shareholders' interests but also those of customers, employees, the communities and society in
general, not only of the legal requirements, but also ethical standards, volunteer.
A manager's obligations derive from the cooperative nature of the business, and from the common values and
mutual understanding of the associations in which transactions occur. In many cases, cooperation is obvious. A
manager may carry out work only because shareholders, superiors, colleagues and employees cooperate with
him, and the values shared by all of them, on which their cooperation relyies, all these are considerations that he
must keep in mind whem speaking about his decisions.
It is somewhat difficult to prove that a businessman has certain obligations also to customers, suppliers or
even to competitors, as in these cases we are somewhat aware of the competitive nature of relations between
them, which, anyway, seem somewhat external. It is true. These relations are external. There is an adversarial
element in negotiations with suppliers and customers, and competitors compete with each other. But negotiations
would not take place if there were not a surplus of the cooperatists to be negotiated and nobody will do business
with me only for my benefit. You cannot propose someone a business based on the idea that only you want to
take advantage from it, the proposal may be attractive only if the partner may be expected to receive some profit.
Therefore, the offer must show potential pluses for business partners, taking into account their needs and wishes.
The one who wants to be a man, with whom others want to do business, must present himself to the potential
partners as an entrepreneur willing to offer some services they need, and for this he should look upon himself
from outside, ensuring that the proposed deal is attractive from their perspective. The role of a businessman in
society is defined by the services he provides to others. They provide the criteria by which one may conlcude if
he does o good job with his play, and these criteria generate the obligatins towards the people he wants to do
business with.
It seems understandable that a businessman has certain obligations towards customers and suppliers, as it is
concerned to ensure their reliability, relying on the fact that they themselves will be interested to buy goods,
namely to provide goods and services they need. But how argue that a businessman has certain obligations to the
competitors also? It's hard to understand as long as we remain prisoners of the common perception of
competition as a ruthless war and as a zero sum game, in which the gain of one means the loss of another.
However, the duty to be honest and fair is valid both in sport and business. Even if there is a natural object of
interest, as long as each competitor is trying to win, even at the expense of rivals, there are different styles of
competition, and we have a strong intuitive sense of what is called fair play or, conversely, fault or dirty play.
It is all right to provide a better product or service at a lower price. But when British Airways obtained by
computer fraud the names of the passengers who planned to fly, planes rivals Virgin phoned offering similar
services at lower prices, the public was rightly outraged, condemning unfair competition. Rockefeller has
7
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eliminated all significant competitors in the market, selling at dumping prices. He would have been an honest
and able competitor if, after eliminating competition, lower prices were maintained, proving the fact that he is a
better producer and marketer. Rockefeller was discredited at once, establishing a true monopoly market, prices
immediately rose immensely. Some time ago, many British people bought the newspaper The Independent only
to upset the billionaire Murdoch, who tried to take out the newspaper from the market by selling The Times at a
loss.
Faith in ethical principles is not an option. Regardless of the position held within a company or the kind of
person you are, ethical principles should underpin all actions of a businessman. Especially in management
position, the ethics of a manager who proves it in internal or external relations, it is automatically reflected in the
image of the company whose employee he is. Situated in a management position, the manager must realize that
he is a role model for the team under him, and for the rest of his colleagues. The standards a manager requires
depend on how he "leads" himself based on his own values, character, integrity and honesty. Thus he manages
through his example, and his behavior should be same as the one that he pretends and expect from the people
around him.
Honest and efficient businessmen no longer doubt that good ethics is good business, taking (for whatever
reason) the responsibilities and obligations towards an increasingly wide spectrum of stakeholders: their
employees, customers, suppliers, creditors, local communities where they are located, or the environment. But,
until recently, these ethical arguments and moral rules have limited the validity and applicability only at
domestic level, being considered with too little or no relevance at all in the sphere of the international business
enterprises.
Ethics in international business has in view a code of conduct morally acceptable of the people with decisionmaking and executive powers, which are on different hierarchical stages of a company operating not only in the
domestic field but also in other countries.
One of the defining characteristics of the evolution of management on an international scale, in the second
half of the twentieth century, is the tendency to pass from internationalization to the globalization of economic
life. This trend is part of a century-old historical process, which took place gradually:
• in the field of trade relations (the expansion of world trade),
• for investments abroad (internationalization of production) and
• in the field of business organizational structure (the internationalization of the firm).
In the late twentieth century, under the pressure of a strong complex of forces of economic, technological and
political type, the internationalization process entered a new stage, namely the emerging stage, of the
development of a global economy, based on a system of transnational interdependent in trade, production and in
finance.
This "new world economy" is caracterized by:
• a new technological base;
• the extension and the relationships;
• change the balance of forces in economic and political-military plan;
• new way of defining the relationships between national and international.
The issue relating to the position of business firms in relation to the social environment where they act,
operates with the following concepts:
a) Professional ethics
Managers pay special attention to the moral significance of company shares and to the consequences on
society. Professional ethics is focused on the moral reflection and has as a reference the behavior of firms or
individuals within the firm.
b) Social responsibility of business
This means that decisions should be taken in accordance with certain standards and they must lead to
favorable effects on those interested in business activity.
c) Social sensitivity of the firm
This concept is defined by developing decision-making processes that orient the business practices for
adopting a socially correct behavior (through managers’ deontology and their collaborators).
Encompassing and concluding the professional ethics, the social responsibility and sensitivity, we reach the
social politic of the firm which defines the behavior of business firms expressed by:
• relationships and interactions which are established between companies and internal and external,
domestic and international social environment, including: shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers,
state bodies, competitors;
• problems arising from business actions or interactions between business and the environment or ambient
office. These problems vary in time and space, in terms of values and organizational relationships, which
involves solving their long-term;
• company's ability to diagnose a problem, to establish alternatives for solving it and to resolve it before it
becomes pressing;
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norms and values (criteria) for evaluating the company shares - are used to assess, judge and evaluate
company behavior as: ethical, responsible, sensitive, good, fair, legal, in harmony, not damaging, etc.
• the goals set in the context of a given problem - having in view, on the one hand, the impact on the
company's shares and, on the other hand, the impact of shares on the social environment;
• adopting decisions - includes information and setting of goals and remedies that will lead to achieving
objectives in accordance with the company’s criteria of social policy.
Practice has proven that the speculative business is not viable on a long term. They generate tensions in
relations with the social environment, leading to loss of customers, and even to liquidation.
Ethics can be seen as a theory applied in management decision, following a rationalization of the process by
which individuals and organizations make decisions. Business ethics it is not only a subject of study in school,
an opportunity for intellectual debate. It also refers to applied ethics and management, providing the necessary
theories for the understanding of business as an economic and social phenomenon, as well as useful tools in the
process of making decisions regarding the activity of a company.
Ethics and business are not, nor are they based on, antithetical concepts, values and ideas, but compatible
ones. Businesses not only produce profit for investors, but also consumer goods and services, jobs for the
community, innovation and values for the society as a whole. Business produces ethics.
Ethical management is a profitable and efficient long-term management, to the extent that it aims to optimize the
decision making process and to justify rules of conduct which guide the relationship of partnership between
economic agents.
•

2.5. Ethical problems in international business
Given the great diversity of morals in the international business world, the main problem that the large
multinational corporations that operate in the global market are facing, is the choice of the following two policy:
either, on the one hand, strictly respect the ethical code of the company form the original country, wherever in
the world; or, on the other hand, A home business would work anywhere in the world, or, on the other hand, the
adaptation of the company’s policy to the traditions and way of business in each foreign country where it
operates.
Each of these two alternative strategies has advantages and disadvantages in purely economic terms, ie taking
into account only the firm's potential profits. The stricty conservation of the ethical code of the corporation,
based on the dominant moral values in the country of origin, has the advantage of maintaining the company's
reputation unblemished and it does not stir objections, reservations or criticism from consumers and the public
"at home", while reinforcing the international prestige of the business. The major disadvantage of this inflexible
policy is that it cannot enter in some of the international markets and therefore no profitable business can be
closed, unless accepting some practices which are ethically questionable, if not totally illegal, due to a
widespread corruption phenomenon and to some economic mechanisms which favor the unfair competition
rather than competitiveness.
Ethical codes and the flexibility to adapt to local economic practices allow multinational corporations to
penetrate the markets dominated by not-so-common practices and to stay on those markets, with considerable
profits. The immediate disadvantages are related to the public reaction from the countries of origin and in
general from the states which adopted a tough policy against corruption; the less visible disadvantages but more
serious on a long-term, arise from the fact that any complicity of the transnational companies with the corrupted
power in certain countries of the world encourages and reinforces corruption in those countries, which greatly
diminishes their potential of a strong and balanced development meant to transform them, in time, in serious
partners, with growing resources and with a more and more attractive purchasing power for the most important
foreign investors.
Theorists agree, of course, with the first strategy, recommending the widest possible inflexibility in
respecting the ethical codes of the company, anywere it operates. Arguments are many and, at least some of
them, seem to be confirmed by the financial results on medium and long term of the corporations renowed and
respected for the consistency in assuming ethical responsibilities. On the other hand, the experience of the last
decades showed that the damage that may be suffered by an international company following the financial
scandals due to some flagrant violations of ethic respectability may have extremely unfavourable or even
catastrophic.Unfortunately, not always immoral practices of some multinational corporations are punished and,
on the other hand, ethics is not always rewarded by excellent financial results8.
A business that ignores the requirements of business ethics, or that approached them from a wrong direction,
is unlikely to increase the value of the owners for a long-term. It is difficult and disadvantageous to have to do
with a business that is characterized by the fact that it lies, cheats or steals, or fails to meet the commitments. A
business that treats its customers with contempt or employees wrong or suppliers incorrectly, will fiind it
diffficult to preserve them. In a free market, the most productive staff, the best suppliers and the cheapest and
8
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flexivle financing sources have better solutions than preserving the relationships with a business which cheats on
them or treats them incorrectly. And it is unlikely to remain loyal to a business which offers dangerous or unsafe
products or unpleasan and inefficient services. In the long term, an immoral business has little chance of
success.9
Among the many sensitive problems that need to be managed by the compagnie which operate worldwide,
the most serious and with the most important consequences is, undoubtfully, corruption. The moral cannot be
imposed by law, because a person who does not accept moral and ethics will not accept the laws that would
impose them and he would elude them. The businessman sees that, under the conditions of an unstable
macroeconomic climate, he looses money. In order to regain credibility and to attract again the foreign
investmebts and investors, the burocracy and the confusing law must be eradicated.10.
Corruption negatively affects a country's development in several ways. It reduces economic growth, it chases
away foreign investors and it channel investments, loans and aid to so-called "white elephant projects" - absurdly
grandiose projects, which bring huge benefits to the people administering the money, but they are useless for the
population. Globalization makes national economies and corporations to become increasingly interdependent, so
that the corruption in a specific part of the world can affect the world market. Also, multinational corporations
have experienced first hand a painful truth: those who have dirty business internationally are not only agents of
corruption, but sometimes, its victims.
Corruption has devastating effects on investment, economic growth and development. Moreover, corruption
has a very high price for the poorer strata, whose access to basic goods and services is forbidden. Certainly the
poor suffer most because of corruption. In developing countries and in the so-called transition countries in the
former Soviet Union, Central and Eastern Europe, people often have to bribe doctors or teachers to obtain certain
services allegedly free. Police and judicial organs often expected to be bribed. Medicines donated from abroad or
other benefits disappear into the hands of unscrupulous businessmen.
A more "credible" corruption - offering some assurance that the bribed burocrats will comply with they evil
arrangements - can be less expensive, but still seriously affect the investment rate.
It is very clear that bribery and corruption have adverse effects on all countries in the world, and relly
devastating effects for the poorest countries. But why and how did the bribe and the corruption arrive to be
discussed from an ethical point of view? These phenomena are, above all, some gross irregularities; any flagrant
violation of laws is not an issue of ethics in business, since no valid arguments can support the morality of illegal
acts and practices, the respect of the law being a minimal, elementary moral requirement.
Leaders of large corporations or prestigious commentators of economic life are often asked whether ethics
and morality can be taught at school. Michael Rion replied that business ethics can not be taught "if you try to
teach some bad people to be good, especially when it comes to adults. But ethics education is not to teach
someone to be a good man. What you do is to strengthen people's existing values. What can be taught is the
ability to recognize ethical issues in action. You can teach, however, different ways of analyzing and resolving
ethical dilemmas so that they do not become paralyzing."11.
3. BUSINESS ETHICS IN ROMANIA
It is hard to distinguish between the illegality and immorality in the Romanian business environment. Market
immaturity, inadequate legislation and its opposite, over-regulation, allow the speculation of legal ambiguities
and make difficult the creation of an area of standards and ethical business practices. Most of the Romanian
business environment problems arise in the area of intersection between politics and business: corruption,
conflicts of interest, ambiguities remained on issues such as control of assets, lobby, and sponsorship of political
parties. In the private sector, business ethics is not even seen as a management strategy, it is understood as an act
of charity of the owner or of majority shareholder, not the result of market research.
Romanian companies are not submitted to social auditing, and community support programs are
unprofessional done, without professional assistance. It was not understood that, such as marketing, ethics
requires market research and long-term strategy. Doing good, means not only to wish and to be able to, but also
to know how to do well.
Sources of ethical problems in Romanian economy
In my opinion, we can identify three major sources of ethical problems in the Romanian business
environment:
• interventions of the state on the market, meaning facilities granted to certain economic agents, i.e.
subventions, debt relief or rescheduling, legal uncertainty, financial market intervention in pricing policies
for utilities and some raw materials;
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in the relationship between producers and consumers, unfair corporate practices or to the limit of the
legality, cvasimonopol practices of some of the big companies and distributors of public utilities;
• practices of employee-employer relations, a common fact otherwise, such as illegal employment, wages
below the minimum income, discrimination or other forms of abuse.
Operating in a hostile and corrupt political environment, unnaturally born, by a transfer of ownership from
the state to the private area, sometimes by morally questionable ways, often a result of unsuccessful experiments,
such as various forms of privatization invented by the government, the Romanian capital did not have time to
create its own identity, defined around certain values, around principles operating on the market, around certain
management practices. Romanian business lacks the scale and perspective, it is a business that rarely aims to
develop and innovate the field of operation, it is vulnerable in front of the evolution of the market and in front of
the legal changes, it is a tortured affair, made from family savings, a business that brings no significant
investment on the market, maintaining hardly afloat and looking for ways to survive at the limit of the legality.
The Romanian small business barely manages to survive; it does not have any resources to develop, nor to
think about identity problems. A quick diagnosis shows a passive management, insensitive to outer changes,
directed exclusively to it, to short term objectives; a management which does not want to risk and to accept
competition as something natural and desirable. A closed management, targeting only the interests of owners or
not even these; a non-transparent management and not wanting to communicate, both in relationships with
owners, and in relations with consumers and the community as well. A confused management, where the
administration is confused with the owner, so a non-profesionalized management which does not value the
specialists, the personal development, the knowledge, the professional values, and the innovation. A
conservative management, not interested in reforming the corporate culture, and tense in front of the change. An
amoral management, outside of the moral and immoral option, treating with indifference the ethical issues rose
by the decision process and the relationship between the company and outside groups. A quasi-anomie
management, which sees in law - often rightly - a burden or an obstacle, if not a malicious act of the state; a
management which finds that one of the easiest ways to profit is violating or circumventing the law, or that
breaking the law is not always punished, sometimes even seemingly encouraged by administration and by
society. In these conditions, one can speak of a strong association between the lack of ethics and success on a
market where uncertainty, distrust in the authorities and legislative instability seem to be part of the game.
Although they were born in different business cultures, although operating in different contexts, there are
enough similarities between small Romanian and Western Europe companies. These similarities may stand as an
argument for the idea that social responsibility is not only an attribute of multinational companies, but simply an
elementary condition of the economic game in an open market.
An analysis of the Romanian business environment, in terms of how the principles of business ethics and
social responsibility of business have been understood and integrated by the Romanian organizations in their
daily activities, revealed these key issues:
● an important part of the Romanian organizations are traditionalist, closed, with conservative ownership
structures, characterized by the inability of communication and lack of transparency;
● there are four major sources of ethical issues in the Romanian business environment: the arbitrary state
interventions in the market, the unfair competition, the quasi-monopoly of the big distributors of utilities and the
unfair/ illegal practices which often characterizes the employee-employer relationship;
● the training of perception of the public, according to which a successful business man is a nasty character,
unable to follow anything but his own profit;
● approximately 75% of the organizations in Romania have a code of ethics, but it is intended, especially, to the
employees and unions, rather than to the customers or shareholders;
● In view of most of the Romanian organizations, ethics is a communication strategy based on copying the
policies accompanying foreign successful brands, and not a profit generating management strategy;
● also, a brakeing factor in the process of formation of the moral consciousness of the Romanian business
environment is the mentality of Romanian business people who, often, developed businesses in an individualistic
way;
● an initiative that would support the improvement of Romanian business environment is creating a code of
ethics for SMEs, considering their important contribution to the national economic outcomes and the objectives
set by the EU;
● market immaturity, insufficient laws and its opposite, gold-plating, allow the speculation of the legal
ambiguities and it is difficult thus to create a normal space for the ethical practices in business. It would be
appropriate for the control bodies to carry out in the first place a work to prevent unethical behavior;
● in the year 2003, although 29% of the Romanian organizations donated money, and 24% of the donations were
in nature, the typical profile of the donor organization was a large income one, located in a small town;
● during the years 2003-2008, the amounts allocated for social development organizations in Romania increased,
but also the number and scale of projects and social programs undertaken;
•
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● for the multinational companies present in Romania, the ethics and social responsibility is an import strategy
borrowed from the mother companies, this is why it is not based on economic, political, social and cultural
Romanian realities;
● only the 24% of the organizations in Romania are socially audited and they publish social report, most of them
being multinational companies that run in Romania;
● the lack of legislation in the field hinder private social initiatives. The current Tax Code provides only that any
person or entity may divert 2% of the income tax to a nonprofit organization;
● there is no legal framework to regulate, even to a minimum, the management of social funds and to stimulate
the formation of public-private partnerships in order to resolve existing social problems.
● the most important brake factor in shaping the social consciousness of business is the lack of ethical and social
component in the process of civic formation and professional training of the future investors, managers,
employees, etc. 12.
In conclusion, the Romanian business environment is found, yet, in the early process of moral and social
awareness of the world for highly developed economies in recent decades. Therefore, every Romanian
organization must analyze whether the activity is really ethically and socially responsible and to take measures to
incorporate such principles and practices in current activity.
Moreover, if the Romanian organizations will not take measures for their ethic and social responsibility, they
will be excluded from the international economic affairs by the global audience, increasingly aware of global
issues and more receptive to the work of organizations that are working to resolve them.
A successful company is the one which is involved in social life. Business redefine them, the objective remains
the same: the profit, but the means and ways of obtaining it are like continuous experiments. Private business
environment operates today upon a different logic, a different dynamic. It seems that the Romanian business
environment does not understand these things, and this could be the most important step for transition to a truly
European business environment.
CONCLUSIONS
Nobody doubts that businesses seek to make a profit, meant to satisfy a personal interest. In a rational
approach, the personal interest is better served by a cooperative attitude toward others than by a consistently
aggressive behavior. By their nature, business is competitive, but economic competition has its bases in
cooperation between shareholders, managers, employees, customers, suppliers and even between competitors. In
other words, good and healthy businesses are governed by rules designed to ensure benefits for all partners.
Some of these rules are legal rules that most businessmen consider mandatory for everyone.
But the law can not offer clear and arguably solutions in all particular situations, sometimes very complex,
which may appear during the trade. Where the law has nothing to say, morality is the only guide that we can rely
to make the best decisions. Theoretical and practical business must meet certain moral standards. What are the
most solid, most upright and most effective moral rules that a successful business person should consider? The
answer to this question is not at all simple and widely accepted. The ideas of some individuals regarding the
moral and social resposibilities that a businessman must assume depend categorically on how to understand and
define the very concept of business. Ethics in economic life should be seen not only as an extension of moral
principles in everyday life in the business world. The latter can also influence (for good or bad) the ethic human
behavior. The man comes to think about life and people in light of the negotiations, trades and economic
decisions. The general climate in which they are carried out, the ethical tests that an economic system based on
competition always puts in the way of its protagonists, deeply mark the individual behavior and the whole
system of moral values of society.
The last decade has seen a veritable explosion of ethical codes of conduct of multinational corporations in
international affairs. Most are prepared in accordance with the principles established by the OECD (Organization
of Economic Cooperation and Development) and ICGN (International Corporate Governance Network). Many
of them can be accessed on the Internet. That in itself is gratifying. Significantly, they are largely consistent,
indicating a consensus on the objectives and ground rules in international affairs. Unfortunately, many of these
codes of conduct sets out some vague truism, and top managers and business analysts recognize that almost
everything is to be done in terms of actual implementation of the principles stated in the daily activities of
companies operating on the global market.
Many problems still awaits a theoretically well argumented solution and verified in practice. Importantly,
though, the most pressing issues have already been made and accepted by the community of transnational
corporations, which is not insignificant. Once set in motion the process of evolution of ethics in international
affairs will undoubtedly continue in an accelerated pace, with results, hopefully positive for as many and as wide
range of interactive groups in the global economy.
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Indeed, environmental problems are not an excuse for unethical conduct of business; on the contrary, it can
convert its moral quality in a strategic force. Concluding the set, in short, we get the following postulates which
summarize most of the problems of business ethics:
• Without ethics, there is no future for business and for society itself.
• In business, ethics is above all a moral of money.
• Progress is based more on practical ethics than on its content.
• It is not enough to impose ethics in an organization; a system of sanctions is also necessary.
• Transparency is the ethical weapon of our time.
Addressing the issue of ethics in business today is very common, not only theoretically but also practically.
Even if the society in which we live, the dynamic and volatile economic environment, dominated by the
competition put a lot of barriers to those who guide themselves in daily life or in business by the principles of
ethics, there are many "survivors" who do not step aside and demonstrate that ethics is a necessity and,
moreover, it is profitable.
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ABSTRACT
The current interest in the economics of intangibles is not surprising. It is now accepted that the concept of
intellectual capital is having profound implication also for corporate accounting and reporting because more
and more companies started producing reports which are different from the traditional or financially
requirements.
The aim of this paper is to present the complex issues regarding the area of accounting for the faire value of
intangibles and analysis the conditions to the recognition, measure in the traditional financial statements. A
paradox of intangible assets is that the more incorporates, the more volatile is its valuation.
In other words, conventional financial statements and management reports presently provide insufficient
information on the intellectual capital that really contributes to a company’s success.
Key words: intangible assets, fair value, financial statements
JEL Classification: M41
INTRODUCTION
The essence of globalization is to ensure a social completeness of economy. The economy may be
globalizing as an effect of commercial conventions through its specific agents, players of the global markets.
According to their position on the international scene, this phenomenon shall be benefic for humanity. Along
with the globalization of business comes globalization of the language of business: accounting.
Generally, globalization of accounting is a component of a total globalization package. Countries believe that
embracing global accounting standards will open up capital markets and either attract, or restrict the loss of,
foreign investment. Other countries have formally committed via Memoranda of Understanding with the IASB
to converge their national GAAP with IFRS. In the new economy, the importance of informational, intangible
assets derives from the benefits they bring, in a deeply competition society. Information becomes merchandise
mainly due to its codification. Knowledge can be related to the human capital, but the two notions do not exactly
overlap. As more and more work is done at the intellectual level, holding and manipulating information becomes
an essential quality of each employee.
Moreover, it is visible that some of the models for evaluating intellectual capital are built on the same
principles and use the same indicators, only their names being different. This fact proves that the area is in its
first stages and no one wants to give up their own nomenclature by borrowing the results of the work of others,
as long as no method is generally valid. Reasoning further, an important aspect for this research area is
elaborating a common set of definitions and indicators which can be easily generalized.
Facing multiple challenges, like: striving towards conceptualizing the area; attempting to measuring the
intangibles; establishing cause-effect relations; proving the truthfulness of some approximate variables, many
companies with a system of managing the intellectual capital happen to use within it some individual indicators
whose relevance is not fully justified. Thus, Goran Ross proved the fact that companies tend to use overextended
lists of indicators, and the measuring systems they use tend as a consequence to be difficult and complex, being
frequently loaded with useless indicators. Thus it is very important to determine and establish relevant indicators,
to group them in specific categories (quantitative or qualitative, referring to individual aspects of the company’s
business - for example the employees - or to the macro aspects) and not simply put them together, while at the
same time assigning to each category a specific weight in calculating the final result.
So, some specialists bring into question the understanding and application of existing national GAAP and
historical cost accounting. While removal of global barriers makes a global accounting language appealing,
differences between the economic, social, and political characteristics of each country raise questions concerning
the ability of all countries to enforce an identical set of regulations.
THE FAIR VALUE OF THE INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Using the existing definition of fair value in IFRS literature, fair value represents the amount for which an
asset or liability could be exchanged in a current transaction. That amount compounds the expectations of market
participants regarding the future net cash inflows to be generated by an asset or the future net cash outflows to be
sacrificed in settling or extinguishing a liability.
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Although it is not yet on the IASB’s active agenda, accounting for intangible assets is one of the projects
included on the Roadmap for Convergence. By 2008, the boards will have considered the result of the IASB
research project on intangible assets and made a decision about the scope and timing of a potential agenda
project.
In recent years the boards have spent some time considering the accounting for purchased intangible assets,
including goodwill, in the context of their business combinations projects. In view of this, it is likely that the
project listed on the Roadmap will focus on initial and subsequent accounting for internally generated intangible
assets.
Most authors rather prefer simply counting the main parts of the whole, while the official accounting texts
define the notion in very vague terms. Actually, the general definitions become very quickly useless because of
their barely analytical nature, while the more precise definitions prove to be too focused on particular cases.
Another researcher considers that instead of a universal definition or some lists stating which expense can be
seen as an investment, it is more relevant to specify the features of immaterial investment, which are, according
to him, the following:
⇒ appears in an important amount before the production process, in the research and development stage
for technologies, and in the market expansion stage for retail investment;
⇒ is usually irreversible;
⇒ generate specific assets which are difficult to be sold on the market, their value being usually
determined by the organization which incorporates them.
The immaterial are a combination between expenses and investment, saying about them that they are not
common expenses for which the aim is only their management and decrease, but rather a strategic managerial
decision of the company; nor are they common investment because their effects are indirect and are qualitative in
nature, while their profitableness is only financial.
IAS 38 Intangible Assets contains very restrictive conditions for the recognition of internally developed
intangible assets. Indeed, it specifically prohibits the recognition of internally generated brands, mastheads,
publishing titles, customer lists and items similar in substance.
IAS 38 also contains very restrictive conditions for revaluing intangible assets to fair value, requiring there to
be an active market for the intangible asset in question. The end result of these restrictions is that, absent
business combinations, very few internally developed intangible assets are recognized in financial statements
and even fewer are ever revalued. Many commentators see this outcome as evidencing a major deficiency in the
existing accounting model, particularly in view of the fact that internally generated intangible assets increasingly
constitute significant resources in modern corporations. They point to business combination accounting, where
these assets are recognized and are measured at their fair value, and ask why two such contradictory accounting
models co-exist.
The challenge facing the boards in developing an improved accounting standard for internally developed
intangible assets is that the conventional cost-based accounting model seems unsuited for the task - at least for
initial recognition. These assets typically arise over time, often over long periods, without a specific recognition
event occurring. Cost accumulation models do not work very well when you do not know whether you have an
asset for which costs should be accumulated. Then when you do believe an asset exists, it is often extremely
difficult if not impossible to trace the specific past costs that may have been associated with the creation of the
asset. A fair value model, on the other hand, can provide an accounting measure for these assets, both at initial
recognition and subsequently – the amount for which the asset could be exchanged in a current transaction.
Notwithstanding the off-expressed concerns about the reliability of such fair value measures in the absence of
market evidence, fair values of internally developed intangible assets are determined and reported in the
financial statements whenever business combinations take place.
Although I expect the Board to commence a project in accounting for internally developed intangible assets, I
do not anticipate a broader review of the Standard in the foreseeable future. For example, we see no prospect of
the Board giving serious consideration to replacing the cost model for subsequent measurement of intangible
assets with a fair value model. Likewise, I do not see the Board removing the fair value option, although it may
be that its work on identifiable intangible assets will lead to reconsideration of the existing restrictions on using
the option.
Some analysts have proposed finding fair values of intangibles and equity by analyzing capitalized value
based on current share prices. This defeats the purpose of accounting. The purpose of accounting is to help
investors make bid and ask prices in the stock market and to provide risk information to creditors and investors.
Using share prices to set accounting values puts the cart before the horse. The accounting horse is supposed to
pull the cart; the cart is not supposed to pull the horse.
Another problem of intangibles valuation is that such values are often extremely unstable. A new discovery
may destroy huge components of patent, skilled labor and other knowledge capital intangibles.
CONCLUSIONS
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Fair value is here to stay. It is already deeply embedded in IASB and FASB literature and there are growing
calls from the user community to increase its use in financial reporting. Conceptual support for fair value is
demonstrable and will be further underpinned in the revised conceptual framework. Users, prepares, auditors and
regulators will become more comfortable with the use of fair value as time passes. On top of that, the current
lacks of investment in intellectual capital have several consequences. If we can develop a better way to account
for such investments, we will achieve a more efficient allocation of resources and benefits will accrue to the
economy. As a result it is some problems of credibility and meaningfulness vis-à-vis these new reports. Also the
intangibles phenomena represented by the date which can be in conflict with their reliability.
In economist dreams, the net value of assets minus the net value of liabilities with fair value adjustments is
equal to the current value of the equity if that equity is sold in the open market. However, this will be an
evolutionary rather than revolutionary process and will involve targeting areas in need of improvement. It will
also involve extensive consultation with constituents.
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Abstract:The authors describe teaching strategies they have developed for graduate education in Educational
Administration, Professional Counseling and Social Work. In these applied professions, adult learners are best
served by active, engaged, and reflective teaching strategies. The strategies are based on principles of adult
learning theory and cooperative learning and have been evaluated by students as valuable learning experiences.
Three strategies, a symposium presentation, prevention program, and group budgeting project are described in term
of design, structure, outcome and evaluation. Additional strategies are briefly described that utilize the latest
technologies. The strategies aim to exemplify the process of teaching theory to practice in the chosen profession.
INTRODUCTION
In teaching graduate students in professional master's programs in the social sciences, it has been the authors'
experience that cooperative learning approaches are particularly well suited to graduate education. In professional
programs, students are embarking on careers in which their ability to successfully interact with a variety of people in
a variety of roles is essential. As school principals, students with the master's degree in Leadership in Educational
Administration need skills in organizational leadership, effective personnel practices, and community building in
many different settings. As school and mental health counselors, students will work with organizations, individuals,
groups, families, and the larger community in promoting mental health. Cooperative learning approaches at the
graduate level accomplish the goals described by Natasi and Clements (1991) such as "enhanced academic
achievement and cognitive growth, motivation and positive attitudes toward learning, social competence, and
interpersonal relations" (p.111). In addition, at the graduate level, cooperative learning approaches can provide "real
life" experiential learning depending on the nature of the project, utilizing the process of theory to practice.
The authors believe in the power of a "connected class." Describing a connected class as providing a culture for
growth, Belenky, Clinchy, Golberger and Tarule (1986) explain that "the connected teacher tries to create groups in
which members can nurture each other's thoughts to maturity" (p. 221). The cooperative learning projects presented
use strategies that are interactive and facilitate connected knowing. "Connected knowing builds on the subjectivists'
conviction that the most trustworthy knowledge comes from personal experience rather than pronouncements of
authorities. . .Connected knowers develop procedures for gaining access to other people's knowledge" (pp. 112-113).
Successful teaching of graduate students requires an understanding of adult learning. Extrinsic motivation to learn as
an adult may include the opportunity for a promotion, entry to a new career, more money, or simply a need to keep
up with change (Rogers, 1989). Intrinsic motivation varies from student to student. Whatever the motivation,
graduate students respond to teaching that actively involves them in a learning process, allows for choice and
working at their own pace, is directed toward relevant or practical skills and knowledge, and makes use of their
experience (Rogers, 1989). Active learning strategies, which form the basis of cooperative learning projects, have
been shown to increase student motivation, especially for graduate students (Bonwell & Eison, 1995).
Cooperative group learning projects are particularly suited to graduate students. The problem-centered orientation
to learning characteristic of adults was identified by Knowles (1970) as one of the most basic characteristics of adult
learning. According to Knowles (1984), there are four important distinctions between adult and child learners: These
assumptions are that, as a person matures, (1) self-concept moves from one of being a dependent personality toward
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one of being a self-directing human being, (2) the adult learner accumulates a growing reservoir of experience that
become an increasing resource for learning, (3) readiness to learn becomes oriented to the developmental tasks of
social roles, and (4) time perspective changes from one of postponed application of knowledge to immediacy of
application, and orientation toward learning shifts from one of subject centeredness to one of problem centeredness.
(p. 39) Cooperative learning methods, in general, share characteristics that contribute to the learning of adult
students. While working in cooperative groups, students use collaborative, pro-social behavior to accomplish
learning tasks or projects. Projects and activities are structured so that students are positively interdependent as well
as individually accountable for their learning. Successful teaching and learning for graduate students involves
organizing learning experiences that take into account these characteristics of adults. Links between what we know
about adult learning and cooperative learning led the authors to develop the variety of cooperative learning strategies
described in this paper.
GROUP INVESTIGATION: SYMPOSIUM
For graduate course titled "Legal and Social Change," the author adapted for graduate students the group
investigation model developed by Thelen (Joyce & Weil, 1986). The course description is as follows: "Analysis of
effects of legal and social change on the lives of young people and on the work of educators and other helping
professionals." Course goals are: (a) to stimulate reflection on aspects of life in our culture that limit both freedom
and the full development of human potential, (b) to consider creative responses to these limitations, and (c) to
examine one's own personal commitment to valuing of diversity, dignity, dialogue, and democracy. The course
meets weekly for two and one-half hour sessions and typically involves 20 to 25 students.
Design
This adaptation of the group investigation model requires groups of from four to six students to confront a social
issue and report on the results of their investigation in a Symposium, a 90 minute workshop style presentation. A
Symposium is defined as "a conference or meeting for the discussion of some subject, especially an academic topic
or social problem" (Collins Dictionary and Thesaurus, 1987). Students become experts on social issues and work
through the processes of: (a) selecting and refining a topic, (b) formulating an investigation process, (c) completing
additional research and developing the workshop, (d) and presenting the Symposium. Topics are investigated both
nationally and in terms of the local area.
Structure
Symposium group members use some class time, approximately an hour from each of several class periods, to plan
and develop the Symposium presentation. Groups of from four to six persons are created by the instructor to give
students the experience of working with diversity. The first phase of the project, selecting and refining a topic, can
be structured in several ways. Sometimes the topics have been predetermined and are simply broad categories such
as changing families, welfare, poverty, or racism, for example. When this approach is used, students' topic
preferences are taken into account in making group assignments. Other times students are put into diverse groups
and then challenged to develop a topic of interest to all. Another variation has been to assign students to groups by
age diversity and to give each group a different decade to investigate, beginning with the 1950s. Subtopics for the
decade group investigations are the same for each group and identified by the instructor. Each week a new decade is
presented and as the weeks unfold, students develop a better historical understanding of social issues such as
poverty, housing, racism, violence, and gender and lifestyle issues. Whatever the topic, each student is expected
through reading and research to become well informed about his or her Symposium topic generally, as well as about
the sub-topic specifically. Once the topics have been decided students are guided in refining the topics through a
series of questions. By the end of the first in-class planning session sub-topics for individual research typically have
been identified by each of the groups and selected by individual
Outcome
One memorable Symposium was titled "Living with Urban Poverty." The introduction focused the presentation
with this statement: "Our group's enlightenment to the poverty that engulfs our society as a whole has deepened our
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awareness of the complex avenues that lead to the inequities that our society possesses. As a group we want to allow
others to gain experience and education. Perhaps we will even shock some with the information we have learned
about urban poverty. With no food, no bed, no money, clothes or family, circumstances beyond one's control, where
would we go?" Also included in the introduction was an opening video created by group members featuring scenes
of poverty in the local community. The video was well done, included interaction with some of the subjects being
filmed, and was thought-provoking. Individual subtopics were the following, with information conveyed through
individual presentations: Pregnant Teens, Poor Children's Education, Welfare Legislation, and Gang Problems. The
group activity was a roulette game called "Resources vs. Problems" that simulated the consequences of poverty for
the life chances of those living in poverty. The game was designed to show how those with more resources get better
educational opportunities and typically more wealthy, while poverty breeds poverty. Students moved around the
room to different dealers, experiencing the consequences of their assigned roles and the cards they were dealt. The
presentation concluded with excerpts from a commercial video called "Life's Little Instruction Book." In a reflection
about memorable concepts from presentations other than your own, one student wrote the following: "The concept
that when you start with nothing it is very hard to gain was a very powerful message in the poverty symposium. The
card game really made you aware of this by not giving you the resources needed when you were poverty-stricken.
After that activity, I can understand why so many people feel hopeless. . . I felt this activity really gave you a feeling
of what it would be like to have your cards dealt against you."
Evaluation
Evaluation of the Symposium project has three basic components. When the Symposium project is introduced
students receive a copy of the Feedback Form that the instructor will use in assessing each presentation. A total of
30 points are possible and each student in the group receives the same grade. The form includes the following
criteria and point specifications: (a) introduction that focuses the topic and gets attention (3 points), (b) clear
presentation of information (12 points), (c) creative participatory learning experience (3 points), (d) clear and
memorable summary/conclusion (2 points), (e) creativity in how the investigation was carried out and in the
presentation (5 points), (f) well organized and helpful handouts (3 points), and (g) Time/Activity logs that
demonstrate investment of individual time and energy (2 points). The instructor awards points and provides
comments on each component, making copies of the completed feedback form for each group member. A second
component of the evaluation involves the individual Time/Activity logs for the Symposium project. Logs are not
graded as such but influence whether the student earns the full credit available for class participation. Finally, each
student in a Symposium group evaluates the other group members. Group members develop their own criteria and
award each other from one to five points. These assessments are due the night of the presentation and also become
part of each student's class participation grade.
Students' evaluative comments about presenting the "Living with Urban Poverty" Symposium included, "My work
with the group helped me understand the desperateness of poverty. Several issues we as a group agreed upon, but
other issues brought about some intense debate, which helped me to look at more than my own view of a given
situation." Another student wrote, "As we discussed our individual topics and learned information from one another,
we were culturally more aware. Our discussions on how to create our symposium brought more information into our
world." These comments illustrate that connected knowing works.
PREVENTION PROGRAM IN COUNSELING
In a graduate course in professional counseling, the goals for the course include providing students with the skills,
knowledge and attitudes necessary for effective community counseling. A cooperative learning project such as the
development and implementation of a prevention program fulfills this goal in several ways: (a) students learn how to
work cooperatively as a team to plan, develop, and implement a program much in the same way they will when
working for a community agency; (b) students acquire first-hand knowledge of community resources available and
how to access those resources; and (c) students learn the process for developing community/agency based
prevention programs from the initial stage of assessment to the final evaluation.
Design
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The overall design of the cooperative project encompassed four phases: assessment of the needs of the target
population, development of prevention activities to meet those needs, presentation of the program, and evaluation of
the total program and component parts. Students worked in cooperative groups through each phase of the design. In
a class of 20 students, four groups of five were used. During class time, group members were assigned roles such as
reporter, recorder, time-keeper, and facilitator to assist with the group process. Work outside of class was structured
as the students desired. At the end of one phase, students have the option to work with a different group. During the
assessment phase each group was assigned separate areas to research to avoid overlap in information gathering. For
example, one group was assigned to research the Internet and current literature while another was to interview
professionals in the field. After completing the research, each group presented their information to the entire class.
With the necessary background information shared, groups moved to the next phase of designing prevention
activities based on the research. The initial task of developing goals was accomplished by each group sharing their
ideas and final goals were then developed by consensus of the whole class. Each group was then assigned a goal
from which to brainstorm ideas for activities that would accomplish the goal. When the activities were formulated
and agreed upon, students were provided with the opportunity to decide with which activity they wanted to work.
After developing a detailed plan for the activity, along with resources needed and an evaluation component, the total
program was developed from the activities of the five groups. The program was implemented by the students with
clients from a cooperating community agency. Clients and professional staff provided evaluative information for
further development of the prevention program. At the end of the project, students evaluated themselves, their peers,
and the program.

Outcome
Prior to the semester's start, the course instructor arranged for the prevention program to be developed in
collaboration with a local community counseling agency. The director of a program serving homeless youth agreed
to assist with access to information and clients. A prevention program on preventing HIV/AIDS was agreed upon
due to the high risk of homeless youth to contract HIV/AIDS. A small grant for materials and resources was
obtained from the university. Student groups obtained information about HIV/AIDS and homeless youth from
investigating current literature, the Internet, interviewing professionals who provide services for homeless youth,
and by interviewing former homeless youth program clients. Based on this research they developed the following
goals for the prevention program which was now entitled All Individuals Deserve Support (AIDS): (a) to educate
Homeless Youth Case Managers in HIV/AIDS prevention information and methods for the purpose of ongoing
education and support of their clients; (b) to incorporate homeless youth into program development and
implementation; (c) to provide client specific information materials; and (d) to integrate the program into existing
services as appropriate. The activities designed to meet these goals included developing a resource library
consisting of client-appropriate brochures, pamphlets, videos, books and other materials organized for accessibility
and housed in the offices of the homeless youth program; in service training program for the case managers who
provide direct service and support to the homeless youth addressing current information about AIDS/HIV and its
transmission and how to talk to clients about prevention; a three-part psycho educational group for clients focused
on developing self-esteem and assertiveness; and development of a peer helper program where homeless youth who
had successfully completed the program would assist those still struggling with homelessness and related concerns.
The first activity, designed to serve as an 'attention-grabber" was a pizza dinner and talk with a person living with
AIDS. The speaker, who was close in age to the audience, told her story and answered questions. The other activities
were scheduled following this initial program.
Evaluation
Evaluation for grading consisted of an activity log and a portfolio completed by each student as well as an
evaluation of the student by his or her group members. The activity log was a listing and description of all activities
related to the project and the time involved. The portfolio included all materials found and developed as a part of the
project. At the initial group meeting, students were assigned the task of developing a method for evaluating the
contribution of each group member. Groups developed the criteria for evaluation based on their expectations of
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themselves and each other in the group process. The instructor assigned a grade for participation based on the group
evaluation and the activity log for individuals and a single group grade for the group's performance in the program.
Student comments regarding the prevention project included, "I've learned more from this project and the people I
worked with than any other so far" and "This was an excellent learning opportunity, working with real clients was so
much more satisfying and assisted in my understanding of what I will face after graduation." Overall, quantitative
and qualitative evaluations by students suggest that they find this a valuable learning experience on many different
levels.
BUDGETING A POVERTY LEVEL INCOME
When teaching about cultural competence, the “isms” related to gender, race, and ethnicity tend to be more
commonly addressed. Teaching strategies that establish a micro as well as macro understanding of poverty and class
issues that reaches students at both the cognitive and affective levels can be more challenging to find. One author
has used a variation of the “Budgeting a Poverty Level Income” exercise from Lieberman’s (1998) The Social
Workout Book: Strength Building Exercises for the Pre-Professional. As stated in the text, the goals of the workout
are to explore assumptions and enable critical thinking about the meaning of poverty, the reality of the poverty
threshold, minimum wage debates, and welfare reform in the United States.
Design
Lieberman (1998) provides an introductory reading that sets the stage regarding the macro poverty policy issues as
well as describing an imaginary family of four with two recently laid off parents and two children, ages two and six.
The family has recently moved in search of new jobs and has been able to bring a few belongings with them. This is
followed by a family annual line item budget listing the following thirteen categories: housing, utilities,
maintenance, transportation, education, insurance, food, wardrobe, personal care/sundries, medical care, dependent
care, discretionary expenses (entertainment, birthdays, vacation, holidays, postage), and miscellaneous. The class is
divided into small groups and assigned two, three, or four of the budget subcategories, depending on the size of the
class. Each group must research the items in their categories, and make decisions about things such as renting or
owning a home, owning a car vs. using a bus pass, private vs. public schools, and so on. The ultimate goal is to
access as many resources as possible as economically as possible in order to stay within the annual poverty budget
figure for that year ($18,400 for a family of four in 2003). Students keep notes about how they arrived at their
figures and bring it all to class on the assigned day.
Outcome
In class, a sheet of newsprint is posted on the wall for each budget category with line items listed for each category.
Each group presents their research to the class, fills in the budgeted numbers for each line item, and subtotals that
budget category on the newsprint. On the final sheet of paper, the class totals all the subtotals to find out how close
to the poverty budget figure they have come. This entire process is accompanied by much discussion about how
various monetary decisions could be made. Over the five years of using this class exercise, the closet any class
came to the poverty line threshold was double the amount. The class that came in the closest to the actual figure
forgot several items such as disposable diapers for the two year old child.
Evaluation
The exercise concludes with students writing a reflection paper after the classroom part of the exercise is
conducted. Students respond to questions such as: 1) prior to completing this project, how reasonably did you
believe that the government poverty-line calculation for a family of four represented the funds needed for a
particular family to live on? 2) What are three budget items you consider necessary but had not really thought
about prior to this project and where would you cut this budget? 3) How has completing this workout changed your
thinking about how poverty is defined or how one defines what is essential for an adequate standard of living? And
4) If you could change policy, what would you change?
Students report that this exercise made a lasting impact on their understanding of poverty and how macro policy
affects families in micro ways on a daily basis. The reflection papers repeatedly reveal changed self-awareness on
both cognitive and affective levels from both students who have and have not been touched by poverty in their lives.
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Students begin to understand how they can consciously make choices as social workers that can influence policy
change and its implementation.
ADDITIONAL STRATEGIES
Recent advances in technology have increased the opportunities for creative teaching strategies for graduate
students. For institutions of higher education with access to Internet2, many opportunities exist for the social
sciences. Internet2 is a research and development consortium led by over 200 US universities working in partnership
with industry and government to develop and deploy advanced network applications and technologies. Internet 2
allows for face to face interactions with people who are located at another Internet2 site, university or organization.
Internet2 can be used to bring groups of students from different universities together in real time to work together on
projects. Another use has been to invite a leader in the profession to join a class and present a lecture utilizing
Internet 2. Recently, at Bradley University, the Theatre Department received an award for a collaborative
production that utilized Internet 2. Bradley UniversityTheatre, the University of Waterloo in Canada, and the
University of Central Florida, were awarded the 2008 ORION Learning Award of Merit (The Ontario Internet2
Award) for their collaborative production of Alice (Experiments) in Wonderland, which was performed
simultaneously on the three campuses. Through the use of broadband computers, 2-D and 3-D sets with multiple
screens and lighting effects, the three institutions staged the play simultaneously in front of a live audience. Eleven
actors appeared on stage in each venue. Romania is one of the countries currently developing a memorandum of
understanding to partner with Internet2. Information about Internet2 can be accessed at www.intenet2.edu/info/.
In addition to Internet2, virtual communities such as Second Life provide opportunities for teaching and learning.
In a graduate course in counseling, the entire class participated in group projects on Second Life, choosing their
individual avatars and working together in the virtual community to develop a grief counseling component for the
public. Information about the Second Life virtual community is available at http://secondlife.com/whatis/ and
ttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOFU9oUF2HA.
CONCLUSIONS
Johnson and Johnson (1994) identify five elements that must be present for effective cooperative learning. The
elements include positive interdependence, individual accountability, group processing, interpersonal and group
skills, and face to face interaction. These elements contribute to successful adult learning as described by Knowles
(1984). The group investigation, prevention program and other cooperative learning projects described exemplify
this approach to learning. Graduate students report that some of the most important learning occurs through the
planned interactions, research and processing. Although significant investment in planning and preparation time is
required for cooperative learning projects, the learning that results is well worth the effort.
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Abstract: EU integration has imposed upon Romania, modifications and supplement the
current internal legislation, the most important are the modifications brought to law 31/1990
regarding commercial companies and those regarding the regulations in fiscal problems. In current
practice there are many cases of increasing or decreasing the social capital and also very often
theses action are undertook without knowing or respecting the proper accounting or fiscal
regulations. The corporate governance imposes the transparency of fiscal and accounting
information, because they are the corner stone of every decision and must help different categories
of users in choosing the optimal solutions, especially for the fiscal management of every company.
Recent reality certifies the fact that Romania has achieved progress in company administration and
the implemented reforms have improved the judicial and reglementation system. This study wants to
present some legislative aspects regarding the decrease in social capital and propose directions for
solving or preventing the fiscal risks that are implied.

the

keywords: nominal value of shares; dividend; accounting treatment of decrease social capital;
buy back of own stocks; fiscal treatment of decrease social capital .

A) LEGAL REGULATIONS:
a1)Law 31/1990 republished mentions at article 103, line (1) that “a company cannot acquire her own
shares, either direct, either through persons who act in their own name but for the companies benefit,
except the case in which the shareholders extraordinary general assembly decides otherwise, respecting the
following dispositions”. At the same article line (5), it is mentioned that “payment of these shares will be
made only from dividends or from available reserves of the company, excepting the legal reserves, declared
at the last annual approved finance situation”
Still at article 104, it is said that “restrictions from article 103 are not applicable when the company
obtains a majoritary number of its own shares, free of all constrains if done in one of the following
situations: a) with the purpose of reducing social capital, according to article 207, by rendering out of
use a number of its own shares equal to the value of the reduction”.
Article 207, line (1), letter (c), stipulates “social capital may be reduced by acquiring own shares and
taking them off the market”. Also, at line 2 “social capital may be reduced, only when this reduction is not
motivated by losses by […] giving back to shareholders a quota from their shares, proportional with the
capital reduction and equally calculated for every share or social part”
In conformity with article 158, law 31/1990 republished, if managers receive information that, after a
severe loss, the net active, calculated as a difference between the total of actives and the companies’ debt,
represents less then half of the value of the social capital, they will call for an extraordinary general
assembly in order to either re-create the capital, reduce it to its present value or dissolving the company.
This is why it is recommended to verify this condition, before reducing the social capital.
a2) Law 571/2003 regarding the fiscal code defines the dividend in title I “General dispositions”, at
chapter III “Definitions”, as being “a distribution in money or in products, made by a company to a
participant to that company, due to the factPage
that this
97 persons
/ 116 owns shares of that company, except the
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following : […] b) a distribution in money or in products, made in connection with the buy back of shares,
other then the buy back that is not part of any plan, that does not modify the percentage of shares of any
share holders […]”
Interpretation: In the situation in which a buy back of own shares occurs, in order to reduce social
capital, this has fiscal implications regarding the taxation of dividends if the society does not buy back
shares from all the share holders in equal measure.
B) Accounting registration linked to the operation of buying back own shareholders, at a
higher price then their nominal value
b1) Reducing social capital according to taking of the market these shares, in the variant of
maintaining the proportion.
There are two accounting techniques to register this; one is based on admitting financial expenses
the other on reducing other reserves as follows:
b1.1) accounting treatment means admitting some expenses:
a) buying back shares at a price bigger then their nominal value:
109
b)

=

5121

buy back price

Taking of the market bought shares at their nominal value:

109 buy back price
nominal value of shares
difference between reburying price and
nominal value
b1.2) accounting treatment means utilizing resources:
a) buying back shares at a price bigger then their nominal value:
%
1012
668

=

109

=

5121

buy back price

b) Taking of the market bought shares at their nominal value:
%
1012
1068

=

109 buy back price
nominal value of shares
difference between reburying price
and nominal value

Interpretation of the two accounting techniques used:
In case the company has admitted to fiscal expenses, from a fiscal point of view the will be
considered fiscal non-deductible, because it is considered they must be supported from the accounting
profit distributed. If the reserves of the entity are used, in the limit of the law, the size of its own capital
decreases, like in the case mentioned and interpreted before, the fiscal incidence appears only if the
reserve must be submitted to fiscal taxation.
b2) Reducing the social capital accordingly to taking of the market those shares, in the variant in
which the proportion is not kept:
From an accounting point of view, the registrations are identical with the one presented at point b1),
using the two accounting techniques mentioned before.
From a fiscal point of view, the difference between the buy back price and the nominal value of
the shares bought back and taken of the market is considered a dividend. Thus we must calculate and
register the taxation on dividends, with the help of the formula of reduced hundred. The obligation of
declaring the taxes on dividends goes to the company for the shareholders that have left the company.
635

=

446

taxing dividends
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From a fiscal point of view, this expense in non deductible when calculating the taxes on income.
The names of the used accounts:
1012 Social capital submitted
109 Own shares
1068 Other reserves
446 Other taxes and taxation
5121 Reserves in lei at banks
635 Expenses with other taxes and taxation
668 Other financial expenses
C) Accounting registrations of the operation of buying back own shares, at a lower price then
their actual nominal value
c1) Reducing social capital according to taking of the market these shares, in the variant of
maintaining the proportion.
From an accounting point of view, the two techniques of registrations refer to admitting a fiscal
income, or making new reserves like this:
c1.1) Admitting a financial income:
a) buying back shares, at a lower price then their actual nominal value:
109

=

5121

buy back price

b) Taking of the market bought back shares, at their nominal value:
1012 =

%

nominal value of shares
109
buy back price
768
difference between the buy back price and
their nominal value

From a fiscal point of view, the income is non taxable when calculating profit income.
c1.2) making up new reserves:
a) Buying back shares, at a lower value then their actual nominal value:
109
=
5121
buy back price
b) Taking of the market bought back shares, at their nominal value:
1012 =

%
109
1068

nominal value of shares
buy back price
difference between the buy back price and
their nominal value

c2) Reducing the social capital accordingly to taking of the market those shares, in the variant in
which the proportion is not kept:
The accounting treatment is the same as the one presented at point c1), in the two other variants:
From a fiscal point of view we also consider that the difference between the nominal value of
shares and the buy back price is considered a dividend and the expenses is non deductible when
calculating the taxation on profit.
635

=

446

taxation on dividends
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COMPETITIVE MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING IN TOURISM
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Abstract
In the past 20 years it was finding out a continuous decrease of the external tourist demand for
Romania. It is necessary the modernization, relaunching and development of the Romanian tourism and
also to create some modern and competitive touristic products specific for this market. These actions are
appropriate to come back in the international market competition.
Also, it is necessary to develop the recreation and advertising offer with an important impact. In
addition, it is necessary to improve and develop the marketing and promotion activities, in order to insure
worldwide tourism integration. The valid legal regulations must compel with worldwide tourism and also
to support a stimulative and permanent financial – fiscal pattern. In this view, it is a stressing need for
intelligent strategies positioning on the tourism market, supported by channels of distribution and prices
strategies to the national level and regional and local also.
Key words: competitive management, marketing, tourism,
JEL Classification: M30, L83
1.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the industry of tourism and the travels worldwide represents the most dynamic sector
of activity and in the mean time the most important generator of jobs. From the economic point of view, the
tourism consists also on a main source of national economies support. Usually these countries have
important touristic resources and are adequately exploited.
The Romanian tourist offer is the same as time passes, but become inadequate related to the tourist
requirements and similar tourist products from international markets. The lodging tourist structures and,
especially, advertising offer are decayed, uncompetitive, and the tourist services with tourist programs are
achieved stereotypically with poor quality and this is the reason why the prices are so high. These are the
reasons why, in the past 20 years the external demand for Romanian services decreased. In order to be
included again on the international tourist competition it is necessary to modernize, relaunch and develop
the Romanian tourism infrastructure and to create also certain modern tourist products and also competitive
on the tourist market. Thus, it is obvious, to the tourist structures modernization, and creation of new
products, resorts, original programs, attractive and new that might be, with an activity sustained on
promotion on the international market, and to attract important tourist flows to Romania. Thus, it is
necessary to develop the advertising and animation offer, very appreciated, by creating different and
amusement parks, aquatic parks, such as already existing in other important countries with international
tradition. Except the modernization and development of a diversified tourist offer and competitive, it is
necessary to improve the marketing and promotion activities. Aforesaid measures are important because the
Romanian tourism has to integrate in worldwide tourism, supporting the legal requirements and also the
financial – fiscal requirements as stimulative and strong adequate as possible to other countries.
The tourism and travels, as a technological intensive industry, can help Romania to obtain and
apply at a competitive level certain IT & C technological systems. More and more operations from tourism
and travels, as well as the sales and distribution virtual operations are provided by IT & C systems. As Emarketing concept appeared, it is obvious to all of us that on a competitive global market with a strong
national branding it is necessary to optimize the resources, to concentrate in a core the interests - public and
private sector, national, regional and local – and to get the tourist attention. That means that will need a
special attention for a coordinated abordation over the marketing and distribution on Internet with the
purpose on improving the vision on Romania. Actually, the development of a facility must exist with
internet and IT & C development for entire country. The recommendation of the World Council of the
Tourism and Travels (WTTC) is that the Romanian Government to follow, continuously, the policy of an
open market of communication, that will generate low costs and services of a better quality for tourist and
tourism companies. In correlation with entire national economy, the tourism acts as a dynamic element of
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the global system. The tourism development calls a specific demand of goods and services. This demand
needs an increase on its production.
The main arguments that determine the necessity of tourism development are:
1. Practically, the tourism resources are ever - living, and thus the tourism represents one of the
economic sectors with real perspectives on long time period;
2. The complex exploitation and capitalization of the touristic resources with an effective
promotion on external market might be a source of convertible incomes increasing of the state; that means
that a balance of external payments will appear;
3. The tourism represents a safe market of labor work and redistribution of those who is disposable
from other economic industry branches;
4. The tourism, further its multiplying effect acts like a dynamic element of the global economic
system, generating some specific goods and services generating an increase of specific production; thus, the
tourism sustains a diversification of national economy structures.
2.
Using the management principles in tourism
For a clear analyze and offer solutions in order to solve the development of business tourism in
Romania, it is stressing to look out for certain elements. To find out better solutions, a travel agency
specialized in tourism must understand that is a real difference between buyer (customer) and consumer.
Generally, the customer is an employer (company), an organization or an institution who decides the fact
that the employees will travel with a certain purpose, to a certain destination. Practically, for example the
company pays the travel in business interest of the employee or its representative.
It is obvious the fact that the customer is different by the client. On the same time, the employee
effective travel is finally the customer of these services. Obviously, it is the situation when the customer
and consumer is the same person – for example in the case of participation to a scientific conference being
the same person that pays, participating also to the conference. The owner of a small company, same as the
manager, practically pays his own bills on company interest.
The presentation of this difference customer – consumer, has the role to stress out another
difference, named as THE MOTIVATION. Virtually, the interest of the customer and consumer are the
same, but many times, the employee on a mission has own interests, also without any connection to
company interests or the reason why was sent to the mission.
2.1
Urban marketing
Urban marketing represents a concept related to the urban policies aligning to the demands of the
factors already existing in the local economy; the concept is also related to the hopes and expectations
operated outside of it, with the purpose of local economy promotion. The urban development approach
means an overlapping of those two elements – city and market – and, also orientation of all actions to urban
level to the market.
2.2
Promotion of the Romanian tourism potential - factor of improvement of Romania
image as touristic destination and support and increase of economic competivity
increasing
In our country appeared some restraints representing a decrease of tourism competitivity:
- Advantage of prices decreasing due countries competition from the region;
- Late out phasing and staffing on development of certain special tourist products;
- Limited knowledge about external markets and some market cu high prices;
- Inadequate infrastructure facilities, in high degradation status (roads, hotels, communications,
airports and utilities, etc);
- Lack of the quality services oriented to the customers and markets;
- Lack of high management and marketing abilities;
- Lack of important investments on the private market;
- Lack of the legal regulations to this sector and horizontal cooperation with logistical services and
the offer of services or products from other sectors;
Achievement of the purpose of the Romanian tourism competitively increase needs actions
regarding international development and promotion of Romania as a tourist destination, near the
development of a sustainable national touristic industry.
The development of the national touristic brand represents as well a general priority, by sustaining
a country brand achievement with the effect of a foreign investments and to balance out the current
account; also, it is a specific one, if we consider that the tourism development and its secondary effects of
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achieving a poor infrastructure, on a medium period might have an important role on assembly captivity
increasing on entire economy. Another important activity is also the promotion of the tourist products and
services on the internal market by using a national campaign of sustaining the Romanian companies
competitively speaking.
The actions are referring to:
- The creation of a positive image of Romania as a touristic destination by defining and promotion
the national touristic brand;
- Internal market development of the tourism by a sustained increasing of the Romanian tourist
products and specific marketing activities;
Development of a national information network consisting of Information Centers and Touristic
Promotion by creating a national database with touristic information, inclusive an integrated national
system of its collecting and distribution is a very important challenge to be achieved.
2.3
Policy in the tourism activities
The national tourism will be oriented and integrated in regional and worldwide trend, from the
point of view of dynamic and orientation in offer structuration.
The objectives established by the Romanian Government in the tourism activities are:
• Increasing of the touristic circulation all over Romania;
• Offer diversification and tourist services increasing;
The Government of Romania wants to double the incomes from tourism activities up to 2010, by
using these aforesaid objectives.
The main measures that will be promoted by the Romanian Government to capitalize the national
touristic potential regarding the following issues:
• The definition and promotion of a national touristic brand to a individualization, stressing out and
insuring of a national specific offer attractively, as well for the final customers and investors, also;
• The stabilization of priorities in the stabilization of priorities of sustaining the tourism related to
the general infrastructure development;
• The cooperation of the governmental bodies with private sector for the promotion of cross border
investments, training process improvement and environment protection;
• Running of the consulting bodies between tourist industry and public administration and tourism
certification;
• According to the international work, transferring to the private sector, of the marketing and
promotion, licensing, certification and classification activities;
• Utilization of a share – part from the funds resulted from the professional conversion of the
workless people, for the preparing and training them in jobs and occupations specific to the tourism
activities;
• Improvement and financing of different educational profile level (tourism high schools and profile
universities);
• Action of tourism promotion to be as qualified possible (IT & C).
3. The Romanian tourism competitively increasing
Having into view the Romanian touristic potential, but in comparison also with the countries from
the same location in Europe, the share to GIP is smaller; the same situation is related to the incomes
obtained by the small companies specialized in tourism activities. This situation is due to the lack of the
complex touristic products, existence of the old fashioned and unmodernised capacities, included on the
nation privatization program between the period of 2001 – 2002 with modern facilities and equipment. In
addition, we can speak about the lack of the housing capacities in touristic areas that supply special
opportunities to practice the special tourism and echo – tourism, also.
There is a total or partial lack of the touristic capacities near the national parks or other protected
areas legally certified by Romanian bodies, according to the legal European requirements. The natural
touristic resources are difficult to be capitalized without an optimal quantitative and quality of housing,
alimentation and advertising structures.
The Romanian tourism represents the economic sector that has a valuable potential of
development, still enough unexploited; thus it might become an attraction source for investors and foreign
tourists. Actually, this thing is difficult due the countries with close border of Romania (Hungary, Bulgaria,
and Croatia) and also by the other specific problems in the Romanian tourism competitively.
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The great advantage of Romania regarding the development of the tourism is offered by the
natural and cultural resources of a large diversity all over the country, supplying the possibility to visit a
great number of tourism attractions, representing a large number of tourism specific activities. To describe
general tourist offer, with a poor diversification in the present days, it is important to say that Romania has
an important resources to be exploit and capitalize, during all year long. It is important to stress out national
and natural parks, protected areas, Danube Delta biosphere reservation, cultural patrimony richness and
diversity (monasteries, strongholds, churches, and monuments). In addition, the human communities that
keeps the values of rural cultural civilities in daily life and the opportunities of practicing adventure tourism
provided by the national rivers, spec – tourism, equestrian tourism, travel tourism on the Danube river and
winery tourism sustained by the fact that Romania is on the fifth place on Europe concerning viticulture. Of
course, on the mountain areas Romania’s guests all over the world can practice cycle – tourism with
mountain – bikes but also the off – roads contests.
All these aforementioned opportunities provide to Romania an important potential in order to
develop certain complex tourist product with a result to increase the total number of tourists. Also, the
opportunities to attract the foreign tourists especially are more and more diverse: the offer of the balneal
tourist stations, different shapes of the business tourism generated by congresses, symposiums and
exhibitions, diplomatic actions generated by the adheration of the Romania to the NATO structures as
member, the cultural – scientific life, business opening with multinational companies etc.
To achieve a competitive tourism, it is necessary to achieve some new elements and add some
high quality of the promotional materials, combined with optimal choose of the distribution channels. An
important usage must be offered to the Internet and its opportunities. It is important to increase the activity
of promotion by using the IT means, due the funds lack. Thus, it is important to buy some new modern IT
equipment.
The development sustained of tourist potential, creation and promotion of the national touristic
“brand” represents a basic component to achieve normal parameters. These parameters are adequate to
impose the Romania’s image on the international market as a good personalized destination, different by
the other competitive destinations and finally to attract some new investors and other strategic partners for
the tourist industry development.
Thus, it is necessary to create a complex tourist image by introducing some new elements,
diversification of general promotional materials and promotion elements penetration increasing (brochures,
CD-ROMs, films, maps, etc.) inclusive on all regions (counties and regions) to the level of demand,
creating of the national tourist brand and regional brands for the areas well marked on the international and
national tourist market and increasing of the advertising degree increasing, also.
3.1
Necessary strategic measures in tourism
Regional and local transport and business infrastructure improvement
The purpose of this measure is to support businesses to regional level by co – financing the public
investments in the business infrastructure, including IT&C, additional services to businesses, local transport
(roads) and industrial sites rehabilitation. The measure endorses the local authorities and must lead to a
better business pattern, by accessibility improvement, quality and services range for businesses,
rehabilitation of the industrial zones and the potential development of touristic attractions.
Urban rehabilitation and communal management services development
This is an outstanding measure endorsing the urban rehabilitation by sustaining the investments in
public resorts. Thus, it will be concentrated some measures to upgrade the water networks and also to treat
it and will represent a continuance of SAMTID program for small and medium villages. Its purpose is to
create services suppliers for potable and waste waters. Also, actions include rehabilitation and
modernization of the water supply and sewage networks from small cities. This measure is available for the
cities with a period up to a 10 years period without any repair of public investments in aforementioned city
water networks.
This measure stresses out the local authorities and has the purpose to stop the urban decline and
meanwhile to insure the basic conditions to bring some new investors.
Special Tourism Development
The measure of tourism stimulation has a purpose the stimulation of the special market areas balnear, agro tourism, valorification of the cultural patrimony, representing Romania with an appreciable
potential in many periphery zones of the country, by capitalization the existence of certain areas on this
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area on the European market.
This measure consists in a rehabilitation of a combination between
existent facilities, equipment investments and personnel training and will supply incomes and an increase
hiring opportunities in different areas in certain regions of the country.
Improvement and participation access to training programs
This is a measure with the purpose of assist the local authorities to achieve new competences on
the training activities to improve the quality and accessibility, especially in rural areas and small towns.
Also, in small and middle cities to improve existing facilities, by achieving rehabilitation works with
modern training equipment and training courses adapted to the local market necessities.
It is important to achieve a correlation for specific training according to the economic activities in
progress developed in rural areas supported and guided by implementing of the PND priority program:
„Rural economy development and productivity increasing in agriculture, pisciculture and forestry
exploitation”.
In addition, a number of measures are expected related to the investment activities to support
learning conditions necessary to learn the specific knowledge, by adequate endowments with didactic
equipments. This measure is related to the local authorities and public schools as final beneficiaries will
add an important support to the economic growth increasing the opportunities of local working places
training, especially for the people on the disadvantaged areas with a poor economy.
3.2

SMC DEVELOPMENT OF PRODUCTIVE AND SERVICES SECTORS

It is a measure with the role especially to support new established SMC, by offering non –
refundable support (grants) for investments in production activities, inclusive in the activities with a high
role of labor work, as well as the stimulation of the local SMC clusters training and also, the promotion of
diversification for industrial activities diversification and local strategies. The measure stressing out the
active small companies in disadvantaged zones, involved on the waste recycling and local resources
exploitation.
Another result expected is that using of these measures to stimulate the management spirit of the
population and to add something to the economic increasing and creating also some work places. Thus, it is
possible to create the status to other investitional initiatives unachieved up to that time due the lack of funds
unreleased by the banks.
3.3
WASTE MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT
It is a measure with the purpose to improve the waste systems management in small and medium
cities, as well as the lack of public investments on the past ten years in this sector. These measures are
pointing out the local authorities’ and will be based upon a number of local level local, inclusive the waste
collecting and transport, as well as the management techniques dissemination of the losses with low impact
and to small range, for example such as the platforms of punching. The measure will support to the living
conditions improvement from the periphery zones, as well as the urban decline cases stopping and to the
increasing of the number of localities that complies at the EU regulations.
1.4 CONCLUSIONS
The role played by the urban management on increasing the cities competitively is depending on
the ability used by the local public administrations to use its instruments: the strategic planification oriented
to the market, the urban marketing and advanced financing. The sustainable urban development has certain
performance requirements that combine the protection provided by the statute plans with flexibility,
efficiency and implication offered by the plans oriented to the result. In the process of the strategic
planning, it is very important the local knowledge potential and the demand of the target group are crucial
to provide some policies of development oriented to the market.
In the same time, that means that the urban marketing becomes a part of the planning process and
introduces to the level of the administrative structures a new organizational culture, pro-active, efficient
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and orientated to the client. The characteristic of these structures is referring, also to the capability of
finding some advanced forms of financing, on the situations where development projects are greater than
local budget possibilities. There are some alternatives of tourism development: ecotourism, tourism as
holiday house type, bringing also the natural capital, cultural and resources conservation
The touristic destinations are trying hardly to gain a better position on this dynamic market, in a
continuous increasing. In this view, it is a stressing need for intelligent strategies of positioning on the
tourism market, by adding also some distribution channels and price strategies. The tourist market
knowledge, by using studies and analysis, it is a long time period, expensive but very necessary.
An essential question in the marketing of a destination is about to create and manage successfully
a distinctive and attractive image of the damaged area. This thing is related directly and the efforts of
Romania to create own image, distinctive and to promote all over target markets.
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Abstract
Financing local government spending at the expense of taxes, contributions, donations
and other levies to grant title was always weak. This has conditioned the emergence of
alternatives for financing local objectives, including the fully registered Debenture were
municipal. Municipal bond loan, the economic and social sense, is the credit relationship
between the lender (investor public), making available to the debtor (local government)
temporarily free financial resources in terms of reimbursement and payment of interest
through special lending instrument - municipal bonds.
Municipal bond loan debt is a fundamental way the public authority in the medium and
long term, the credit instrument which is municipal bonds.
Keywords:
Debenture, legislative and regulatory framework, local administration, credit instruments,
financing deficit
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General approach on municipal bonds
Municipal Obligations are contracts between the municipality and the person or entity on
the financing of activities. Municipal obligations are debt holder of the issuer resulting
from a bond loan on the latter release it on the market, assuming the obligation to pay
interest and redeem the title given to a future date.
The issue of municipal obligations of local governments receiving additional resources to
the traditional. LPA them borrow directly from the public investor, bond loan is better
and sometimes cheaper. Compared with other types of loans, the disadvantages of such
methods of training of public financial resources, on which a public authority at its
Debenture issue are those that must pay interest periodically and repay the loan at
maturity, which means that is necessarily their judicious management, including
estimating the expected return on public investment.
The incentive issue municipal obligations in terms of theory, it argues the following:
• current local budget deficit financing. Costs, analog local government revenue, it has a
consistency and do not coincide in time, so to mobilize additional financial resources
necessary to borrow.
• Repayment of earlier debts. In this regard, debt refinancing is done.
• Winding holes pets. In such situations may be used Debenture in cities, districts,
villages where the tax base depends on the seasonal cycle of production.
• Funding of local programs and projects of their own capital investment. In this respect
are attractive loans that address problems of housing and infrastructure development etc.
localities.
Essence, but the investment attractiveness of municipal obligations and still manifest in a
number of characteristics reflected in their classification criteria. Thus, municipal
Debenture shall be made in a variety of forms depending on the type and characteristics
of bonds issued.
There are a wide variety of municipal bonds.
Municipal bonds are different by characteristics, features and its attributes which explains
their classification according to various criteria. In this way, the wide range of municipal
bonds offer investors many advantages.
Bond loan debt is a way of APL, is distinguished by bank credit through the following
features:
• If bank lending is unique in the person of the creditor bank, whereas bond issue brings
together a large number of creditors.
• bank credit may not be quoted on the secondary market. While the bond, is a negotiable
debt instrument is quoted on the secondary market.
Like any public lending, Municipal Debenture number of technical elements have to:
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1. The amount borrowed and the number of bonds issued that depends on:
a) the nominal amount of bonds, that amount will be reimbursed by the LPA to loan
maturity, the bond holder;
b) the issue, the selling price of bonds at time of issue. This value can be equal to face
value or less than face value;
c) Market value is market price at which the bond is currently traded on the market.
2. Bond rate is the price of 100 currency units par value. Bond rate is expressed as a
percentage. Depending on the course concepts are used:
a) course at par or poles where it is 100% level, so the nominal value is equal to market
price;
b) being over par or over look - the rate is less than 100%;
c) being under par and the stakes - the level is below 100%.
3. The term of repayment, which corresponds to the life of the bonds.
4. Nominal interest rate is the interest rate that applied to the loan allows the calculation
of coupon interest. The interest rate may be fixed, so it changes the whole life, or may be
variable, so be in line with the market rate.
5. Coupon interest rate is the absolute mass of the bond holder entitled to one year or a
fraction of a year.
6. The cost issue, which includes the cost of issuing securities transactions and their
movement.
7. The cost of loans, bonds generated by the issuer to the lender on the interest and
amount reimbursed.
8. Conditions of debt repayment, which is determined according to the loan amortization
plan.
Contracting and management of local public borrowing is done through a series of
specific operations.
Municipal Debenture Placement is the operation whereby the local government take
possession of the amount borrowed. If Debenture loans when the amount borrowed
depends on the technical receipt of entry.
1. Placement directly by LPA-ri securities by institutions belonging to them. Effects of
direct placement:
• LPA sites gradually enter the possession of the amount borrowed, as it manages to sell
the bonds issued.
• Sale transactions require an overall cost of the expenditure of public institutions in
charge of the sale of bonds. This reduces the efficiency cost of the loan because of the
amount of bond sales minus the cost of entry.
2. Placement through banks or banking consortia. Bank as an intermediary or take the
commission bonds issued by APL, or actually buying them. So:
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• Placing the commission - the bank assumes the responsibility to sell securities issued by
APL at face value or issue price. In the contract, APL shall provide the bank a certain
number of documents which it in a certain time, called the period of investment, sell
these documents to holders of capital. As the sale of bonds, the bank put the money
received on the APL retaining commission in the contract.
The effects of placing the commission:
- LPA gradually enter the possession of money
- The risk of placement in terms of the sale of bonds is APL
- The return of the loan depends on the commission you charge the bank.
• The purchase of bonds issued by the Bank APL (or other intermediaries) - Bank of LPA
buy any bonds issued at a price issue in the contract mediation, which then sells bonds at
a higher price than the issue price. There are cases in which the bank can not sell bonds at
a higher price than the issue price and then either sell them at a lower price by accepting
the loss, remains the sole creditor of the LPA is pending maturity of the loan.
Effects of placement by intermediaries:
- LPA immediately to hold the amount borrowed.
- Risk Placement by bank transfer.
3. Placement through a stock exchange
The effects of placing a stock exchange is through the sale of municipal bonds through
auctions conducted by a primary dealer in the APL provision as approved by the latter
graph, which then can be defined and modified. The effects of placing a stock exchange:
- The registration process variations make it impossible to know the proceeds from the
sale of bonds.
- Investment costs are reduced because the inclusion of municipal bonds to stock is
automatically making the return on the loan is not dependent on any listing fees or
charges.
Municipal Debenture Repayment is the operation to withdraw from circulation municipal
bonds. There are various methods of reimbursement:
1. Reimbursement towards annuities. The annuity means the annual payment by the
debtor of a part of the loan plus interest accrued that year.
Annuity means a deferred repayment of the amount borrowed. Annual rates may be
reimbursed equal, higher or lower. The most frequently used repayment in equal
installments.
2. Reimbursement through the exchange of securities. Whenever the market are quoted
municipal bonds can be withdrawn from circulation at any time by the stock redemption.
The aim moments when the scholar has a tendency to fall making the local budget effort
on redemption monkeys.
This method has the advantage that is simple and not have high surrender charges.
3. Reimbursement by the drawing of lots shall be used if the APL is very large number of
creditors and the bonds were issued without a firm maturity. Withdrawal from circulation
in order to organize regular drawing. In this case the bonds are repaid only amounts that
have emerged winners in the drawing of lots.
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The firing starts again so that it can be made full redemption in a given period.
Municipal Debenture is obvious that they are their own risks, among which we highlight
the following:
- Risk their investment projects;
- Economic risks;
- Significant demographic change;
- Migration;
- Risks arising from legislative and fiscal instability;
- Own risk emerging market;
- Risks caused by natural factors etc..
In this way, municipal Debenture, which are an additional source of cash for local
government, is managed wisely and efficiently, generating economic and social benefits
for both subjects, but also for the community as a whole.
Municipal Debenture developed countries but also in many other countries with market
economies, including Eastern European region have become important tools and secure
financial resource mobilization in the capital markets to finance capital projects.
Legislative and regulatory framework in Moldova.
Experience worldwide shows that municipal bonds are financing instruments
characterized by their holders a fixed interest rate offered. From this point of view are
similar to bank loans, but it is in an advantageous alternative in many ways.
Internationally diversified market most municipal bonds is located in the U.S., where the
first half of 2006 volume was over 178 billion market. USD. In European countries where
estimates of international rating agencies "Standard & Poor's" in 2006 total volume of
financial resources attracted local and municipal authorities will be 216 billion estimate.
Euro with an increase of 2% over 2005. It noted that in 2002 the increase was more
pronounced and the average was 14%. In Europe they seem to geographical
concentration of financial resources attracted local and municipal administration in five
Western European countries: Germany, Italy, France, Spain and Switzerland.
In Moldova there is also practical. This is influenced by several factors namely:
1. The legal framework in respect of Municipal Debenture simplistic, narrow - contained
in several articles of the Law on Securities Market, no. 199 - XIV of 18.11.1998 and Law
on Local Public Finance, no. 397-XV of 16.10.2003.
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Securities Market Act, Chapter, Article 48, paragraph states: "... the movement of
securities:
• Securities issued by the state, municipalities, central government authorities and local
• corporate securities issued by local corporate
• corporate securities issued by foreign legal
• Options on securities and other forward contracts
• other securities and financial instruments, the movement which is not prohibited by
applicable law ... "
In this way, allow movement of securities issued by local authorities requires of them.
But, specifically municipal securities, their essence, characteristics, types, mechanism of
issuing, servicing and repayment of municipal debt is not enshrined in any paragraph.
The Law of Local Public Finance, no. 397-XV from 16.10.2003, Chapter II, "structure
admistrativ-territorial units budgets," Article 14 "loans for capital expenditure",
paragraph (5) states: "... the ATU for the executive authorities and the town's second
Balti, the representative and deliberative decision of the authorities concerned may
contract by issuing bonds, short and long term loans for capital expenditure ...", and
paragraph (6): "... the provisions of paragraph (5) are applicable if total amount of debt
corresponding budgets already contracted or guaranteed loans, the loans to be contracted
and their related interest and the loans are expected to be guaranteed and the interest
thereon, shall exceed 20% of total annual revenue budgets of those ... "
So, the rules above translates as follows: 1) Municipal Debenture may be contracted for
only one purpose - financing capital expenditure (financing investment projects, 2) right
to issue Debenture is restricted to administrative units - territorial units ( District Council,
Gagauz-Yeri, Chisinau and Balti municipality).
Unfortunately, it is virtually all governing Debenture. As we see the current legal
framework is underdeveloped. Existing regulations do not actually demarcate municipal
Debenture mechanism. Stipulations that are insufficient for development of normative
acts and design issues of municipal bonds.
Moreover, the Tax Code, Art. 19 Facilities provided by the employer, in the. d) stipulates
that "the sum of interest, obtained as a result of exceeding the basic rate (rounded to next
whole share) determined by the National Bank of Moldova in November of the previous
fiscal year of management: - the refinancing of commercial banks through repurchase
agreements purchase of state securities within 2 months - a term loans of up to 5 years the long-term loans - loans for a period exceeding 5 years, interest rate calculated for
loans granted by the employer to the employee, depending on their term of grant.
In other words, the municipal securities such tax incentives shall be without prejudice and
in this respect bears a discriminatory, potential investors are not encouraged in the
procurement of municipal securities.
In this way, the first step in implementing the Municipal Debenture is completely legal
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framework and modern training.
2. Underdeveloped securities market. Securities market of Moldova is characterized by
slow growth, a hesitant and low liquidity. In its development and function of the scholar
NSC-32 index and market capitalization over the period 2001-2007 the securities market
was behind the neighboring countries and other emerging countries worldwide. Another
factor which reflects the situation of an underdeveloped capital market is the low level of
competitiveness of the issuers and their small number.
3. Lack of local practice facility issue municipal bonds. It covers foundation, preparation,
launch, reimbursement, remuneration of IOM, which requires coverage of legislative and
regulatory provisions. IOM national problem was first challenged in the National Forum
"Fiscal Decentralization: challenges for Moldova" from 09-10 March 2006. Meanwhile,
local shows lack of process information, promotion of mass education of the population
vis-a-vis the investment in HMI. So far, only a few localities have initiated some
discussions and debates on the need to implement IOM mechanism.
4. Low management capacity, which is manifested by poor knowledge in the field and the
absence of local initiative of launching such financial instruments. It is envisaged that the
local government level and at the investor level, there is a culture in the IOM. In general
the legal framework provides a special article to reflect the rights, duties and
responsibilities of mayors, chairmen of districts in the issuance and circulation of IOM.
There is a lack of training of participants for the APL bond loan market. First, investors
do not know the structure of local finances and the legal framework governing the LPA,
there are no specific rules for the placement of municipal bonds. Moreover, APL officials
have appropriate training for the preparation of documentation required for municipal
borrowing Debenture (feasibility studies, audit reports) and do not know the procedure
and steps to be taken in this regard.
Therefore, develop a culture of IOM for APL among participants
market, particularly the LPA and public investors.
5. Uncertainty in financial instruments of government from the people. Purchase of state
securities currently is done mainly by economic (especially commercial banks), while
citizens are oriented towards the acquisition of property and the placement of bank
deposits.
Meanwhile, municipal bonds have some undeniable advantages, the most important
being:
• Low cost of borrowing. The issue of municipal obligations is held low interest rate loan
resources, mobilizing local resources in the financial market to non-residents, individuals
and non-banking institutions to cover budget deficits and gaps pets in local budgets,
financing seasonal work, etc..
• Training a new instrument for financing investment projects. High degree of confidence
and liquidity of municipal bonds allow local government to classify them as optimal
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instruments to finance investment projects. In this way, in international practice had a
widespread municipal bonds, which activate the means for building productive things
with their subsequent sale or letting.
• full and transparent use of IOM. Loan contracted by municipal bonds is repaid at
maturity, thus giving him the possibility of local government to build it completely,
compared with bank loans which are repaid during the period of his existence. For
municipal bond issue interest rate is calculated is determined by transparent and
competitive (tender), features missing in calculating the cost of bank credit;
• Improving capital market infrastructure. Successful implementation of the Debenture
will positively affect the investment climate in cities, districts, etc., will create a boost in
terms of capital market infrastructure development.
• Flexibility municipal loans according to the needs of the issuer (municipal authorities):
the amount requested, the interest rate, maturity, grace period and repayment terms. At
the same time, guarantee repayment of the loan with the local government revenue,
compared with bank credit which requires pledging of public property. However, the
Bank reserves the right to change the interest rate on loans granted without the consent of
the debtor.
• increased interest from investors to municipal bonds, so there was no case so far, an
issue not fully subscribed.
Thus, municipal enterprises in the sphere of communal farm-buildings, the vast majority
are monopolists and that have a guaranteed market for performance of services. In this
way, bonds issued by these companies through local public authorities, in international
practice, is considered to be the safest. However, in Moldova there are a number of
factors would curb appeal of municipal bonds issued within the communal-housing - first
debts to creditors that you have them.
Inhalation Functionality RULES REGARDING MUNICIPAL OBLIGATIONS IN
MOLDOVA
In this way, the first step in implementing the Municipal Debenture would be completely
legal framework and modern training.
In this regard it is necessary to operate a series of legislative actions, namely:
- Introducing a special chapter in the Law on securities market, which would reflect the
concept and mechanism Municipal Debenture, including the issuance of bonds, their
placement, servicing and repayment;
- Introduction to the Law on local public finance a series of articles which would regulate
the Debenture municipal complex;
- Introduction to the Law on Local Public Administration, no. 123-XV of 18.03.2003, a
chapter that would mean the requirements and responsibilities to local administrative
capacity, the effect of which would be forming a powerful financial management,
including in lending;
- Introduction of an item in the tax code that would exempt lenders from income tax
interest municipal bonds, which would establish public equity securities market and
create a tax relief funds to attract potential investors to temporarily free of objectives
public interest ..
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Legislation and normative acts of the Republic of Moldova should be connected to
international law in this area. But they provide only the rules of the game, so continue to
follow the activities of creating mechanisms for boosting the launch and operation of the
markets in the financial market of Moldova. Municipal bonds are financial instruments
on a wide range of money market instruments including money market existing state
securities market, corporate securities market.
Of course as these segments of financial market development requires an intense, but
since these segments have a certain level of development and evolution, some experience
with its strong and weak parties.
As for the bond market are the top track and having regard to international experience
and experience of the segments, similar mechanisms of financial system we can build a
viable segment, efficient and attractive tool for local and foreign investors.
Also necessary to highlight specific issue that is the goal of municipal bonds (eg building
roads, bridges, other infrastructure objects managed by local authorities).

Using Municipal Debenture would help solve many problems, the main ones being:
- Lower cost of borrowing. The issue of municipal bonds appear safer investment
alternative ways, and as a result of the competition is lowering interest rates instead of
borrowed resources, while mobilizing local financial market to individuals and legal
resources to cover budget deficits and house dips local budgets, financing seasonal work,
investing in broad economic and social resonance, etc..
- Training a new instrument for financing investment projects. High degree of confidence
and liquidity of municipal bonds allow local government to classify them as optimal
instruments to finance investment projects. In this way, based on international practice,
may be issued municipal bonds, which would raise funds to build productive things with
their subsequent sale or letting.
- Improving capital market infrastructure. Successful implementation of Municipal
Debenture will positively affect the investment climate in towns and boost capital market
infrastructure development, indispensable element of the developed market economy.
Of those exposed can see that despite the international experience that municipal
Debenture is an advantageous way of contracting funds for operational and investment
needs of local government authorities in Moldova there is no adequate legal framework
and tax regime for their implementation.
To unlock the process of implantation of Municipal Debenture following operations are
necessary legislation:
• Municipal Debenture reflection mechanism in regulations;
• regulation of administrative capacities necessary for the effective management of local
government borrowing;
• imposition of the tax system stimulant mobilize financial resources of the public
investor to the objectives of public interest.
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Training Municipal Debenture mobilizing funds to finance community needs is a
convincing indicator of the progress of fiscal decentralization process and the high degree
of local financial autonomy.
In recent years by specialists in the capital market more frequently to discuss the need to
develop bond market in Moldova (corporate and municipal). In this area of the capital
market is a vast experience of developed countries and former socialist countries, which
have already been well-known results. Given the experience of capital market reforms
and financial and economic reforms, Moldova has frequently resorted to various
international experiences.
Eventually, however, that developing new practical matter on our domestic segment,
which targets we intend to realize them, and how we do it. The context for our country to
create municipal bond market segment is necessary to ensure adequate development of
infrastructure of cities and rural areas.
Another important point is that in Moldova there are only two places that emit municipal
bonds: Chisinau and Balti, the rest of local government, in this respect, a potentially
lower. And then if we appeal to the international experience of several countries feel the
differences in the development of cities (eg in Romania there are at least 15 towns which
have the potential and resources to issue municipal obligations).
An important is educating the population in this area. For that we consider it necessary to
create public confidence for investing in these financial instruments. If people would see
the benefit of purchasing municipal bonds, will be needed and the study of this area. This
can be achieved through information campaigns in the media, seminars and workshops
with representatives of local authorities.
Orientation of Moldova for European integration is viable and effective for issuers and
investors access to market euroobligatiunilor and investing in these markets.
Therefore we have a lot of studying and yet achieved in this area. Importantly, concrete
plans to implement programs, real and effective. Both local authorities and experts in the
field of capital market expected to change legislative and regulatory framework and ways
to engage actively in this field.
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